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GEOLOGY AND GROUND WATER RESOURCES

OF STUTSMAN COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA

Part 1 Geology
By HAROLD A . WINTERS

ABSTRACT
Stutsman County, in south-central North Dakota, comprises about 2,30 0

square miles . The west part of the county is within the Coteau du Missouri, a
part of the Missouri Plateau section of the Great Plains physiographic province .
The east part of the county is within the Drift Prairie section of the Interio r
Lowlands province. The Missouri Escarpment trends south through the cente r
of the county and forms the boundary between these two areas . The highes t
altitude is in the west part of the county and exceeds 2,000 feet above sea level .
The lowest point is in the James River valley in the southeast part of the count y
at an altitude of about 1,340 feet above sea level .

Glacial drift overlies the bedrock in most of the county. Rocks of the Late
Cretaceous age directly underlie the glacial drift . Older Cretaceous, Jurassic ,
Mississippian, Devonian, Silurian, Ordovician and possibly Cambrian rocks also ar e
present in the subsurface . The surface of the Precambrian basement rocks de -
creases in altitude to the west-northwest .

Late Cretaceous rocks that directly underlie the glacial drift include the
Niobrara Shale, Pierre Shale, and Fox Hills Sandstone . The Niobrara Shale whic h
consists of a medium-gray shale, does not crop out in the county but has bee n
identified as underlying glacial drift in the Tower part of a deep bedrock valley
that is filled with drift. The Pierre Shale underlies glacial drift in most of the
county and is the only bedrock that crops out in the area . The formation consists
of a dark-gray to black, highly jointed shale that weathers readily into smal l
chips . The Fox Hills Sandstone consists of fine to medium-grained sandstone tha t
may be interbedded with siltstone and shale . This formation is not exposed bu t
it directly underlies glacial drift in the southwest part of the county in a bedroc k
high .

The bedrock surface underlying the glacial drift is characterized by consider -
able relief.. Several isolated bedrock highs that exceed 1,600 feet above sea leve l
are in the west part of the county, but a well-defined east-facing bedrock escarp-
ment in the area of the Missouri Escarpment does not exist . Much of the bedroc k
is at an altitude of 1,400 to 1,500 feet above sea level, but this surface is interrupted
by valleys that have been eroded into the bedrock. The largest of these bedroc k
valleys includes the possible continuation of the ancestral Cannonball River valle y
and a large valley, referred to as the Spiritwood Valley, that trends north alon g
the east boundary of the county and that probably existed prior to glaciation . In
the present-day topography there is no direct reflection of the bedrock surface.

Glacial till and glaciofluvial material are the most abundant surficial Pleis-
tocene deposits in the county. Other surficial deposits include proglacial and post-
glacial lacustrine sediments, colluvium, recent alluvium, and some wind-blown
material. There is little variation in the physicial characteristics of the surficia l
till . The surficial till consists largely of material finer than coarse sand, in whic h
silt and clay are abundant . The average depth of oxidation is about 20 feet and a
leached zone is absent Stone counts reveal no major variation in the types o f
pebbles that occur within the till . Grain-size analyses of fifty till samples indicat e
that surficial till is everywhere similiar, though there is a tendency for clay an d
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silt to be more abundant in samples from the west part of the county and a slightly
larger amount of sand and granules occur in samples from the northeast part o f
the county .

The glacial drift is thickest in the west part of the county and in areas wher e
bedrock valleys are present. Subsurface data indicate that the higher altitude of
the topography in the west part of the county is due mainly to the deposition o f
large amounts of drift rather than due to bedrock conditions . The average thicknes s
of drift in the east part of the county is much less than that in the west, but in
the east, where bedrock valleys are present, the drift may exceed 500 feet in thick-
ness . The age of the drift in the subsurface is questionable, but stratigraphic re-
lationships, the occurrence of cemented drift and oxidized zones in the subsurface ,
and one radiocarbon date on wood fragments from the subsurface indicate tha t
early Wisconsin or pre-Wisconsin drift probably exists within the area .

Two distinctly different groups of glacial landforms occur within the county ;
these may be subdivided into morpho-stratigraphic units. The first is in the Coteau
du Missouri and resulted mainly from a glacier that was characterized by extensive
stagnation. The second is in the Drift Prairie and was formed in association wit h
a glacier that possessed a margin which retreated in an orderly manner and whic h
occasionally halted or readvanced . Landforms within the Coteau du Missouri in-
clude the Streeter end moraine and various forms resulting from stagnation of th e
ice, including hummocky stagnation moraine, perched lacustrine plains, a large
pitted outwash plain, ice-restricted outwash plains, and an ice-walled gravel train .
The Streeter moraine was formed at the margin of an active ice sheet, and a radio -
carbon date indicates that the time of formation was prior to 11,070±300 years ago .
The stagnation landforms were, at least in part, in the process of formation at th e
time of the radiocarbon date mentioned above. The occurrence of carbonaceous
material and pelecypod shells within ice-contact glaciofluvial sediments indicate s
that some forms of life existed in the stagnant-ice environment .

Major landforms within the Drift Prairie include the Millarton, Eldridge, an d
Buchanan end moraines in the south-east and east-central part of the county . These
moraines were formed during halts or minor readvances of the ice margin as i t
retreated north from the east part of the county. The Grace City end moraine, i n
the north-central part of the area, may have formed as a recessional feature shortl y
after the Buchanan moraine was deposited, or it may have formed contempor-
aneously with the Kensal end moraine, in the northeast part of the county, whic h
was deposited by a significant readvance of the ice sheet . Extensive areas of
ground moraine also occur in the east part of the county. Local recessional features,
referred to as washboard moraines, are common within some areas of ground mor-
aine, and their trends record, at least in part, the configuration of the ice margin at
the time they were formed.

The Millarton, Eldridge, and Buchanan moraines and their associated land -
forms were deposited after the Streeter moraine but before the Kensal moraine .
The Kensal moraine was probably formed prior to 10,050±300 years ago .

The preglacial streams of the area probably drained north rather than sout h
as they do today. Little is known of the drainage conditions that existed after th e
area was first glaciated and prior to the final disappearance of the ice, but th e
character of the drift in the subsurface suggests that the pre-existing drainageway s
have been diverted, obstructed, and buried as a result of subsequent glaciation .
Presently the west part of the county lacks an integrated drainage system an d
major melt-water channels are absent . This indicates that large amounts of melt -
water were not available during the last stages of ice stagnation . As a result, thi s
part of the county is characterized by youthful drainage, and lakes and marshe s
are common . In the east part of the county, however, several large melt-wate r
channels formed as the ice margin retreated from a position marked by the Millar -
ton, Eldridge, and Buchanan moraines . The drainageways include Minneapoli s
Flats at the foot of the Missouri Escarpment, Beaver Creek valley in the south -
east part of the county, the part of the James River valley south of Jamestown ,
Pipestem Creek valley in the north-central part of the county, and a forerunne r
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to Sevenmile Coulee in the east part of the county . Furthermore, two major drain-
age diversions developed at the time the ice readvanced to form the Kensal moraine .
These resulted in the formation of the part of the James River valley north of
Jamestown and in the present course of Sevenmile Coulee . No major changes in
the drainage system have developed since the ice margin last retreated from the
county .

Terraces exist within some of the former melt-water channels, and one group
is conspicuous in the lower James-Pipestem system. These low terraces represent
remnants of a former valley train that was deposited after the ice margin retreate d
from a position marked by the Eldridge moraine, and that was dissected prior to th e
time that Pipestem Creek valley ceased to be active as a melt-water channel . Low
terraces also are present within Sevenmile Coulee, and some of these are interprete d
as kame terraces which were formed during the last ice advance that reached th e
northeast part of the county.

INTRODUCTION
This report describes certain aspects of the geology of Stutsman County, in

the southeast part of North Dakota . The study is based on findings from a projec t
sponsored by the North Dakota Geological Survey, the North Dakota State Wate r
Conservation Commission, and the Ground Water Branch of the Water Resources
Division of the United States Geological Survey. The major objectives of this repor t
are as follows : 1) To present a general description of the character and attitud e
of the bedrock in the county, with emphasis on the rock formations that directl y
underlie the glacial drift ; 2) to describe the character and occurrence of glacial
landforms and glacial drift within the county ; and 3) to set forth an interpretation
of the glacial history of the area .

This report will provide a better understanding of the geology of North
Dakota and may be useful in the search for and utilization of ground water an d
sand and gravel deposits.

Most of the county was mapped on U. S . Geological Survey topographic
quadrangles at a scale of 1 :24,000 . In areas not covered by these maps, aerial photo-
graphs and base maps at a scale of 1 :62,500 were used, and altitudes were deter -
mined with the aid of an altimeter . An attempt was made to examine each sectio n
within the 64 townships in the county by mapping along sectipn lines and investi-
gating critical areas within the section. Natural and man-made exposures of th e
surficial material were examined, and where these were not abundant, auger hole s
were dug to determine the character of the sediments. Much of the information on
subsurface glacial drift was obtained from logs of test holes completed under the
direction of the Ground Water Branch of the U. S . Geological Survey in cooperation
with the North Dakota State Water Conservation Commission and the North Dakota
Geological Survey . Additional information was obtained from water well-inventory
data provided by the U . S . Geological Survey . Samples of bedrock, glacial drift ,
and material suitable for radiocarbon dating were collected in the field fo r
laboratory analyses .

Geologic names used herein conform to the usage followed by the North
Dakota Geological Survey rather than that of the U . S . Geological Survey.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The county was mapped during field seasons from 1958 through 1960. The

writer started mapping during the summer and fall of 1958 . During the summe r
of 1959 the writer was assisted by Mark Rich, North Dakota Geological Survey ,
and C. J. Huxel, Jr., Ground Water Branch, U . S . Geological Survey. In the summer
of 1960 D. E. Hansen, Miller Hansen, and Jack Kume, North Dakota Geological
Survey, and C . J . Huxel, Jr . and P. G. Randich, U . S . Geological Survey, assisted
the writer in the mapping . Each man was assigned parts of the county to map and
their findings are integrated into this report (fig . 1) . C. J. Huxel, Jr. and Jack
Kume made the size analyses of the glacial till samples in 1961 .
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The writer wishes especially to express his appreciation to the men name d
above for their cooperation and initiative. Without their participation this report
would not have been possible at this time . C. J. Huxel, Jr. deserves particular
credit for his continued cooperation and interest in this study .

Special appreciation is due Wilson M . Laird, State Geologist of North Dakota,
the late J . W . Brookhart and Edward Bradley, former and present district geologists,
U.S. Geological Survey. Valuable professional criticism and administrative as-
sistance were obtained from these men .

The writer is indebted to R . B. Colton and R. W. Lemke for the loan o f
aerial photographs of the county during the winter and spring of 1959 and for th e
loan of 1 : 125,000 glacial map of Stutsman County (unpublished) ; to R . W. Lemke
for the forwarding of material submitted by C . J. Huxel, Jr. and the writer to the
U. S. Geological Survey for radiocarbon analysis ; to the Ground Water Branch of
the Water Resources Division of the U. S . Geological Survey for the use of water
well-inventory data and test boring data ; and finally to the people of Stutsman
County who cooperated so well in many ways with the participants in this study .

PREVIOUS WOR K

Glacial deposits within Stutsman County were first described by T. C.
Chamberlin in 18133 (p . 393-400) in a report of the "Terminal Moraine of the Secon d
Glacial Epoch ." Chamberlin briefly described the landscape in the west part of
the county .

In 1896 J . E. Todd (p . 13-59) made a study of "The Moraine of the Missouri
Coteau and Their Attendant Deposits ." His investigation deals in part with Stuts-
man County though the emphasis is on the landforms in the west part of the county .

D. E. Willard reported in 1909 on the geology of the Jamestown, Eckelson and
Tower quadrangles. A part of this study was concerned with the southeast quarter
of the county. Willard's map, at a scale of 1:125,000, shows some of the morainal
tracts and bodies of outwash mentioned in this report .

Q . F. Paulson (1952) described a small part of extreme southwest Stutsma n
County in a report on the geology and occurrence of ground water in the vicinit y
of Streeter, North Dakota .

In 1955 R. J. Kresl reported on the "Geology of the Eldridge Quadrangle" an d
in 1956 enlarged upon this study in a paper on the "Geology of the Lower Pipestem
Creek Area," which describes an area of about 200 square miles near the cente r
of the county .

F . D. Holland (1957) briefly described some of the aspects of the geolog y
in a field trip guidebook of the Jamestown area.

In 1958 R. W. Lemke and R. B. Colton prepared a "Summary of the Pleisto-
cene Geology of North Dakota." This report includes some description of glacia l
landforms in the county . In addition, these writers have prepared a map of th e
glacial geology of North Dakota (in press) . The part of this map at 1 :125,000
covering Stutsman County was sent to the author.

After completing the field work for this report, the writer (Winters, 1961 )
described certain landforms that occur within the county but the paper dealt with
the character of the landforms rather than with a specific area within the county.

GEOGRAPHY
TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAG E

Stutsman County is in the south-central part of North Dakota and includes
64 townships which form a 48 by 48 mile square that covers about 2,300 square
miles (fig. 2) . The west part of the county, a relatively high area of rugge d
morainal topography, is within that part of the Missouri Plateau known as th e
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Coteau du Missouri . The east part of the county is within the Drift Prairie, whic h
may be described as a youthful glaciated plain that is interrupted by end moraine s
and stream valleys. The boundary between these two major physiographic division s
consists of a sloping surface that decreases about 200 to 400 feet in altitude to the
east within a horizontal distance of 2 to 8 miles . This feature, known as the
Missouri Escarpment, trends north-northwest through the central part of the
county . The maximum relief in the county exceeds 600 feet .

Lakes and marshes are abundant in the west part of the county, but a n
integrated drainage pattern is absent. Chase Lake, northwest of Medina, is the
largest body of water in this area and is more than 2 miles in length . Most of the
lakes and marshes are in what are locally called "potholes" and are generally les s
than a mile in length. During periods of prolonged dryness they may be reduced
in size or may dry up completely .

In the east part of the county lakes and marshes are also common. The
larger lakes, such as Spiritwood and Blue Lakes, generally are within forme r
glacial melt-water channels in which drainage is obstructed by glacial drift o r
man-made structures .

Several large valleys, occupied by underfit streams, are in the east part o f
the county. The major stream is the James River, which rises near the geographi c
center of the state, flows south through the east part of Stutsman County, an d
eventually joins the Missouri River . A dam has been constructed across th e
stream course north of Jamestown and impounds a large reservoir with a surfac e
altitude about 1,430 feet above sea level . Farther upstream other man-made
structures have resulted in the formation of Arrowwood and Jim Lakes withi n
the valley of the James River .

A second large valley contains Pipestem Creek, which rises to the north -
west in Wells County, flows southeast through the north-central part of Stutsma n
County, and joins the James River near Jamestown. Other smaller valleys includ e
Beaver Creek and unnamed intermittent streams that occupy Minneapolis Flats ,
Sevenmile Coulee and Streaman Coulee .

CLIMATE

The climate of Stutsman County is sub-humid and continental . The county ,
bisected by the 47° parallel, is about 100 miles southeast of the geographical cente r
of North America. This continental location results in warm summers and col d
winters . The maximum precipitation occurs during the summers, and the winter s
are usually dry. In addition, the county is in the mid-latitudes, where cyclones an d
anticyclones may produce significant variations in the weather within short periods
of time. Large annual temperature ranges are associated with the continenta l
climate . The mean monthly temperatures for January and July are 7 .3° and 69 .0° F .,
respectively, as recorded at the Jamestown Airport, and 8.1° F . and 71 .9° F ., respec-
tively, as recorded at the Jamestown Hospital (U . S . Dept. of Commerce, 1955, p . 34) ;
thus the average annual temperature range is 61 .7° F. and 63.8°F, at these tw o
recording stations . Temperatures greater than 90° F. are not uncommon in the
summer, and sub-zero cold waves are frequent in the winter . The highest and
lowest temperatures recorded at the Jamestown Hospital were 118° F. and -42°F.
(U . S . Dept . of Commerce, 1955, p. 37) . Thus the maximum temperature range at
this location is 160° F.

During the winter the temperatures may be low enough to halt stream flow
by freezing . The summers are comparatively short, but the total number of su n
hours is relatively high . This is the result of long, consecutive periods of dayligh t
and numerous cloudless days. About 16 hours of daylight occur on or about th e
time of the summer solstice . Table 1 presents a summary of the monthly and an-
nual temperature regimes of two recording stations in the area . Two weather
stations in the county have recorded an average annual precipitation of 18 .71 inche s
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TABLE I . - Temperature and precipitation recorded in Stutsma n

County

JAMESTOWN AIRPOR T

Month
Tota l

Precipi -

tation

Mea n
Snow-

fall

Mea n

Temp .

Temp .
Mea n

Max .

Temp.
Mea n
Min .

Hig h
Temp .

Lo w
Temp .

Jan. .78" 8 .4" 7 .3° 17 .4° 2.9° 53° -36 °

Feb. .60 6.8 10 .7 20 .9 0.4 44 -32

Mar. 1 .05 9 .3 23 .1 32 .5 13.7 80 -29

Apr . 1 .35 3 .1 41 .8 53.6 30 .1 94 - 5

May 2 .14 1 .0 52 .9 66 .0 39 .8 95 1 2

June 3.07 t 62.0 74 .2 49 .7 98 30

July 2 .74 t 69.0 82 .3 55 .7 104 3 5

Aug. 2 .59 t 67 .2 81 .1 53 .3 105 3 5

Sept. 1 .75 .2 57 .1 70 .7 43 .5 100 1 8

Oct. 1 .31 1 .1 46.0 59 .3 32 .7 87 6

Nov. .70 4 .7 26.7 36 .2 17 .2 69 -17

Dec . .63 6 .9 12 .9 22 .9 2.9 61 -30

Mean Ann. 18 .71 41 .5 39.7 51 .4 28.0

JAMESTOWN STATE HOSPITA L

Month

Tota l
Precipi-
tation

Mea n

Snow -
fall

Mean

Temp .

Mea n
Max.

Temp .

Mea n
Min .

Temp .

High

Temp.

Lo w

Temp .

Jan . .48" 5 .7" 8 .1° 18 .0° 1 .9° 51° -36°

Feb. .61 6 .7 11 .3 21 .3 1 .4 58 -42

Mar. .91 7 .8 25 .0 34 .7 15 .3 80 -29

Apr. 1 .63 3 .6 42 .1 54.1 30 .2 95 - 2

May 2 .06 .6 55 .3 68 .6 41 .9 107 1 2

June 3.07 .0 64.6 77 .2 51 .9 107 30

July 2 .60 t 71 .9 85 .8 57 .9 118 35

Aug . 2.19 t 68 .9 83 .0 54 .9 107 3 2

Sept. 1 .29 .1 58 .5 72 .6 44 .5 107 1 9

Oct . 1 .28 1 .2 46 .1 58.8 33 .4 90 0

Nov . .71 5 .7 27 .8 37 .5 18 .1 72 -14

Dec . .52 6 .0 14 .8 24.4 5 .2 67 -32

Mean Ann . 17.35 37 .4 41 .2 53 .0 29. 4

SOURCE : Climatic Summary of the U. S. for 1931 through 1952

(Washington, D . C . : U . S . Dept . of Commerce, 1955), p. 15, 33, 34, and 37 .
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and 17 .35 inches (U. S. Dept. of Commerce, 1955, p. 35) . Significant variations from
the average occur both from year to year and between stations for the same year .
Only 6 .91 inches of precipitation were received at the Jamestown Hospital in 1935 ,
while 25.84 inches of precipitation were recorded at the Jamestown Airport in
1950 . For the same year, 1950, 18.34 inches of precipitation fell at the Jamestown
State Hospital, about 3 miles south of the airport (U. S. Dept . of Commerce,
1955, p . 15) .

Between 55 and 60 per cent of the total annual precipitation falls durin g
the months of May, June, July and August . This maximum during the warm seaso n
is especially advantageous because significant amounts of moisture may be ab-
sorbed by the soil . Most of the precipitation during the cold season is in the
form of snow, but probably little moisture is added to the soil during the winter
months because it is frozen . The mean annual snowfalls recorded at weathe r
stations in the vicinity of Jamestown are 37 .5 and 41 .5 inches (U. S. Dept . of Com-
merce, 1955, p . 33) . Most of the snow falls from December through March, but a t
least a trace of snow has been observed for every month of the year (U . S. Dept.
of Commerce, 1955, p . 33) . Table 1 summarizes the mean monthly and mean
annual precipitation data for two recording stations in the county .

SOILS AND VEGETATIO N

Chernozem soils are present over most of the county. These soils are dar k
at the surface and with an increase in depth grade into a grayish-brown to brow n
color . Concentrations of carbonates are characteristic of the lower part of the soil .
Four major associations have been recognized within the chernozem soils in th e
county (University of Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, 1960, p . 79-81 ,
114) : 1) The "Aastad-Hamerly-Barnes" association in the northeast part of th e
county, 2) the "Barnes-Aastad" association in the central and southeast part o f
the county, 3) the "Buse" association, which occurs within the rugged moraina l
topography of the Coteau du Missouri in the west part of the county, 4) th e
"Fordville-Lovell" association, which is restricted to areas underlain by glacia l
outwash along the west border of the county.

Alluvial soils also are present in places along the flood plains of the majo r
streams . These soils are most common in the James River valley .

The natural vegetation of the county consists of grassland that is interrupted
by trees and marsh vegetation . The trees are most abundant along stream courses ,
and the marsh vegetation occurs in poorly drained areas where water is available .
Much of the land is utilized for agriculture, principally for pasture land an d
small grain and hay crops .

SUMMARY OF THE

PRE-PLEISTOCENE STRATIGRAPHY
Although glacial drift covers most of Stutsman County, some information o n

the pre-Pleistocene geology is available from bedrock outcrops, well logs, and
previous reports.'

Well logs indicate that 1) the surface of the Precambrian basement rocks decrease s
in altitude, and 2) the overlying Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks generally dip an d
thicken, to the west-northwest toward the Williston Basin (fig . 3) .

' Much of the discussion of the subsurface geology has been compiled from Kline (1942), Tows e
(1952), Laird (1941), Hansen (1956), and North Dakota Geological Survey Circulars by Anderso n
(19531, Nelson (1955), Smith (19548, 1954b), and Strassberg (1953), among others. Sidney Ander-
son of the North Dakota Geological Survey contributed significantly to the discussion below .
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PRECAMBRIAN

The surface of the Precambrian basement rocks decreases from approximately
1,400 feet below sea level in the east part of the county to 1,700 feet below sea leve l
in the center of the county . Farther to the west, in northeast Kidder County, the
surface of the Precambrian is about 3,200 feet below sea level (wells A, C, D ; fig.
3) . In all test holes the Precambrian rocks are described as granite .

PALEOZOI C

Paleozoic rocks become thicker and new formations are added downdip t o
the west-northwest. The sediments are about 1,100 feet and 1,600 feet thick in th e
east and central parts of the county, respectively, and thicken to approximatel y
2,250 feet in northeast Kidder County (wells A, C, D; fig. 3) . Permian and Penn-
sylvanian rocks a :re not known to occur in the county. Well logs indicate that
Mesozoic rocks are underlain by the Madison Group of Mississippian age. These
rocks consist mainly of limestones and dolomites, which vary from white to pale
yellow or gray. The Lower Mississippian Bakken Formation underlies the Madi-
son Group. The Bakken Formation consists chiefly of black carbonaceous shales .
Undifferentiated Devonian carbonates, light in color, underlie the Bakken Forma-
tion. The Silurian Interlake Formation occurs in the west and central parts o f
the county but is not recognized in the east. The dominant rocks in the Interlak e
are pale-orange to pink or white dolomites. Ordovician rocks include, in descendin g
order, the Stony Mountain, Red River, and Winnipeg Formations. The Stony
Mountain is a light-colored shaly limestone or dolomite ; the Red River consist s
of limestones and dolomites that vary from yellow or light gray to dark gray or
brownish black ; and the Winnipeg is made up of gray to green shales and som e
quartzose sandstones. The Deadwood Formation, of Cambro-Ordovician age, ha s
been recognized in western Barnes County (Nelson, 1955), and it probably extend s
west into Stutsman County . , This formation, which rests on the Precambrian
basement rocks, consists of a pale reddish, brown medium-grained glauconiti c
sandstone and green shale .

MESOZOIC

Mesozoic rocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous age, like the Paleozoic rocks, de -
crease in thickness from west to east . In eastern Stutsman County these sediments
are about 1,500 feet thick, and to the west, in northeast Kidder County, they ar e
more than 2,400 feet thick (wells A, D ; fig . 3) . The increase in thickness to the
west is probably the result of a combination of increased sedimentation towar d
the west and greater erosion in the east .

Recognized Jurassic sediments include the Ellis Group and the overlying
Morrison Formation . The Ellis Group consists of dense limestones, varicolored
shales, and fine-grained sandstones ; the Morrison Formation is made up of vari-
colored non-marine shales and shaly sandstones . Recognized Cretaceous rocks in-
clude, in ascending order, the Dakota Sandstone, the Greenhorn Limestone, Nio-
brara Shale, and the Pierre Shale and Fox Hills Sandstone of the Montana Group s

The Dakota, important for its water-bearing properties (Willard, 1909), consists o f
variable sands and shales. The Greenhorn and Niobrara are composed of limey
shales . The Pierre Shale is a light to dark-gray shale, and the Fox Hills Sandston e
consists mainly of a greenish-gray to yellow sandstone . The Niobrara, Pierre, and
Fox Hills Formations are described in greater detail in the following section .

No rocks younger than the Fox Hills Sandstone but older than Pleistocene
have been recognized in the area.

2 Oral communication, Sidney Anderson, North Dakota Geological Survey .

8 Additional formations may exist but, if they do, they are not recognized in North Dakota Geo-
logical Survey Circulars 11, 15, 32, 51 and 198, which provided the basis for this discussion.
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PREGLACIAL SURFICIAL GEOLOGY

The Niobrara, Pierre, and Fox Hills Formations directly underlie th e
glacial drift of the county. The formations, originally named by Meek and Hayde n
in 1862, are Late Cretaceous in age . Only the Pierre is known to crop out in th e
county ; however, the Niobrara and Fox Hills have been recognized directly be-
neath the glacial drift in exploratory testhole drilling . Much of the informatio n
on the characteristics of the formations, their areal extent, and the bedrock topo-
graphy is based on well logs and water well-inventory data .

NIOBRARA SHAL E

The Niobrara Shale is probably the oldest formation that was exposed at th e
surface immediately before or during the time that the area was glaciated . In tes t
hole 1874 in the NEI sec. 11, T . 143N., R. 62W., the Niobrara was found directl y
underlying glacial drift at an altitude of about 1,033 feet above sea level . Test holes
1872 and 1873, about 11 miles east and west, respectively, of test hole 1874 sho w
Pierre Shale with surface altitude of 1,204 feet and 1,462 feet above sea level, respec-
tively. Oil exploration well logs from the vicinity record the top of the Niobrara ,
overlain by the Pierre Shale, at 1,015 feet and 1,070 feet above sea level (wells D, E ;
fig . 3) . This, as well as other subsurface data, indicates that where the Niobrar a
directly underlies glacial drift, a bedrock valley exists (pl . 2) . The valley may
have been cut into the Niobrara in preglacial or in glacial times, but the forme r
interpretation is more likely, in the writer's judgment, because an extensive pre -
glacial drainage system exists on the bedrock surface . (See Bedrock Topography. )
Only one test hole reveals the Niobrara directly beneath glacial drift in the county.
Similiar relationships undoubtedly exist wherever stream erosion has cut valley s
through the Pierre Shale in preglacial or glacial times . If the above interpretatio n
is correct, the areal extent of the Niobrara covered by glacial drift is restricted t o
the lower portions of such valleys .

The Niobrara Shale consists of medium gray calcareous shale that may con-
tain white specks and pyrite inclusions . The shale fractures along smooth planes .

Approximately 60 feet of the Niobrara Shale is recorded in test-hole lo g
1874 in the east part of the county . The top of the formation is recorded at 1,03 3
feet above sea level, and the hole was abandoned at 971 feet above sea level
before any other formation was penetrated .

PIERRE SHAL E

The Pierre Shale underlies glacial drift in most of the county and is believe d
to overlie the Niobrara Shale everywhere except where it has been eroded away .
One hundred sixty-four out of 167 exploratory test holes that penetrated bedroc k
in the county reveal the Pierre directly underlying glacial drift.

The Pierre Shale crops out in three areas in the county but is not expose d
continually for distances more than several thousand feet (p1 . 1) . Outcrop areas
are 1) along the walls of the James River valley and several of its tributary
valleys extending from Jamestown north for about 17 miles to Jim Lake ; 2) in a
limited area along the walls of Pipestem Creek valley 3 to 4 miles northwest of
Jamestown; and 3) along the lower part of Beaver Creek valley east of Sidney .
In addition to the above, an outcrop of the Pierre may occur along the west wall
of the Pipestem Valley in the NE sec. 1, T . 142 N., R . 66 W. At this location shale ,
overlain by 1 to 3 feet of till, has a minimum thickness of 10 feet . Although the
shale is highly weathered, it seems to be in place .

When unweathered, the Pierre is a dark-gray to black non-calcareous shal e
that lacks distinct bedding planes . The shale is highly jointed, and red iron stain s

$ Identification of the sample was confirmed by Sidney Anderson, North Dakota Geological Sur-
vey, 1961 (cross-section A-A') .
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are common along the fractures. Iron concretions are abundant, but no fossil s
were observed in the shale . Unweathered exposures are limited to recent excava-
tions and to outcrops along the shore of the Jamestown Reservoir, where wav e
action has removed weathered shale, glacial drift, and colluvium .

Where weathered, as is generally the case in outcrops, the shale break s
down into small flakes which average 1 to 2 millimeters in thickness and 1 to 2

FIGURE 4

Outcrop of highly weathere d
Pierce Shale along county roa d
in the NE 1/a sec. 2, T . 141 N . ,
R . 64 W. Most outcrops of bed -
rock in the county show a simi-
lar degree of weathering .

centimeters in length (fig. 4) . These small flakes are light blue gray when dr y
and dark gray when wet . In weathered outcrops the concretions, which average 2
to 4 inches in diameter, are especially apparent because they weather out at a
slower rate and remain as residuals. In most outcrops where drift overlies bed -
rock, the shale is weathered, and the contact between the two is represented by a
transitional zone which averages several feet in thickness .

Kresl (1956) recognizes five bentonite beds . They range from a fraction o f
an inch to 5 inches in thickness and are found within the shale along the wes t
wall of the James River valley in the SWi sec . 35, T . 142 N ., R . 64 W. In addition ,
one bentonite bed, about 2 inches thick, is present along the west wall of the Jame s
River valley in the SE4 sec . 23, T . 140 N ., R . 64 W., just north of Jamestown . The
bentonite is yellow to light tan ; its color is in sharp contrast to that of the shale.

Minor concentrations of subsurface water are present in the bentonite layers .
In the first of the two locations described above, vegetation is in greater abundanc e
where the bentonite crops out . The vegetation pattern reflects the local variatio n
in water concentration .

In Stutsman County the thickness of the Pierre Shale ranges up to more tha n
900 feet . Oil exploration well logs reveal an increase in thickness from about 350
feet in the east to about 950 feet in the west-central part of the county (wells B ,
D; fig . 3) . Regionally the shale becomes thicker to the west-northwest . However,
the surface of the Pierre has considerable relief, and great variations may be found
in short distances (pl . 2 ; see Bedrock Topography) .

Three major joint patterns in the shale are easily seen in the shallow water s
on the east side of the reservoir 200 feet north of the Jamestown Dam. The domin-
ant joint system strikes N 40°E and dips 66°S . The second and third joint systems,
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of similiar magnitude, strike N 90°E and N 40°W and dip 71° N and 72° S, respec-
tively . In addition, numerous minor joints are present .

In the SWI sec. 25, T . 143 N., R . 64 W., the bedding in the upper part of a
22-foot exposure of weathered shale exhibits severe contortions . Shale in th e
lower part of the same outcrop is not deformed . The contortions most likely re-
sulted from forces exerted by the glacier as ice moved over the area .

The Pierre dips to the west-northwest at about 5 to 10 feet per mile i n
conformance with regional structure .

FOX HILLS SANDSTON E

The Fox Hills Sandstone overlies the Pierre Shale and is the younges t
pre-Pleistocene formation which is recognized in the county . Its known extent
is limited to the southwest part of Stutsman County, where test holes 1906 an d
1907 reveal surface altitudes of 1,811 feet and 1,870 feet above sea level respectively.
In both instances the formation is overlain by glacial drift . The altitude of th e
bedrock surface is lower to the north, east, and south (pl . 2) . The Fox Hills
;probably is associated with a bedrock high in this area. Although no outcrops of
Fox Hills are known in the county, they have been reported west of the area
(Kline, 1942, p . 355 ; Bonneville, 1961, p. 15-23 ; Rau et. al ., 1962, p. 7, 18-19) .

The Fox Hills Sandstone is made up of greenish-gray to yellow fine- an d
medium-grained sandstone that may be interbedded with dark-green to gray
siltstone and shale .

Information regarding the thickness of the Fox Hills is limited to the tw o
test holes mentioned above. Test hole 1907 penetrated from 26 to 32 feet of th e
formation . Test hole 1906 was drilled through the Fox Hills and into the under -
lying Pierre Shale . About 300 feet of the Fox Hills is recorded in the well log .

Fox HILLS PROBLEM . — The log of test hole 1906 records the contact between
the Pierre and Fox Hills Formations at about 1,650 feet above sea level .' The base
of the Fox Hills sandstone is significantly lower than the altitude of the Pierr e
Shale to the east and south ; no information is available on the west. Test holes
1579 to the west, and 313 to the south record the top of the Pierre at about 1,73 8
feet, and 1,810 feet above sea level, respectively . The solution of this anomaly, th e
:low altitude of the Fox Hills relative to the Pierre, is not possible with th e
available information, but one or more of the following ,hypotheses may be ap-
propriate : 1) The Fox Hills may channel into the Pierre Formation even thoug h
no evidence of it has been recognized in the subsurface in the immediate vicinit y
to the south or east ; 2) the situation may result from an increase in the local dip
from an average of 5 to 10 feet per mile to an excess of 40 feet per mile ; 3) locally
the Fox Hills may have been down-faulted ; 4) the situation may reflect a facies
change in the Pierre Shale .

BEDROCK TOPOGRAPHY
The bedrock topography, shown on plate 2, was interpreted on the basis o f

about 200 test holes drilled in Stutsman County and a small number of additiona l
test holes in adjacent counties.° In addition, data from more than 800 water well s
were utilized to determine, within limits, bedrock elevations .' The contour lines
on plate 2 are generalized, the slope characteristics of the bedrock surface are not
known, and only the larger bedrock valleys are shown on the map . The bedrock

E The altitude of the contact is based mainly on interpretation of the test-hole log because the
electric log is inconclusive.

9 About 166 test holes were drilled into bedrock ; the remaining were abandoned at various depths
in glacial drift because of drilling problems.

7 This information was obtained from an inventory of the wells in the county. Only wells in
which the surface altitude, depth of well, and aquifer were known or reported were considered.
See plate 2 .
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surface of the county consists of an extensive plain which is interrupted b y
separated bedrock highs along the west and northwest borders of the count y
and which is dissected by deep valleys cut into its surface . Test-hole data indicate
that the maximum relief on the bedrock surface in the county exceeds 900 fee t
(test holes 1594 and 1907) .

BEDROCK HIGHS

Three distinct bedrock highs are present in the southwest, west-central ,
and northwest parts of Stutsman County (pl . 2) . All three rise more than 300
feet above the general altitude of the extensive bedrock plain. The most extensive
bedrock high is in the southwest part of the county. Test-hole data indicate that
the bedrock surface reaches a minimum altitude of 1,870 feet some 5 miles north-
northwest of Streeter (test hole 1907) . This bedrock high probably extend s
several miles west into Kidder County, where, according to Carlson (Rau, et . al .,
1962, fig 16), the bedrock altitude exceeds 1,900 feet above sea level . In Stutsman
County the bedrock high is supported by both the Pierre and the overlying Fox
Hills.

A second bedrock high, in the west-central part of the county and probabl y
the smallest of the three, reaches a minimum altitude of 1,850 feet above sea level
(test hole 1893) . Only test hole 1893 is drilled into bedrock high, but nearby
test holes provide some limits to the maximum possible dimensions of the feature s

The bedrock high is supported, at least in part, by the Pierre Shale (test hol e
1893) . The Fox Hills is not known to be present, but, because of the small amount
of subsurface data, the possibility should not be entirely discounted .

The third bedrock high is along the north border in the northwest part o f
the county . The altitude of the bedrock exceeds 1,900 feet, but the shape of th e
feature is, in part, speculative because of lack of subsurface control to the nort h
and west . A test hole (located) 1 mile north of the county line in sec 2, T . 145 N ., R .
68 W., penetrated the Pierre Shale at an altitude of 1,921 feet above sea level .
The Fox Hills Sandstone is not known to be present in this feature, but it does
crop out more than 1,900 feet above sea level about 18 miles to the west in Kidder
County (Chmelik, 1960, pl . I) . Carlson (Rau et. al., 1962, fig. 16) shows a bedrock
high which is associated with this outcrop and which extends from Kidder County
to the west border of Stutsman County . The bedrock high, supported by the Fo x
Hills Sandstone in Kidder County, may extend east to join the bedrock hig h
supported by the :Pierre Shale in Stutsman County. Lack of subsurface control in
northeast Kidder and northwest Stutsman Counties, however, makes this inter-
pretation speculative .

INTERMEDIATE BEDROCK SURFACE
An extensive dissected plain is the most widespread landform that is as-

sociated with the bedrock topography. Bedrock highs, discussed previously, rise
above the plain in the west and stream-eroded valleys dissect the surface. The
plain has an altitude of about 1,400 feet to 1,500 feet above sea level and is well
represented on plate 2 in the central part of Stutsman County . Throughout th e
county the plain is known to have been developed only on the Pierre Shale.

BEDROCK VALLEY S

Subsurface data indicate that a considerable amount of relief exists on the
bedrock surface in Stutsman County . In the writer's judgment this relief has
resulted largely from stream dissection that cut a system, or systems, of valley s
into the bedrock surface . The following factors, however, limit the precise descrip-
tion and the validity of interpretations of the bedrock valley : 1) The limited amount
of subsurface data prohibits the recognition of smaller valleys, and, in some
instances, presents difficulty in definitely determining the location or margins o f

s Test holes 1552, 1814, 1815, 1819, 1895, and 1901 were drilled on all sides of the bedrock high and
indicate that the surrounding bedrock surface ranges from 1,411 feet to 1,534 feet above sea
level .
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the major valleys; 2) the altitude of the valley bottoms are subject to questio n
because it is not known that the test-hole data or water-well information record s
the deepest part of the valleys ; 3) from the available information the writer cannot ,
in most instances, determine with certainty the direction in which the valle y
decreases in altitude; 4) an orderly system of valley development (e .g ., dendritic )
may have been interrupted one or more times by drainage diversions resulting
from past glaciation; and 5) the present-day glacial topography does not reflect
the subsurface valley system.

Undoubtedly much of the dissection of the bedrock surface took place in
preglacial times. This is indicated by the marked unconformity between the
Cretaceous bedrock formations and the Pleistocene sediments . Dissection of th e
bedrock surface continued to some extent during Pleistocene time as shown by the
James River, which has eroded a channel into bedrock north of Jamestown . With
few exceptions (Leonard, 1916a, 1919a) geologists believe that the drainage systems
of the northern Great Plains, including all of North Dakota, were oriented t o
Hudson Bay prior to glaciation (Todd, 1896, p . 57, 1914, 1923 ; Alden, 1924; Flint ,
1949b, 1955, p . 139-143 and pl . 7 ; Benson, 1952, p . 160-181 and fig . 12 ; Warren, 1952 ;
Lemke and Colton, 1958, p . 42-43 and fig. 2; Howard, 1960, p . 77 and pl . 8 ; among
others) . The major preglacial stream that trended northeast through south-central
North Dakota may be the ancestral Cannonball River (Benson, 1952, fig . 12 ; Lemke
and Colton, 1958, fig . 2) . A preglacial valley, interpreted as the ancestral Cannon -
ball, has been traced east through Kidder County (Benson, 1952, 166-167, fig . 12 ;
Lemke and Colton, 1958, fig . 2 ; Rau et . al ., 1962, fig. 16) and enters Stutsman County
about 8 miles southwest of Woodworth (pl . 2) . The valley extends northeast for
12 miles from the western border of the county but its course from that point on i s
subject to question . Three possible continuations of the valley are discussed below .

1. The Southeast Extension: Subsurface evidence indicates that a bedrock low
extends southeast through the county from the eastern-most known positio n
of the bedrock valley which is interpreted as that of the ancestral Cannonbal l
River . The bedrock low is associated with a valley in the south half of th e
county, but its form is not clear in the north half. The bedrock low may
represent the course of the preglacial Cannonball River (pl . 2, arrow A) ; the
bedrock low may have been formed by a tributary to the preglacial Cannon -
ball River ; the bedrock low may have been developed by two or more opposin g
tributaries dissecting an interfluve between two separate drainage systems ;
or the bedrock low was developed by a glacial diversion channel resulting
from earlier glaciation. The first explanation may be questioned on the basi s
that such a course would involve an abrupt change in the trend of the valle y
from northeast to southeast without any apparent reason . The second alterna-
tive is doubtful if the ancestral Cannonball continued east through the count y
(pl. 2, arrow B) because an unusual barbed drainage pattern would result .
This explanation would be more acceptable if the ancestral Cannonball drained
north through the county (pl . 2, arrow C) . The third alternative is, in part,
similiar to the second and is neither supported nor rejected by subsurfac e
evidence . The fourth alternative also lacks supporting evidence but is worth y
of consideration because diversions of preglacial streams by glaciation woul d
be expected in the area . (For additional discussion regarding diversions, see
Flint, 1955, p . 143 . )

2. The East Extension : The preglacial valley of the Cannonball River possibly
extends east across northern Stutsman County (pl . 2, arrow B) to enter Foste r
County in the vicinity of Arrowood Lake . Several test holes reveal relatively
low bedrock altitudes (test holes 1877a, 1879, 1882), but control is not sufficien t
to define a valley in this area .

3. The North Extension : The third possible continuation of the ancestral Cannon -
ball Valley extends north (pl . 2, arrow C) to leave the county in the extrem e
northwest corner. Little is known regarding the bedrock surface in this par t
of the county . This alternative is only a possibility, and it is not based upon
any subsurface indications .
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In conclusion, the exact course of the ancestral Cannonball River valley i n
the county is in question, but, if it has been identified and traced correctly throug h
Kidder County to the west, it must have followed one of the three courses describe d
above .

The deepest known bedrock valley, hereafter referred to as the Spiritwoo d
Valley (Huxel, 1961, p. 179-181), trends north-south along the border between
Barnes and Stutsman Counties .' The floor of this valley has an altitude of less than
1,000 feet above sea level in the east-central part of the county (test hole 1594) an d
is 400 to 500 feet lower than the intermediate bedrock surface previously described .
The width of the valley is more than 2 miles in places and may considerably ex-
ceed this figure. This valley has been cut through the Pierre Shale and into the
top of the Niobrara Shale in at least one locality. (See Preglacial surficial geo-
logy .) Subsurface evidence does not indicate whether the valley decreases in
elevation to the north or to the south. Based on the magnitude and trend of th e
valley it may be a northward continuation of the pre-diversionary Cheyenne Rive r
system recognized by Flint (1955, p . 148, pl . 7) in South Dakota ; it may represent
a continuation of the ancestral Cannonball River valley ; or it may be associated
with a bedrock valley system that is not recognized in North Dakota at this time .

No additional major bedrock valleys have been found in the county . Numerou s
tributary valleys are present, however, and some reach considerable size . Plate 2
indicates some of these tributary valleys. In all probability the bedrock surfac e
is dissected to a greater degree than that shown on plate 2, and smaller bedroc k
valleys, though not shown on the map, are abundant.

GLACIATION OF NORTH DAKOTA
A GENERAL STATEMEN T

North Dakota except the southwest corner was glaciated during Pleistocene
time. It is not definitely known that glaciers representing all the stages of Pleisto-
cene glaciation reached the State . Although evidence is lacking, pre-Wisconsin
glaciation must have occurred in the State if correct interpretations regarding the
older drift in South Dakota have been made (see Glacial Map of the U . S. East o f
the Rockies, Geol . Soc . Amer ., 1959) . Much of the State was glaciated, especially
that part of it lying north and east of the Missouri River, during Wisconsin time .
Drift of Wisconsin age as old as Iowan (?) and as young as Mankato has bee n
tentatively recognized (among others, Lemke and Colton, 1958, figs . 3, 4, and 5) .
Stutsman County lies in the area glaciated during Wisconsin time . The relative
positions of various glacial landforms indicate that the direction from which the
ice advanced ranged from north-northwest to east, the dominant direction being
from the northeast.

Glaciation resulted in marked changes in the topography and drainage of
Stutsman County. The glaciers eroded the bedrock surface and deposited glacial
drift, which ranges generally from 10 to 500 feet in thickness . In general, the
greatest amount of glacial deposition occurred in the west half of the county i n
the area known as the Coteau du Missouri and in bedrock valleys in the east hal f
of the county. As a result, the only reflection of the preglacial bedrock surface in
the present-day topography is a regional increase in altitude from east to west . The
increasing altitudes to the west, however, only indirectly reflect the rise in bed -
rock altitudes because the bedrock surface is very irregular and is almost every -
where overlain by a large amount of glacial drift . Individual features associate d
with the bedrock surface, such as bedrock highs and valleys, are not apparent i n
the present topography ; thus, glaciation has subdued the relief in the county. This
is especially true in the relatively flat east part of the county . In the west hal f

u This valley is named after the town of Spiritwood, which is in the east part of Stutsman Count y
in the vicinity of the bedrock valley.
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the local relief associated with glacial landforms is relatively large, although it i s
less than that which existed on the preglacial bedrock surface .

The major streams of the county established their courses during Pleistocen e
time and were not noticeably affected by preglacial bedrock topography . In some
places the present-day stream valleys have been developed across preglacial bed -
rock highs. In some instances the streams that cut the valleys have eroded dow n
through the blanket of glacial drift and have exposed bedrock (e .g., the James
River north of Jamestown) . Probably the preglacial drainage system was oriented
north to Hudson Bay, but Pleistocene glaciation has resulted in a reversal o f
drainage direction .

PLEISTOCENE SEDIMENTS
AND THEIR ASSOCIATED LANDFORMS

Three types of glacial sediments are common in the county : ) 1 Till, 2) glacio-
fluvial material, and 3) glaciolacustrine sediments . In addition varying amounts o f
postglacial sediments are present ; these include: 1) Recent alluvium, 2) colluvium,
and 3) recent wind-blown materials. Many times a direct relationship exists be-
tween the nature of the sediments and the topographic forms in the landscape . The
following discussion includes a general description of the sediments and of th e
landforms found in association with them.

TILL
Till may be defined as unstratified and assorted materials, heterogeneous i n

nature, deposited by ice without significant modification by water or wind (i n
part from Thwaites, 1959, p . 30) . Till may be deposited beneath and at the margi n
of a glacier and, in some instances, may accumulate upon the surface of a glacie r
and be deposited upon the subglacial topography by ablation of the underlyin g
ice. The surficial till in Stutsman County is generally brownish yellow an d
consists mainly of clay, silt, and sand . Though pebbles, cobbles, and boulders
occur, the large amount of fine material makes the till dense and tight . The till
is sticky when wet and does not readily absorb surface water . Till is the most
abundant glacial sediment in the county and underlies much of the landscape.

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH TILL . — Major landforms that consist largely o f
till include ground moraine and associated minor recessional features, end moraine ,
and hummocky stagnation moraine .

There appears to be some lack of agreement regarding the specific form an d
origin of ground moraine ." For the purposes of this study ground moraine is de-
fined as a gently undulating surface, underlain for the most part by till and expose d
during deglaciation by an ice margin that retreated in an orderly manner. 11 Ground
moraine that has an average relief of 10 to 20 feet per square mile, resulting i n
gently undulating topography, is widespread in the east part of the county . (pl . 1) .

Parallel linear ridges that average 200 feet in width and seldom exceed 2
miles in length or 10 feet in height are found in some areas of ground moraine .
The ridges are composed mainly of till that exhibits laminated structure in som e
places. These landforms are difficult to identify in the field but may easily b e
seen on aerial photographs . They are found only in groups with a distinct linear
pattern .

The landforms and the pattern they display are similiar, if not identical,
to "swell and swale" topography described by Gwynne (1942, p . 202), washboard

" For example, see Flint (1955, p . 111-112 and 1957, p . 131) and Thwaites (1959, p . 45) .

" The term "orderly manner" means a continuing tendency toward orderly retreat, eliminatin g
the possibilities of a significant still-stand of the ice margin or extensive stagnation of th e
glacier . Retreat in an orderly manner, however, may include variations in the rate of retrea t
or minor advances of the ice margin resulting from changes in subglacial topography, or sea-
sonal variations in climate .
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moraines (Elson, 1957b ; Lemke, 1960, p . 45-46 ; Christiansen, 1960, p. 15-16 ; 1961, p .
17 ; Winters, 1960, ;p . 75-80), washboard ridges (Gravenor and Kupsch, 1959, p . 54-55) ,
minor end moraines or minor recessional ridges (Christiansen, 1956, p . 13-15), an d
"bars" (Howard, 1960, p . 86-88) . The term "washboard moraine" is used for th e
forms in this report .' = Elson (1957b, p . 1721) believes that the ridges were forme d
by deposition of lodgment till where plastic ice was thrust over or against dea d
ice at the periphery of a glacier . The writer agrees with Elson's interpretation and
defines washboard moraines as minor recessional features, present only in groups ,
composed mainly of till, and possessing a distinct linear arrangement resultin g
from deposition parallel to the margin of a glacier . If this interpretation is correct ,
the areal pattern of washboard moraines records, at least in part, the former con -
figuration of the ice margin and may give some indication of the direction and
manner in which the ice margin receded (fig . 5) .

WASHBOARD MORAINES N

Scaie o	 2mi .

FIGURE 5—Aerial photograph showing numerous washboard moarine s
in the vicinity of Eldridge, which is shown in the north-centra l
part of the photo . Photograph by the Corps of Engineers .

An end moraine consists of a ridge-like accumulation of glacial drift tha t
displays an overall or internal linear pattern, which indicates construction at th e

,= The washboard moraines in Stutsman County may have a different origin from those describe d
by Mawdsley )1936, p . 9) .
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margin of an active glacier . End moraines probably developed when the rate o f

ablation approximately equaled the rate of ice movement . As a result, the ic e
margin may have remained in the same position for a significant period of time.

Thus, end moraines mark a former position of an ice margin . The end moraine
may have been formed during a halt in the retreat of an ice margin or may mar k
the position of an ice margin during a readvance .' 1

Several end moraines are present in the county (pl. 1) . They are comprise d
mainly of till and the local relief may range from 20 to 100 feet per square mile ,
which results in a hilly or rugged landscape in comparison with areas of groun d
moraine (fig . 6) .

Hummocky stagnation moraine, along with various other landforms, ma y
form when a glacier is stagnating throughout a relatively extensive area . As a

STREETER MORAINE and

	

N

HUMMOCKY STAGNATION MORAINE 1
Scale 0	 I	 2 mi .

FIGURE 6—Aerial photograph showing the Streeter moraine and hum-
mocky stagnation moraine . The Streeter moraine is characterize d

by linear patterns in this area and presents a sharp contrast t o

the hummocky stagnation moraine to the northeast . Streeter i s

located in the right part of the photo . Photograph by the Corp s

of Engineers .

Flint (1955, p. 1111171 presents a discussion of end moraines that proved especially useful t o

the writer in both field work and the preparation of this report .
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result of stagnation, the glacier disintegrates in place and an ice margin that i s
either advancing or retreating in an orderly fashion is absent." When a glacie r
disintegrates in this manner, a rugged glacial topography consisting of closel y
spaced hills and closed depressions and which lacks an internal or overall linea r
pattern may result . Gravenor and Kupsch (1959, p 50) have described a similar
landscape as "a nondescript jumble of knolls and mounds of glacial debris separ-
ated by irregular depressions ." Landforms of this nature, composed mainly o f
till, are widespread in the west part of Stutsman County in the Coteau du Missouri .
In contrast to the ground moraine so widespread in the east half of the county ,

FIGURE 7—Aerial photograph of hummocky stagnation moraine in the wes t
part of the county . Photograph by the Corps of Engineers .

11 For works dealing with the concept of stagnation see Flint (1929 ; 1930 ; 1932 ; 1955 : p . 114 : 1957 .
p . 163-]64), Hoppe (1952), Gravenor (19551, Gravenor and Ellwood (1957, p . 12-171 . Gravenor an d
Kupsch (1959), Christiansen (1956, p . 9-12 ; 1959, p . 12-16(, Bayrock (1958a . p . 11-12 : 1958b, p . 6-7 1 .
Lemke and Colton (1958, fig. 51, Lemke (1960, p . 113 . 114), Leighton (1959b( . Thwaites (1959 . p .
15, 17-18, 47-48), Stalker (1960a ; 1960b, p . 27-35), Winters (19611 . rmon€ others .
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local relief in the Coteau area may exceed 100 feet per square mile . Hummocky
stagnation moraine lacks the orderly linear pattern generally associated with end
moraines (figs . 6 and 7) .

GLACIOFLUVIAL MATERIALS

Glaciofluvial sediments are deposited by streams flowing from glaciers . The
materials consist mainly of stratified sand and gravel which may be deposited
either in direct contact with the glacial ice or outward from the margin of the
ice sheet . The former may be referred to as ice-contact deposits and the latte r
may be described as proglacial sediments.

ICE-CONTACT GLACIOFLUVIAL SEDIMENTS . — Ice-contact sediments are character-
ized by large variations in grain size, structure, and petrologic characteristics .

Sediments may range in size from large boulders to fine sand inter-bedded with
till, clay and silt. The contacts between sediments of different sizes may be very
sharp or transitional . Slump structures may be abundant, indicating loss o f
support :resulting from the melting of glacial ice . Shale, which is generally in
the form. of small pebbles, granules, and sand, is common in most ice-contact
deposits in the county . Most of the pebbles are carbonates, but most of the cobbles
and boulders are crystalline .

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH ICE-CONTACT GLACIOFLUVIAL SEDIMENTS . — Eskers;
kames, alone or in groups; kame terraces ; and complex forms associated with
extensive stagnation of glacial ice are present in the county . An esker may be
defined as a winding, irregularly crested ridge that consists of glaciofluvial sedi-
ments . The sediments are generally interpreted as having been deposited in th e
beds of streams that flowed upon, within, or beneath a glacier (Flint, 1957, p .
158-159) . Ablation of the adjacent ice leaves the sediments in the form of a ridg e
that marks the former course of the glacial stream. The largest esker in the
county, located 4 miles south of Jamestown, rises 15 to 20 feet above the surround-
ing ground moraine and consists of six elongated segments that range from
approximately 500 to 2,000 feet in length . Other eskers are present in the county
but none exceed 2 miles in length (pl. 1) .

A kame may be defined as ". . . a moundlike hill of ice-contact stratified
drift" (Flint, 1957, p . 150) . Kames may originate from . deposition in opening s
within a glacier (moulin kame) or may form as aluvial fan-like features at the
margin of the ice sheet (frontal kame) . Kames are abundant in Stutsman County
and range in size from small isolated features, 10 to 20 feet high and several ten s
of feet in diameter, to large groups of coalescing kames (referred to as kam e
complexes) possibly exceeding 50 feet in height and covering several squar e
miles (pl . 1) . Small kames are especially abundant several miles south and
southeast of Jamestown. The largest kame complex is found in the west-central
part of the county approximately 9 miles north-northwest of Medina .

"Karne terraces consist of ice-contact glaciofluvial material deposited be-
tween glacial ice that partly occupies a valley and the valley wall. After the
ice melts, the deposit remains in the form of a constructional terrace along the
valley wall . The only kame terraces in Stutsman County are in the part of
Sevenmile Coulee south of Spiritwood Lake and north of the point where th e
coulee is crossed by the Northern Pacific Railroad . The terraces are 10 to 20 feet
higher than the bottom of the valley and are present along both sides.

Melt water from an ice sheet characterized by extensive stagnation ma y
deposit sand and gravel on the surface of the glacier and in various opening s
within and beneath the ice . The landforms associated with the ice-contact glacio-
fluvial sediments may be intermixed with hummocky stagnation moraine . The
landforms may range in size and extent from small kames and eskers to large
irregular tracts underlain by outwash that was deposited, at least in part, b y
melt water from the disintegrating ice . Landforms associated with extensive
glaciofluvial deposits that formed in this manner are referred to in this report
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as stagnation outwash forms . The configuration of landforms associated with
stagnation outwash may be very complex and in some instances cannot b e
recognized easily on the basis of their topography alone .

PROGLACIAL FLUVIAL SEDIMENTS . — Sand and gravel deposited outward from
the margin of an ice sheet by running water are proglacial rather than ice-contac t
sediments. At many places the sediments have nearly horizontal bedding an d
the size of the material tends to decrease as the distance from the former ice
margin increases. Sediments deposited close to the ice margin may contain
numerous boulders and cobbles, while farther away pebbles or granules ma y
represent the coarse fraction . Cross-bedding is common and gives some indication
of the direction of movement of the glacial melt water. In Stutsman County petro-
logic identification of pebbles indicates that the sedimentary stones, mainly lime -
stone, dolomite, and shale fragments, tend to be most abundant . Igneous pebbles ar e
more abundant than metamorphic types, and the two combined may constitut e
more than 40 per cent of the pebbles in some gravel, although the average appear s
to be less. Sediments smaller than medium sand (less than $mm.) are generally
present only in very small amounts. In most cases, proglacial fluvial sediments
range in size from medium sand to pebble gravel.

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH PROGLACIAL FLUVIAL SEDIMENTS . — Most of th e
proglacial sand and gravel deposits are in the form of valley trains or outwas h
plains. A valley train consists of glaciofluvial materials deposited in a pre -
existing valley. As a result of this deposition, a wide valley may have a broad ,
flat bottom underlain by a considerable thickness of sand and gravel . Examples
of valley trains are present in the James River valley south of Jamestown an d
in parts of the Piipestem Creek valley.

Outwash plains may be divided into two major types : 1) Non-pitted outwash
plains, and 2) pitted outwash plains. Both are underlain by glaciofluvial material
deposited outward from an ice sheet by melt-water streams forming ice-margina l
plains. The two differ markedly, however, on the basis of topography; the non-
pitted outwash plain is a surface of low local relief that may be characterized by
a gentle slope away from the former position of the ice margin . A pitted outwash
plain may possess a similiar slope, but the local relief is rugged because of numer-
ous pits, or closed depressions, within the plain . The pits were formed as a
result of the melting of isolated blocks of ice that had been buried by glaciofluvial
sediments ; the melting permitted the sand and gravel to collapse to form the
pits. Both pitted and non-pitted outwash plains exist in the county. The former
cover an extensive area 8 to 10 miles southwest of Woodworth ; an example of the
latter is found north of Buchanan.

LACUSTRINE SEDIMENTS

Lacustrine sediments are those deposited from water in a lake . Although
lacustrine deposits contain a few larger-sized particles, most of the lake sediment s
in Stutsman County consist of clay, silt and fine sand ; they have laminate d
structure. Proglacial lacustrine sediments are known extensively in at least
twenty areas in the west part of the county . Postglacial lacustrine material s
exist in varying amounts in closed depressions throughout the county?

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH LACUSTRINE SEDIMENTS . — As the glacier stagnated
in the west part of the county, lakes formed that were walled, at least in part, b y
the ice . These lakes received sediments that were deposited on the lake bottom i n
more or less horizontal layers . As the adjacent ice disintegrated, the former lak e
bottoms emerged as relatively flat lacustrine plains that are in sharp contrast t o
the nearby humrnocky stagnation moraine and the stagnation outwash forms.
Frequently the lacustrine plains are found at higher altitudes than the stagnation
forms mentioned above . Landforms that originate in this manner might best b e

18 Postglacial lacustrine sediments were mapped only where they cover a large area . Many de -
posits in the numerous closed depressions are not shown on plate 1 .
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described as ice-restricted, elevated lacustrine forms, but for convenience they
will hereafter be referred to in this report as perched lacustrine deposits .

Within the county postglacial lacustrine sediments occupy low areas or plains
that vary greatly in size. These areas generally have flat surfaces and are under -
lain by lacustrine sediments . They are surrounded by higher land and some —
locally called "potholes" or "prairie potholes" — contain water much of the time .
Post glacial lacustrine plains may still be in the process of formation . This is bes t
shown in the numerous lakes and sloughs in the county that are undoubtedly re-
ceiving some sediments from the adjacent higher areas .

OTHER POSTGLACIAL SEDIMENTS

Other postglacial sediments include : 1) Recent alluvium in the flood plain s
of streams, 2) colluvium associated with steep slopes, and 3) small amounts of
wind-blown materials, mainly clay and silt . "

ANALYSIS OF THE

SURFICIAL TILL IN STUTSMAN COUNTY

The characteristics of the till were observed closely in an attempt to recog-
nize different drift sheets within the county . If more than one till could b e
identified and differentiated on the basis of physical characteristics, rock strati -
graphic units could be recognized. As the study progressed, it became apparen t
that the surficial till was similiar throughout the county and that differentiation
was difficult, if not impossible, Following is a discussion of the characteristic s
of the surficial till which is based on field observations, test-hole logs, an d
laboratory analyses of till samples collected at various locations in the county .

LEACHING AND CALICHE

At many localities in the county the surficial till was tested for leaching o f
carbonates with a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid . In practically all place s
the amount of leaching was negligible and did not provide a basis for differentia-
tion of separate surficial tills .

A. concentration of calcium carbonate, or caliche, is common directl y
beneath the dark upper soil zone. Pebbles within the caliche zone are often
encrusted with calcium carbonate . Though the amount of caliche varies greatl y
in the surficial till, this characteristic does not provide a basis for differentiatio n
of tills because large variations may exist in a single exposure of drift that is th e
same age. Thus the depth of leaching and the amount of caliche accumulation d o
not provide reliable bases for differentiation of separate surficial tills in Stutsma n
County . Previously Howard (1946, p. 1204 ; 1960, p . 30) arrived at the same con-
clusion for another area in northwest North Dakota and northeast Montana .

OXIDATIO N

The surficial till of the county is oxidized to a brownish-yellow color . The
oxidized till grades downward to an unoxidized till that is blue gray to blue black .
The depth of the oxidized zone ranges from less than 10 feet to more than 30 feet .
The average thickness of the oxidized till is probably about 18 to 20 feet in area s
of low relief. No orderly variation in the average depth of oxidation was recognized
that would aid in the identification of separate surficial tills.

These sediments were not mapped in detail during the course of this study .
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STONE COUNTS

Table 2 shows the types of pebbles recognized in deposits of till at a numbe r
of sites in Stutsman County (also see pl . 1) . One thousand six hundred fifty pebbles
were identified at 15 locations. No orderly variation that would serve to differ-
entiate separate tills on the basis of pebble lithology was recognized in the samples .
This is well illustrated in samples 9a and 9b, collected from an exposure on the
south side of Spiritwood Lake in the SWi SW$ sec. 31, T. 142 N., R . 62 W. (table
2, pl . 1) . Samples of 100 pebbles each were taken from an upper and a lower til l
that are separated by contorted water deposited sediments. The upper till was
probably deposited by a significant readvance of the ice sheet, but the numbe r
and characteristics of its pebbles (sample 9a, table 2) are similiar to those presen t
in the underlying older till (sample 9b, table 2) .

TABLE 2. — Pebble types in surficial till

PEBBLE ANALYSIS (PERCENT) OF SAMPL E

Sample

	

location

	

number*

Number of pebbles in eac h
sampl e

ROCK TYPE :

1

100

2

100

3

100

4

100

5a

50

5 b

100

IGNEOUS : (26) (34) (33) (16) (30) (34 )

Granitic	 9 19 18 10 16 2 2

Felsic	 1 3 5 1 6 2

Mafic	 14 11 9 4 8 9

Quartz	 2 1 1 1 0 1

METAMORPHIC : (4) (4) (6) (1) (6) (6 )

Gneiss	 3 1 4 0 4 2

Schist	 1 1 0 0 0 0

Quartzite	 0 2 2 1 2 4

SEDIMENTARY : (70) (62) (61) (83) (64) (60 )

Carbonates	 47 47 41 58 32 4 4

Shale	 19 10 12 17 26 1 1

Sandstone	 2 2 3 0 2 1

Concretions	 2 1 3 6 2 3

Chert	 0 2 2 2 2 1

Total	 100.0 100 .0 100.0 100 .0 100.0 100 .0

* Locations where pebble counts were completed (pl . 1 )

1. NE ; SE4 SE; sec . 20, T . 140 N., R . 68 W.
2. SW; SW ; SE4 sec. 4, T. 140 N., R . 68 W .

3. SE ; SW ; NE ; sec . 6, T . 139 N ., R . 69 W.

4. NW; sec . 2, T. 139 N., R . 68 W.
5a. NW ; NE; sec. 6, T . 139 N., R. 67 W .
5b. NW; NE; sec . 6, T . 139 N., R . 67 W .
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TABLE 2 . — Continue d

PEBBLE ANALYSIS (PERCENT) OF SAMPLE

Sample location number"` 6 7 8 9a 9b 1 0
Number of pebbles in eac h
sample 100 100 100 100 100 100

ROCK TYPE :

IGNEOUS : (20) (33) (36) (25) (23) (27 )
Granitic	 12 23 13 13 17 1 6
Felsic	 0 0 3 2 1 1
Mafic	 6 10 18 6 3 1 0
Quartz 2 0 2 4 2 0

METAMORPHIC : (9) (2) (2) (5) (1) (4 )
Gneiss	 4 0 1 3 1 1
Schist	 0 1 0 0 0 0
Quartzite	 5 1 1 2 0 3

SEDIMENTARY : (71) (65) (62) (70) (76) (69 )
Carbonates 55 49 39 48 49 4 0
Shale	 15 2 18 14 22 2 6
Sandstone	 0 1 2 4 2 2
Concretions	 1 8 1 2 2 0
Chert	 0 5 2 2 1 1

Total	 100 .0

	

100.0

	

100 .0

	

100 .0

	

100 .0

	

100. 0

`6 . NE4 SE) SE) sec . 17, T . 140 N ., R . 67 W .
7. SE4 NW4 sec . 22, T . 140 N ., R . 67 W .
8. NE4 SEA sec. 23, T . 140 N ., R . 64 W.
9a. SW4 SW4 sec . 31, T . 142 N ., R. 62 W .
9b. SW4 SW) sec . 31, T . 142 N ., R . 62 W.

10 . NE4 sec . 3, T . 138 N ., R . 64 W .

PEBBLE ANALYSIS (PERCENT) OF SAMPL E

Sample location number , 11 12 13 14 15

Averag e
fo r

Count y

Number of pebbles in eac h
sample 100 100 100 100 100 1650

ROCK TYPE :

IGNEOUS : (32) (31) (32) (26) (30) (28 .7 )
Granitic 18 17 16 16 19 16. 1
Felsic	 5 3 3 1 1 2. 2
Mafic	 7 6 12 9 9 8. 9
Quartz	 2 3 1 0 1 1 . 4

METAMORPHIC : (2) (4) (3) (4) (2) (3 .8 )
Gneiss	 1 1 0 2 1 1 . 7
Schist	 0 2 1 0 0 0 . 4
Quartzite	 1 1 2 2 1 1 . 8

SEDIMENTARY : (66) (65) (65) (70) (68) (67 .5 )
Carbonates	 48 43 46 49 44 45 .8
Shale	 17 18 18 17 20 16 .6
Sandstone	 1 1 0 1 2 1 .5
Concretions	 0 2 1 2 2 2 .2
Chert _	 0 1 0 1 0 1 .3

Total	 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100.0 100 .0

*'11 . SE) SE4 sec . 4, T . 140 N ., R. 62 W .
12. SW4 SW4 sec . 28, T . 142 N ., R . 63 W.
13. NW4 NW4 sec . 12, T . 138 N ., R. 63 W .
14. SW4 SW4 NW4 sec . 29, T . 139 N ., R. 62 W .
15. NE4 NE4 sec . 17, T . 139 N., R . 63 W.
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TABLE 3. — Boulder Analysis '

ROCK TYPE Per cen t

IGNEOUS: (54 )
Granitic	 43

Basic Igneous	 10
Felsic	 1

METAMORPHIC : (21 )

Gneiss	 1 3

Schist	 2

Quartzite	 6

SEDIMENTARY : (25 )
Carbonate	 20
Shale	 0

Sandstone	 5

Conglomerate 0

Total	 100

1 200 boulders sampled

Sample Site : north face of Jamestown Dam, NWt sec . 24, T, 140 N ., R . 64 W .

In exposures that were sampled, sedimentary pebbles consisting mainly o f
carbonates and shale are most common followed by igneous and metamorphi c
stones. Many of the shale pebbles and some of the igneous and metamorphi c
stones are highly weathered . Carbonate pebbles seldom showed the effects of
weathering. The degree of weathering of pebbles, however, does not seem to be
sufficiently diagnostic to provide a sound basis for differentiating separate sur-
ficial tills.

The writer estimates that cobbles and boulders constitute less than on e
per cent of the till . No apparent orderly variation in the cobbles and boulders
was observed in the surficial till. However, boulders are generally more commo n
on the surface in rugged morainal topography or along the walls of stream valleys
than in areas of low local relief, such as ground moraine.

Identification of 200 boulders, collected from nearby areas of groun d
moraine, on the north side of the Jamestown Dam just north of Jamestow n
reveals that 54 per cent are igneous, 25 per cent sedimentary, and 21 per cen t
metamorphic (table 3) . Apparently, crystalline boulders are more common in th e
till than sedimentary boulders, and sedimentary pebbles are more common than
crystalline pebbles .

LIGNITE WITHIN TIL L

Chips of lignite are common in the surficial till in the county . The lignite.
which is best seen in fresh exposures, is poorly consolidated, and in man-mad e
excavations the material often shows as black smears produced by the diggin g
instrument. The most probable source of the lignite is the Tongue River Forma-
tion of Paleocene age . This formation underlies the glacial drift and crops out
at places west and northwest of the county . No orderly variation in the distributio n
of lignite chips in the surficial till was recognized in the county .
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GRAIN-SIZE ANALYSES OF TILL

During the course of this study it became apparent that separate an d
distinct surficial tills could not be recognized on the basis of the characteristic s
described above. After most of the mapping was completed, more than 50 site s
were selected for collection of samples of the till (pl . 1) . The distribution of grai n
sizes in each sample was determined by the use of a specially designed hydrometer .
The data were plotted on graphs and triangular diagrams to show similarities an d
differences between till samples .

With the exception of samples from the Kensal moraine and its associated
landforms, the mean-size curves of samples from each of the major landfor m
divisions in the county do not vary greatly (figs. 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 17) . Within
a group of samples associated with certain landforms, however, there may b e
significant variations in the distribution of grain sizes . Following is a discussion
of the similarities and differences in the distribution of grain sizes within an d
between groups of till samples associated with major landforms in the county .

TILL SAMPLES FROM HUMMOCKY STAGNATION MORAINE . —Eleven samples of
till were collected from hummocky stagnation moraine of low elevation and high
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FIGURE 8—Cumulative curves showing the distribution of particles smalle r
than 4 mm . in samples of till collected from stagnation morain e
of low elevation and high relief .
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FIGURE 9—Cumulative curves showing the distribution of particles smalle r
than 4 mm. in samples of till collected from stagnation morain e
of high elevation and high relief .

relief and thirteen samples were collected from hummocky stagnation moraine o f
high elevation and high relief (figs. 8 and 9 and pl. 1) . Figures 8 and 9 show tha t
the mean-size curves of both groups of samples are similiar . In addition, the mean-
size curves of both groups fall below the mean-size curve of all samples collecte d
in the county. This indicates that, on the average, till samples from both types o f
hummocky stagnation moraine contain less coarse material than does the averag e
of all the samples collected.

Figure 10 shows the relation between certain grain-size groups in samples
from both types of hummocky stagnation moraine . Although all samples fal l
within a small area on the triangular diagram, apparently there is a greater varia-
tion in grain size in samples from hummocky stagnation moraine of high elevatio n
and high relief than there is in samples from hummocky stagnation moraine of
low elevation and high relief. The reason for the different degrees of dispersio n
in the two groups of samples is not known, but a somewhat similiar relation
exists between all samples of till that were collected from ground moraine an d
end moraine in the east part of the county (fig . 11) .
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FIGURE 10—Triangular diagram showing the size and dispersion of sample s
of till collected in areas of stagnation moraine .

TILL SAMPLES FROM THE MILLARTON, ELDRIDGE, BUCHANAN AND GRACE CITY

MORAINES AND THEIR ASSOCIATED LANDFORMS . — The ranges and means of grain sizes
in till samples that were collected from the landforms mentioned above are shown
in figures 12, 13, 14, and 15. In all groups the mean-size curves do not vary greatly
from the mean-size curve of all the samples collected in the county . Figure 16,
a triangular diagram based on certain grain-size groupings, shows the relation
and variation within and between the till samples from the several end moraine s
and their related landforms . This figure reveals that, with the exception of one
sample from the Millarton moraine, all the samples fall within a small area of th e
triangle, and any one group cannot be definitely distinguished from another o n
the basis of grain-size distribution." A comparison of figures 10 and 16 indicate s
that samples of till from hummocky stagnation moraine may contain more clay
and less sand and granules than do till samples from end moraines and thei r
associated landforms, but the amount of dispersion is somewhat similiar .

'7 Note that till samples from the Kensal moraine and associated landforms are not included i n
this discussion .
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FIGURE 11—Triangular diagram showing the size and dispersion of sample s
of till collected in areas of end moraine and ground morain e
in the east part of the county .

TILL SAMPLES FROM THE KENSAL MORAINE AND ITS ASSOCIATED LANDFORMS . —
The range and mean-size curve of nine till samples from the Kensal moraine and
its associated landforms are shown in figure 17. The mean-size curve of the
samples is well above the average-size curve of all the samples collected in the
county. This indicates that, on the average, the samples collected from the
Kensal moraine and its related landforms contain larger amounts of coarse sedi-
ments than does the average of all samples collected . Figure 16 shows that there i s
considerable variation within this group of samples and that some of the sample s
fall within the area of the triangle that contains other till samples from different
groups described previously.

SUMMARY OF GRAIN-SIZE ANALYSES, — With the possible exception of sample s
collected from the Kensal moraine and its related landforms, the distributions an d
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ples of till from various morphostratigraphic units in the eas t
part of the county .

grain sizes in samples of till collected from major landform divisions in the count y
do not provide a basis for differentiating separate and distinct surficial tills . How -
ever, on the basis of the samples collected, the till in the west part of the count y
contains greater amounts of clay and lesser amounts of sand and granules tha n
does the till in the east part. Furthermore, when viewed as a group, the distribu-
tion of grain sizes in samples collected from the Kensal moraine and its relate d
landforms varies somewhat from that of both nearby groups of samples and fro m
the mean-size curve of all the samples collected . However, distinct and abrup t
changes in the grain sizes in the till samples do not exist, and, if the samples ar e
representative, they may indicate a transitional facies change in the surficial till .
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SUBSURFACE GLACIAL DRIFT
The thickness of the glacial drift varies greatly throughout Stutsman County .

The drift is generally thinnest in the east part of the county in areas where there
are bedrock highs (pl . 2) . Examples of this may be seen clearly in cross sections
A-A' (test hole 1873, 1928b), B-B' (test holes 1805, 1806), G-G' (test hole 1351), and
K-K' (test hole 1884) (pl . 4) . In general, the drift is much thicker in the west
than it is in the east, but throughout the county the greatest thicknesses of drif t
are where deep valleys in the bedrock surface have been filled with glacial drift.

VARIATIONS IN THE THICKNESS OF GLACIAL DRIF T
BETWEEN THE EAST AND WEST PARTS OF THE COUNTY

An indication of the large amount of subsurface glacial drift in the west
part of the county as compared with the east part is shown on cross sections A-A' ,
B-B', C-C', and :D-D' . The bedrock surface in cross section A-A' shows no major
increase in altitude to the west; in cross sections B-B' and C-C' there is only a
slight rise in the altitude of the bedrock surface to the west . In cross section D-D '
the altitude of the bedrock surface increases considerably to the west, but this i s
probably related to an isolated bedrock high located in the southwest part of th e
county (pl . 2) . The topographic profiles of the same cross sections, however, sho w
a marked increase in altitude from east to west. In some instances, the altitud e
of the topography increases from about 1,500 feet in the east part to more tha n
1,900 feet in the west part of the county. The higher altitudes of the topograph y
in the west are largely the result of increased thickness of the glacial drift .

GLACIAL DRIFT ASSOCIATED WITH BEDROCK VALLEYS
An example of large amounts of glacial drift associated with a valley cut

into bedrock is shown in the east parts of cross sections A-A' (test holes 1872 ,
1874, 1928b, 1928c) and G-G' (test holes 1364, 1594) . Both cross sections show
part of the Spiritwood Valley system. The valley is eroded into bedrock an d
later filled with more than 500 feet of drift. The bedrock valley was probabl y
formed by a north-flowing preglacial stream. This interpretation is suggested
by the presence of exceptionally thick deposits of water-deposited sediments an d
the absence of till in the lower part of the buried valley . If a glacier had advanced
from the north, it would have blocked the north-flowing stream and formed a lak e
in the river valley . Sediments, mainly silt and clay, would probably have been
deposited in the ponded water . With the subsequent approach of the ice margi n
coarser sediments would probably have been deposited, and finally, as the glacie r
overrode the bedrock valley and the sediments that were deposited in it, the valle y
would have been filled with glacial till . The logs of test holes drilled in the Spirit -
wood Valley indicate a similiar sequence of depositional events and support thi s
interpretation.

Another example of the increase in thickness of glacial drift in an area wher e
there is a bedrock valley is shown in cross section C-C' (test hole 1582) and D-D'
(test hole 1748) . This bedrock valley, which trends northwest-southeast, is not a s
deep as Spiritwood Valley and is filled largely with till and some coarse outwash
(pl. 2) . The types of glacial drift within the bedrock valley indicate that probably
the depositional environment and history associated with the valley was somewha t
different from that of the Spiritwood Valley .

AGE OF THE SUBSURFACE GLACIAL DRIF T
Though the glacial history of North Dakota is not well known, apparentl y

multiple glaciation occurred and all but the southwest part of the state was glaci-
ated at least once . Numerous test-hole logs record two or more bodies of till in
the subsurface that are separated by other types of glacial drift, such as clay, silt ,
sand and gravel. Examples of this may be observed on the following cross sections :
A-A' (test holes 1823, 1890, 1926) , C-C' (test holes 1333, 1362, 1561, 1590) , D-D' (tes t
holes 1744, 1760, 1764, 1765), E-E' (test holes 1340, 1341), F-F' (test holes 1546, 1558) ,
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K-K' (test hole 1725), and L-L' (test hole 1901) . These sequences of deposits sug-
gest that the glacier overrode the area more than twice, but, even if this were th e
case, it is not possible to determine the length of the time interval between periods
of glaciation from the information available in test-hole logs .

In some instances, logs of several test holes drilled in the same general are a
of the county show masses of till separated by varying thicknesses of other type s
of glacial drift . Furthermore, more than two separate masses of till are recorde d
in each of the test-hole logs . This is especially well illustrated in test holes 1809 ,
1810, 1811, 1812, 1813, 1814 and 1815, shown on cross section B-B' . The similia r
stratigraphy recorded for each of these test holes, coupled with their proximity ,
strongly suggests that glaciers overrode the area more than twice to deposi t
separate masses of till . Again, however, it is not possible to determine the length
of a time interval that elapsed between separate phases of glacial activity.

Certain test-hole logs indicate the presence below the surface of cemented
or partially cemented glaciofluvial material that may overlie uncemented glacia l
drift or bedrock. Cemented zones are shown in cross sections B-B' (test holes
1801, 1814), C-C' (test holes 1348, 1363), and F-F' (test hole 1552) . In test hol e
1552, a cemented gravel overlies an oxidized zone within an underlying till . The
presence of cemented or partially cemented drift in the subsurface suggests an ice -
free period and possibly an inter-glacial stage or substage . Paulson (1952, p . 28-29 )
describes "cemented gravel" beneath the surface in the vicinity of Streeter, North
Dakota, and suggsts that it may he pre-Wisconsin in age . Some or all of th e
cemented glaciofluvial sediments described are possibly the same age as th e
cemented gravel described by Paulson, but no basis for correlation exists at thi s
time .

In one test-hole log (test hole 1892, NE cor. sec . 18, T . 143 N ., R. 68 W.) a t
depths of 272 to 294 feet and again from 337 to 367 feet below the surface, masse s
of yellowish-orange oxidized till are interbedded with olive-gray unoxidized till .
The oxidized till may be inclusions of an older weathered till within younge r
glacial drift or represent the uppermost weathered zone of two older deposits of till .

An oxidized zone within the upper part of a buried till indicates that an ice -
free period of significant duration must have occurred to permit the weathering .
For example, the surficial till in the county has been oxidized to an average dept h
of about 20 feet since the margin of the glacier has retreated from the area . How-
ever, in the test hole described above, the original thickness of the buried oxidized
zone (or zones) is not known because the weathered drift is intermingled wit h
unoxidized till and thus an estimate of the time that the area was free of ice t o
permit the oxidation of the till cannot be made.

In several test-hole logs oxidized zones have been identified within till a t
considerable depths below the surface . These oxidized zones are shown on cros s
sections A-A' (test holes 1922, 1927) and F-F' (test holes 1552, 1554) . The logs of
test holes 1922 and 1927 indicate that both oxidized zones are 10 feet thick and
probably represent weathering in the uppermost part of a till unit that directly
overlies bedrock. Both oxidized zones are overlain by more than 375 feet of younge r
glacial drift . A slightly oxidized zone, described as 8 feet thick, is noted in th e
log of test hole 1554 ; it is overlain by 347 feet of younger drift . The log of tes t
hole 1552 indicates that a slightly oxidized till was present also at a depth of 12 6
feet, but the thickness of this zone is not recorded . The till unit in which the
oxidized material is recognized is about 225 feet thick and is underlain by a
cemented gravel . The oxidized zones described above may record one or more
interglacial stages or substages, or a combination of both. It is not possible, how -
ever, to determine whether or not they record more than one ice-free period o f
significant duration. The thickness of the oxidized zones does not necessarily
indicate the length of the ice-free period because some of the oxidized till could
have been removed and incorporated in younger glacial drift during later glacia l
events, or, though not very probable, later glacial activity could have deposite d
larger amounts of oxidized till in certain locales . It is safe to conclude, however ,
that the oxidized till in the subsurface records one or more periods of significant
duration during which the area was free of glacial ice .
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FIGURE 17—Cumulative curves showing the distribution of particles smalle r
than 4 mm . in samples of till from the Kensal moraine and
associated landforms .

In test hole 1903 shown in cross section G-G', wood fragments were recovered
from a deposit of fine to coarse gravel between a depth of 68 to 73 feet. The
gravel layer is overlain by 62 feet of drift consisting mainly, of till. One hundred
sixty-seven feet of till, 31 feet of gravel, and bedrock, in turn, underlie the wood -
bearing gravel . The Geochronology Laboratory of the U.S. Geological Surve y
completed a radiocarbon age determination on samples of the wood fragments .
They were dated at more than 38,000 B .P. (Sample W-1020) . This suggests tha t
the gravel in which the wood is found, the underlying till, and the basal gravel were
all deposited some time during Pleistocene time prior to 38,000 years ago .

In conclusion, abundant evidence indicates that drift significantly older tha n
the surficial drift is present below the surface in Stutsman County . However, the
actual age or ages of the underlying drift are not known at this time . The radio-
carbon date on wood fragments in a buried gravel deposit and oxidized zones in
the till at considerable depths below the surface indicate that some of the sub-
surface drift was deposited during one or more earlier stages of glacial activity ;
the earlier stages may have been separated from the last period of glacial activit y
by a considrable period of time. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that earl y
Wisconsin and (or) pre-Wisconsin drift exists in the subsurface in the county .
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GLACIAL LANDFORMS AND THEIR HISTORY

Two distinctly different groups of landforms are present in Stutsman County .
The first group, associated with the Drift Prairie, was formed by an active glacie r
that was not characterized by extensive stagnation. The second group, associated
with the Coteau du Missouri in the west part of the county, was produced mainl y
from an ice sheet that was characterized by extensive stagnation .

Certain glacial landforms in the county may be interpreted on the basis o f
their form and distribution as morphologic units (Am. Geol . Inst., Supplement, 1960 ,
p . 43) or as morphostratigraphic units (Frye and Willman, 1960, p . 7-8 ; Frye and
Willman, 1962) . The last deglaciation may be interpreted on the basis of morpho-
stratigraphic units rather than the character of the drift (e .g ., rock stratigraphic
units) . Though this procedure has certain disadvantages, it is used in this study
because differences in the character of the till in the county are difficult to recog-
nize . Discussions of morphostratigraphic units include statements regarding th e
nature of the associated drift.

LANDFORMS OF THE COTEAU DU MISSOUR I

In North Dakota the area associated with the east margin of the Missour i
Plateau, between the Missouri Escarpment and the Missouri River, that is charac-
terized by morainal topography, is generally known as the Coteau du Missouri ,
or informally as the Missouri Coteau. Though the exact nature and boundarie s
of the Coteau du Missouri are in question (see Howard, 1960, p . 8-9), most of the
landforms in the west part of the county may be included in this area . The land-
forms of the Coteau du Missouri in Stutsman County consist of the rugge d
morainal topography that lies between the Missouri Escarpment and the wes t
border of the county ." In this rugged morainal topography two morphostrati-
graphic units are recognized — the Streeter moraine and an extensive area com-
prised of various landforms that resulted from stagnation of the ice sheet .

STREETER MORAINE
According to Paulson, (1952, p . 17), the Streeter moraine (Lemke and Colton ,

1958, p . 49, fig. 5) represents a part of the Gary moraine named by Chamberli n
(1883, p . 293) . It is an end moraine that trends north through south-central Nort h
Dakota, but only a small part of the proximal margin is located in secs . 30, 31 ,
and 32, T . 137 N ., R . 68 W., in the extreme southwest corner of Stutsman County
(pl . 1) . Paulson (1952, p. 17-21) recognizes two strikingly different types of topo-
graphy associated with the moraine . The first is a belt of morainic topography
consisting of nearly parallel ridges (fig . 6) . The ridged belt ranges generally
from 1 to 3 miles in width and is characterized by minor reentrants . The second
consists of knob and kettle topography located east, or on the proximal margin ,
of the ridged end moraine . The writer agrees with Paulson's interpretation of th e
ridged end moraine but interprets the knob and kettle topography to be associate d
with hummocky stagnation moraine (fig. 6) . In this report the part of the Streete r
moraine that is located within Stutsman County includes the topographic hig h
associated with the ridged end moraine but does not include the knob and kettl e
topography on its proximal margin .

In Stutsman County the Streeter moraine is a well-defined, rugged Iinea r
topographic high, characterized by an irregular crest that rises above an extensiv e
tract of hummocky stagnation moraine to the east . The moraine consists mainl y
of till that is probably equivalent of the Streeter drift described by Rau (1962 ,
p . 28-35) .

INTERPRETATION . — Lemke and Colton (1958, p . 49-50, fig . 3) believe that the
moraine was formed some time after the Cary maximum and that it may b e

" This description applies only to the landforms in Stutsman County and is not intended to de-
scribe the nature of the Coteau du Missouri in all of North Dakota .
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correlated with the B-1 readvance of Mankato time recognized by Flint (1955 ,
fig .31) in South Dakota . The Streeter moraine is interpreted to have marked a
significant still-stand of an ice margin, but it may not represent a significant
glacial readvance in North Dakota (Rau, et . al., 1962, p . 35 ; Clayton, oral com-
munication, 1961) .

POST-STREETER LANDFORMS WEST OF THE MISSOURI ESCARPMENT

Various landforms, some resulting from extensive stagnation of an ice sheet ,
are found between the Missouri Escarpment and the proximal margin of th e
Streeter moraine on the west border of the county . The landforms that are known
to be associated only with extensive glacial stagnation are hummocky stagnation
moraine, perched lacustrine plains, and various stagnation outwash forms . In
addition, eskers, kames, kame complexes and kettle chains are present .

HUMMOCKY STAGNATION MORAINE . — Hummocky stagnation moraine covers
much of the west part of the county but does not extend east of the Missour i
Escarpment. The unit extends over more than 400 square miles in the area de -
scribed in this report and undoubtedly is present extensively in other parts of the
Coteau du Missouri in North Dakota .

Hummocky stagnation moraine is similiar, if not identical, to "hummocky
disintegration moraine" or "hummocky dead-ice moraine" described by Graveno r
and Kupsch (1959, p . 50-52) . The writer believes that the term "hummocky stag -
nation moraine" is most appropriate because active ice may experience disin-
tegration and "dead-ice" implies that the ice was not active at any time during
the process of landform development. The term "stagnant" does not mean tha t
the ice could not experience movement, but rather that the ice was stationary ,
whether capable of movement or otherwise .

In areas of, hummocky stagnation moraine local relief may range generall y
from 20 to 200 feet per square mile . Closed depressions, ranging from angular
to well rounded in plan and varying greatly in size, are abundant (fig. 7) . Ice-
contact faces are common on the flanks of the closed depressions, which indicate s
that they were formed, at least in part, by melting of buried ice blocks. The
depressions are separated by rugged morainal hills that consist mainly of till an d
that vary greatly in size and height . As stated previously, Gravenor and Kupsch
(1959, p . 50) describe a similiar landscape in Canada as a "non-descript jumble
of knolls and mounds of glacial debris separated by irregular depresssions." There
is a notable absence of an integrated surficial drainage system within areas o f
hummocky stagnation moraine . As a result, lakes and marshes, locally calle d
"potholes", are common.

Hummocky stagnation moraine lacks the overall and internal linear pattern
that is associated with end moraine. The average altitude of hummocky stagnation
moraine in the county is lower than the crest of the Streeter moraine but highe r
than the landforms of the Drift Prairie to the east. The local relief is much
greater than that which is found in areas of ground moraine in the county . In
addition, other landforms, made up of glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine sediment s
that formed as a result of extensive stagnation, are present in or along the margi n
of the hummocky stagnation moraine . These landforms are not present in eithe r
ground moraine or end moraine .

In Stutsman County two mappable units of hummocky stagnation moraine,
differentiated on the basis of average altitudes and height, may be recognized .
These units are referred to in this report as hummocky stagnation moraine o f
relatively high altitude and high relief (Qsh, pl . 1) and hummocky stagnation
moraine of relatively low altitude and high relief (Qsl, pl . 1) . These descriptive
terms were adopted in order to avoid precise genetic implications and yet giv e
an accurate portrayal of the landscape . Hummocky stagnation moraine of low
altitude and high relief is generally between 1,750 and 1,850 feet above sea level ;
hummocky stagnation moraine of high altitude and high relief is generally mor e
than 1,850 feet above sea level. Maximum altitudes exceed 2,000 feet above se a
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level in many places in the county (pl . 3) . No well-defined, orderly pattern i s
associated with either unit . Rather, the variation in altitude probably resulte d
from differential deposition . Areas of hummocky stagnation moraine of high
altitude and high local relief are well shown in the vicinity of Woodworth, alon g
Interstate Highway 94 between Cleveland and Medina, and in the vicinity of
Streeter . Hummocky stagnation moraine of low altitude and high relief is wel l
shown in the Vashti area and in the area between Windsor and Cleveland .

Kames and eskers may be present in both units of hummocky stagnatio n
moraine . However, kames in areas of hummocky stagnation moraine are difficul t
to recognize because the landforms are similiar to the numerous mounds of till .
All kames shown on plate 1 consist of sand and gravel . Other kames may exis t
that were not recognized during the course of this study. At least three small
eskers are found in areas of hummocky stagnation moraine in the county, but the y
are neither prominent nor extensive landforms .'"

Locally, surficial stringers of sand and gravel and gravel-capped hills tha t
lack a distinct topographic expression are common in areas of hummocky stagna-
tion moraine . Many hillocks capped with 1 to 5 feet of gravel are found in secs .
3 and 4, T . 140 N ., R . 69 W., several miles northwest of Medina. Deposits of this
nature, referred to as undifferentiated glaciofluvial deposits, are shown on plat e
1 only if they are found continuously over a large area.

Hummocky stagnation moraine probably formed in association with glacia l
ice that was disintegrating in place rather than from active ice possessing a margi n
that was retreating in an orderly fashion . This interpretation accounts for the
lack of linear trends in the morainal topography and is supported by the presenc e
of the additional stagnation forms described below. The mode of origin of th e
knob and kettle topography of hummocky stagnation moraine, however, is subjec t
to question . The knobs may be the result of : 1) Ablation till slumping into opening s
on the surface of the ice, 2) basal till being squeezed up into openings at the bas e
of the ice, or 3) a combination of both processes . (For discussion, see Gravenor
and Kupsch, 1959, p . 56-60; Stalker, 1960 ; among others .) Squeezing of basal till
may have been important in molding the landscape, but the process cannot account
for perched lacustrine plains and some stagnation outwash forms described below.
These forms and their associated sediments indicate that debris carried by th e
glacier could not have been restricted to the basal portion of the stagnating ice .

It is important to note that ablation drift may accumulate on the surface o f
a glacier through thinning of the ice sheet . If, previous to stagnation, the advancin g
ice was characterized by large-scale shearing resulting in the overriding of under -
lying ice in the area presently known as the Coteau du Missouri, glacial drif t
could have been deposited upon underlying ice along the shear zone . This could
have resulted in significant concentrations of englacial debris . Thinning of the ic e
sheet could have resulted in the accumulation of large amounts of ablation drift on
the surface of the disintegrating glacier . The problem is complicated by the fac t
that there is no apparent vertical variation in the character of the till associated
with hummocky stagnation moraine . As a result, basal till cannot be distinguished
from ablation till if, in fact, both exist.

PERCHED LACUSTRINE PLAINS . — Perched lacustrine plains are present in an d
bordering hummocky stagnation moraine . Similiar landforms have been calle d
"moraine plateaus" (Hoppe, 1952, p . 5 ; Gravenor and Kupsch, 1959, p . 50-51) an d
"dead-ice plateaus" (Stalker, 1960a, p . 5-11) . If these terms refer to the same land -
form, the writer believes that the term "perched lacustrine plain" is most appro-
priate because the landforms : 1) Do not necessarily resemble plateaus ; 2) are
commonly capped by lacustrine sediments, rather than till or glaciofluvial material
associated with moraines ; and 3) may have been formed, at least some time during
their development, in association with stagnant ice rather than with dead ice .

19 The eskers are in sec . 19, T . 137 N ., R . 68 W . ; in sec . 34, T. 138 N , R . 68 W . ; and in secs . 13 and
14, T. 140 N ., R . 69 W .
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The landforms are, in fact, lacustrine plains that form topographic highs whic h
vary in altitude .

Over 20 perched lacustrine plains have been recognized in the west part o f
the county (Qel, pl . 1) . They are within an area dominated by stagnation land-
forms and, viewed as a group, they do not display an organized pattern.

Perched lacustrine plains are generally characterized by low local relief ,
but they may lie at a slightly higher altitude than the average of the surroundin g
landscape . They are underlain by varying thicknesses of glaciolacustrine an d
possibly some glaciofluvial material or till. The plains were formed by the deposi-
tion of sediments from ponded water that was contained, at least in part, by stag-
nating ice . With the disintegration of the ice, the lacustrine sediments were lef t
at higher altitudes, in general, than those of the adjacent stagnation landforms ;
some of the perched lacustrine plains are at relatively high altitudes .

Perched :lacustrine plains range in plan from circular to angular and they
may have irregularly shaped appendages. In Stutsman County the long dimension
of the perched :lacustrine plains ranges from about 1 to 4 miles . The plains averag e
about 2 square miles in area . Topographic profiles vary from flat-topped, steep-
walled features to saucer-shaped forms with gentle outer slopes . The peripheral
areas consist of glaciolacustrine sediments, glaciofluvial material, or till (fig . 18) .

An example of the saucer-shaped perched lacustrine plain is located with it s
center in sec . 34, T. 142 N ., R. 67 W. A poorly defined rim, consisting of till, form s
part of the south and most of the west border . In places the rim is more than 30
feet higher than the shallow closed depression near the center . The interior par t
of the perched lacustrine plain is underlain by water-laid silt and clay that averag e
about 10 feet in thickness ; these sediments are underlain by till . On the northeas t
flank are two kame-like features with crests more than 40 feet higher than the
plain.

An example of the flat-topped perched lacustrine plain is centered in sec . 5 ,
T. 138 N., R . 68 W., about 6 miles south of Medina . The plain has an altitude abou t
100 feet higher than hummocky stagnation moraine on its flanks and it has no ri m
of glaciofluvial material or till . Silt and clay, along with small amounts of sand, are
exposed on the steep north flank along a section-line road and slump structure s
are present in this exposure . Auger borings indicate that the lacustrine sediments
that underlie the plain exceed 40 feet in thickness in some places .

A landform that resembles a perched lacustrine plain is located with its cente r
in sec . 21, T. 140 N., R . 69 W., about 5 miles northwest of Medina. Although its
surface is dominantly flat, it contains numerous pits or small closed depressions .
In addition, sand and gravel rather than silt and clay, are the most common sedi-
ments associated with the form. Although these variations exist, the landform
probably evolved in the same manner as a perched lacustrine plain and it is inter-
preted as such in this report (Qel, pl. 1) ; however, on the basis of its sedimen t
characteristics, .it might also be described as an ice-restricted outwash plain . The
landform probably represents a transition between a true perched lacustrine plai n
and an ice-restricted outwash plain .

Perched lacustrine plains are present in many shapes and forms in Stuts-
man County. The descriptions above are examples of several types . In all cases
the evidence left by the forms indicates that the disintegrating ice sheet melted in
place. In this study no conclusive evidence was found regarding the origin of th e
depressions in which the melt water was ponded . Although Stalker (1960a, p . 30 )
describes varves associated with the sediments of similiar landforms in Canada ,
none were observed in Stutsman County. Stalker (1960a, p . 30) states that the
time required for construction of similiar landforms may be measured in tens o r
possibly hundreds of years . The presence of Pleistocene pelecypods and gastro-
pods in ice-contact stagnation outwash in Stutsman County strongly indicates tha t
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life existed in the stagnation environment . This suggests that disintegration o f
glacial ice was a slow process . If this is true, perched lacustrine plains probably
formed over a significant period of time rather than rapidly .

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH STAGNATION OUTWASH MATERIALS . — Landforms
composed of glaciofluvial materials deposited in a stagnation environment include :
1) pitted outwash plains, 2) ice-restricted outwash plains, and 3) ice-walled grave l
trains. In addition, large and small tracts of outwash that lack distinct topographi c
forms are present. Small deposits of this nature are not shown on plate 1, but
extensive deposits, described as undifferentiated outwash, are shown and wer e
mapped on the basis of lithology.

PITTED OUTWASH PLAIN . — An extensive pitted outwash plain is located south-
west of Woodworth along the west border of the county (T. 141 N., and T. 142 N.,
R . 69 W., Qpp, pl . 1) . The unit represents the east part of a large outwash plain
that extends westward into Kidder County. On the east the pitted outwash plai n
is bordered by hummocky stagnation moraine, two kame complexes, and an ice -
walled gravel train . Local relief, which is estimated to exceed 30 feet per square
mile, is caused by the presence of numerous pits, some more than a mile in length,
that are rounded to sub-rounded in plan . In addition, there is a notable absence
of an integrated surficial drainage system . The nature and location of the pitte d
outwash plain indicate that, at least in this area, the ice sheet was characterize d
by some degree of stagnation in eastern Kidder County as well as western Stuts-
man County.

ICE-RESTRICTED OUTWASH PLAINS . — Ice-restricted outwash plains consist of
glaciofluvial sediments that were deposited over a large area in a stagnating ic e
environment . The sand and gravel may have been deposited upon glacial ice an d
superimposed upon the subglacial landscape as the underlying ice melted or ma y
have been deposited between masses of stagnant ice . An ice-restricted outwash
plain and a pitted outwash plain are similiar in mode of origin, but significant topo-
graphic differences exist. Because of the nature of their formation, ice-restricte d
outwash plains may occur at higher altitudes within hummocky stagnation moraine .
This indicates that glacial ice must have covered the areas of hummocky stagnation
moraine when the sand and gravel was deposited. Perhaps as stagnation progressed,
the rate of ice disintegration decreased, resulting in decreasing amounts of glacia l
melt water . The decrease in the volume of melt water could be explained by a
decrease in the amount of available glacial ice and by an increase in the amount o f
ablation drift on the surface of the ice that would act as an insulating body, slowing
the rate of ablation . If this were true, it would help to explain the lack of glacio-
fluvial material in areas of hummocky stagnation moraine at altitudes lower tha n
those of ice-restricted outwash plains, and it would also account for the confined ,
or restricted, distribution of the glaciofluvial material that makes up the ice -
restricted outwash plain.

There are two large ice-restricted outwash plains in the southwest part o f
the county . One trends east-west in the vicinity of Medina, and the second, between
Streeter and Gackle, extends in a northerly direction (Qso, pl. 1) . Both consist main-
ly of sand and gravel. The associated topography is rugged and bears little resem-
blance to a true outwash plain. The glaciofluvial sediments may be found high on
the flanks of hummocky stagnation moraine or may merge topographically wit h
adjacent landforms. Possibly some of the sand and gravel was superimposed upo n
rugged subglacial topography. This would account for the morainal landscap e
associated with some areas of ice-restricted out-wash plains .

An exposure of sediments associated with an ice-restricted outwash plai n
is in a gravel pit at the east edge of Medina. Sand, granules, and pebbles are most
abundant, but small amounts of clay and silt and scattered cobbles are present also .
Slump structures are in the exposure and cross-bedding indicates that the domi-
nant drainage direction was to the west. In addition, carbonaceous material in
the deposit suggests that life existed in the stagnant ice environment . A description
of the section follows:
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South wall in east section of gravel pit 0 .4 miles east of Medina business
district in the SWt sec . 32, T . 140 N ., R . 68 W.

Total thickness of described section : 10 .5 feet .

Top

	

Thickness

	

Ft

	

I n
Soil, black with occasional pebbles

	

8
Well-bedded pebble sand, highly calcareous, occasional

decomposed concretions and crystalline stones

	

1

	

6
Coarse sand and gravel, highly iron-stained, containing

decomposed crystalline pebbles and numerous shale chips

	

1

	

4
Coarse sand with some pebbles cross-bedded and dippin g

west, numerous carbonaceous streaks

	

2
Very fine clay and silt, gray to yellow, well-sorted, fine

laminated beds

	

1
Coarse gravel, horizontal beds, containing some larg e

pebbles and small cobbles

	

1
Coarse sand and pebbles cross-bedded and dipping west ,

highly iron-stained

	

1
Covered by recent slump

	

4

At two locations in the county gastropod and pelecypod shells are presen t
in stagnation outwash. Along the north wall of a gravel pit 4 miles south of Medin a
(NE cor . SEi sec . 23, T . 139 N ., R . 69 W.) several species of gastropod shells ar e
found in gray calcareous mud that is overlain by about li feet of gravel . Along
the contact between the mud and an underlying gravel, pelecypod shells wit h
concentric ribbing are common. The long axes of the shells are oriented parallel
to the bedding of the sediments, but most are partially fragmented, which indicate s
that they may have been transported short distances.

Along the north face of a gravel pit 6 miles east-southeast of Medina (SEI
sec . 17, T. 139 N., R . 67 W.), on the north side of the section-line road, gastropod an d
pelecypod shells are present in an ice-contact glaciofluvial deposit that has th e
form of an ice-marginal alluvial fan, or kame-like feature . Planispiral and conica l
gastropod shells are irregularly distributed throughout the sediments but are most
common in certain sandy beds. Thin, finely ribbed pelecypod shells, ranging fro m
very small to about 4 inches in length, are numerous along a sandy horizon tha t
averages 1i feet thick and is located about 4 feet above the base of the pit . The
long axes of the pelecypod shells are parallel to the bedding of the sand and gravel .
The condition of the shells indicates that they were not transported far, if at all,
by glacial melt water .

The nature and distribution of ice-restriicted outwash plains indicate tha t
large amounts of glaciofluvial material were deposited upon and (or) between
masses of ice in the west part of the county . Subsequent melting of the glacial ice
produced outwash plains that are characterized by complex topographic form s
that are unlike either pitted or non-pitted outwash plains . Furthermore, evidence
of life in the environment may indicate that the ice sheet disintegrated slowl y
rather than rapidly.

ICE-WALLED GRAVEL TRAIN . — A large gravel train that was formerly ice -
walled extends southwest from the vicinity of Goldwin to join the pitted outwas h
plain described previously (Qso, pl. 1) . The gravel train is somewhat similiar to
the "ice-walled channel" described by Gravenor and Kupsch (1959, p . 55-56), but i t
is a depositional rather than an erosional form. Thwaites (1959, p . 46) states that
the term "valley train" is more appropriate than "gravel train" in describin g
glaciofluvial sediments that were deposited in a pre-existing valley. In this
instance, the glaciofluvial sediments were not deposited in a pre-existing valley ;
thus, the term "ice-walled gravel train" is appropriate, but it should not be con -
fused with "valley train ."
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The ice-walled gravel train is characterized by rugged topography some -
what similiar to that of hummocky stagnation moraine. In many places it is dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to recognize the gravel train on the basis of topograph y
alone ; it must be delineated on the basis of lithology also . The northeast part of
the ice-walled gravel train (sec . 31 . T . 143 N ., R . 67 W.) has an altitude of more
than 1,900 feet above sea level . The average altitude gradually decreases to about
1,800 feet above sea level at the southwest extremity, where the form merges
transitionally with a pitted outwash plain . The width of the ice-walled gravel
train ranges generally from 1 to 2 miles, and averages about li miles .

The landform may be flanked on both sides by hummocky stagnation morain e
with a lower average altitude. In some places it trends at right angles to th e
dominant slope of the landscape (in sec . 13, T . 142 N., R . 68 W.), with the resul t
that glaciofluvial materials are located on the side of a topographic high, but no t
at the crest or base of the hill . Coarse gravel associated with the gravel train i s
exposed in several pits about 3i miles east of Woodworth (secs . 6 and 31, T . 143 N.,
R . 67 W.) ; in these pits the deposits are at least 25 feet thick . Near the southwest
end of the feature, however, the coarse fraction in the fluvial material tends t o
be smaller . Observations in the field show a decrease in grain size in a southwes t
direction .

The ice-walled gravel train probably formed from deposition of glaciofluvia l
material in a channel bounded on both the northwest and the southeast by glacia l
ice . The mode of formation is somewhat similiar to that of an esker, but th e
gravel train is not characterized by eskerine landforms . The nondescript nature
of the topography suggests that the sediments were deposited in an open trench in
the ice surface rather than in subglacial or englacial tunnels. On the northeast side,
the feature ends abruptly at an altitude as high or higher than that of the adjacen t
topography. This may indicate that some, if not all, of the glaciofluvial sediment s
were derived from drift on a higher ice surface . The nature of the gravel train
and of the adjacent landforms indicates formation in a stagnant ice environment .

KAME COMPLEXES . — A large number of closely spaced mound-like hills ,
some elongate in plan, consisting mainly of glaciofluvial material are exposed i n
two areas between Medina and Woodworth. The hills rise from about 20 to mor e
than 40 feet above intervening topographic lows and range in diameter from severa l
tens to more than 200 feet . In this report these groups of landforms are referre d
to as kame complexes . One kame complex, located with its center in sec . 15, T . 14 1
N., R . 69 W., is about 4i miles long and 1 mile wide . The second, located mainly
within sec . 8, T . 141 N ., R. 68 W., covers a little more than 1 square mile . Both
kame complexes are bounded on one side by a pitted outwash plain and on anothe r
by hummocky stagnation moraine.

KETTLE CHAINS . — Though kettles are numerous throughout the west part o f
the county, three linear groups of kettles are especially conspicuous . The first
group is located in a low area northwest of Woodworth with its center in sec . 24 ,
T . 143 N ., R . 69 W. To the north the kettle chain merges with ground moraine, but
most of it is located in an area of hummocky stagnation moraine . The other two
kettle chains trend east-west at the latitude of Medina (with centers in sec . 33 ,
T . 140 N ., R. 69 W., and in sec . 31, T. 140 N ., R. 67 W .) . Both are bounded by hum-
mocky stagnation moraine and stagnation outwash . These kettle chains form linea r
topographically low troughs through which the Northern Pacific Railroad passe s
in the west-central part of the county .

CHARACTER OF THE DRIFT . — There is great variation in the character of the
surficial drift associated with the landforms described above . Hummocky stag-
nation moraine is underlain mainly by till that consists of a matrix of clay an d
silt with lesser amounts of sand and granules . Pebbles and scattered cobbles an d
boulders are present also but make up a small proportion of the till . The till is
similiar to other tills in the county and lacks any distinguishing physical character-
istic .
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Perched lacustrine plains are underlain mainly by stratified clay, silt an d
fine sand . In some instances, however, they contain till, coarse sand, and (or )
gravel .

Stagnation outwash materials are stratified water-deposited sediments tha t
range considerably in attitude, size of particles, and degree of sorting . The sedi-
ments range from well-sorted horizontal beds of sand and gravel to poorly sorted
coarse gravel characterized by complex structures which have resulted fro m
slumping .

THICKNESS OF THE DRIFT . — West of the Missouri Escarpment the total thick-
ness of the glacial drift may range from less than 50 to more than 500 feet . How -
ever, the thickness of drift deposited by the last ice sheet that covered the are a
is not definitely known. Variations in the thickness of the drift are the result o f
differential deposition on an uneven bedrock surface . Thicknesses are greates t
where topographic highs are located over bedrock valleys, and, conversely, th e
thickness is least where topographic lows are located in areas of bedrock high s
(pls . 2 and 3) . Subsurface data indicate that the average thickness of the drif t
in the west part of the county probably exceeds 200 feet and may exceed 300 feet .
In Stutsman County the drift tends to be much thicker in the area known as th e
Coteau du Missouri than in the Drift Prairie, which is east of the Missouri Escarp-
ment . Furthermore, the higher altitude of the Coteau du Missouri and the east-
facing Missouri Escarpment is primarily the result of glacial deposition rathe r
than an increase in the altitude of the bedrock .

INTERPRETATION . — After the deposition of the Streeter moraine the ice shee t
was characterized by extensive stagnation . The width of the stagnant ice zone wa s
at least 15 miles, possibly greater. The landforms located between the edge of the
Missouri Escarpment and the proximal margin of the Streeter moraine wer e
formed as the ice disintegrated in place. Glacial ice did not stagnate in Stutsman
County in the area known as the Drift Prairie, which is east of the Missouri
Escarpment . This is apparent because stagnation landforms are not found in th e
Drift Prairie in the county and because there is no evidence that the ice sheet ,
which would have covered all the Drift Prairie, readvanced significantly after
construction of the Streeter moraine . The lack of glacial stagnation east of th e
Missouri Escarpment may be explained by the fact that the average altitude of the
Drift Prairie is from 300 to 500 feet lower than the surface of the Coteau du Mis-
souri. As a result of this difference in altitude, a thinning ice sheet could b e
characterized by extensive stagnation in the area of the Coteau du Missouri, but ,
because the ice would be at least 300 feet thicker, could continue to be active east
of the Missouri Escarpment .

GROUND MORAINE ASSOCIATED WITH THE MISSOURI ESCARPMEN T

The character of the east-facing Missouri Escarpment varies within th e
county . In some places the landscape consists of stagnation features, mainly th e
hummocky stagnation moraine described previously . In other areas ground morain e
is the dominant landform associated with the escarpment .

In this report the ground moraine associated with the Missouri Escarpment
is considered as a morphostratigraphic unit and is discussed separately from th e
landforms associated with the Coteau du Missouri and the Drift Prairie . The
ground moraine is found in three areas : 1) An area about 25 square miles in th e
extreme northwest part of the county, 2) a larger area in the south-central par t
located east of Minneapolis Flats, and 3) a smaller area near the center of th e
county with its center in sec . 20, T . 141 N ., R . 66W .

The ground moraine of the Missouri Escarpment has a surface that ma y
slope as much as 75 feet per mile to the north or east . The ground moraine is found
at a maximum altitude of about 1,800 feet above sea level near the crest of th e
escarpment and decreases to about 1,600 feet near the foot of the escarpment . The
local relief, which may exceed 50 feet per square mile, is primarily the result o f
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stream dissection on the sloping surface of the escarpment. Where the ground
moraine is bounded by hummocky stagnation moraine of low altitude and hig h
relief, the boundary is transitional rather than abrupt . However, in several places ,
hummocky stagnation moraine of high altitude and high relief borders on th e
ground moraine, and the contact between the two units is fairly sharp . The two
areas of ground moraine in the central and south-central part of the county ar e
bounded on the east by Minneapolis Flats and the Eldridge moraine . The groun d
moraine in the northwest part of the county extends north an unknown distance
into Wells County.

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE GROUND MORAINE . — A low, winding ridge
extends north from sec . 27, passes through sec. 22, and then turns east into sec .
23, T. 139 N., R. 66 W. The highest part of the ridge is 20 to 30 feet higher than
the average altitude of the surrounding ground moraine . The ridge consists mainly
of till with a thin veneer of sand and gravel at isolated places ; the sand and grave l
deposits are especially common on the southwest flank . The ridge is probabl y
an ice-marginal depositional form and may mark a minor halt or readvance of the
ice front .

Two tracts of glacial outwash are located in secs. 28, 32, and 33, T. 139 N . ,
R. 66 W. Both deposits lack distinct topographic expression and probably represen t
local ice-marginal deposition by glacial melt water .

CHARACTER AND THICKNESS OF THE DRIFT . — The ground moraine is underlain
mainly by till that is not noticeably different from other tills in the county. The
thickness of the underlying drift is partly shown in test holes 1582, 1583, 1584, 1749 ,
1759, 1760, 1761, and 1762 (see cross sections C-C' and D-D') . The first three test
holes are at 2-mile intervals at about the latitude of Interstate Highway 94 an d
the Northern Pacific Railroad ; the logs indicate that the glacial drift is about 40 0
feet thick . The other test holes are located in the ground moraine in the south -
central part of the county and indicate that the thickness of the glacial drift de -
creases from about 350 feet on the west to less than 100 feet on the east ; thus, in
this part of the county a well-defined bedrock escarpment is not present in the
subsurface.

INTERPRETATION . — The ground moraine described above was uncovered a s
the ice margin retreated in an orderly manner from the Missouri Escarpment t o
the Drift Prairie . No evidence was observed to indicate that the ground morain e
was formed by a significant readvance of the ice sheet some time after the forma-
tion of the stagnation landforms described previously . Thus, stagnant ice may
have been present in the area known as the Coteau du Missouri when the activ e
ice margin retreated from parts of the Missouri Escarpment. This interpretation
is supported by the fact that the boundary between the ground moraine and som e
areas of hummocky stagnation moraine is transitional . Possibly the ground morain e
was formed, at least in part, contemporaneously with stagnation landforms as-
sociated with the Coteau du Missouri.

LANDFORMS OF THE DRIFT PRAIRI E

In North Dakota the Drift Prairie consists of an undulating glaciated plai n
bounded on the west by the higher Missouri Plateau and on the east by the lowe r
Red River valley, or Lake Agassiz plain (fig . 2) . In Stutsman County the land -
forms consist mainly of ground moraine interrupted by end moraines and glacia l
melt-water channels that were formed in association with an active, rather tha n
a stagnating, ice sheet . During the early stages of deglaciation the margin of a
lobe of ice, restricted on the west by the Missouri Escarpment, retreated nort h
from the James River lowland. The ice margin was characterized by several still -
stands, representing either a halt during retreat or a readvance of the glacier, which
resulted in the formation of several end moraines . Ground moraine, locally dis-
sected by glacial melt-water channels, was formed in the intermorainal areas an d
is the most widespread landform in the east part of the county . In addition,
outwash plains, eskers, kames, kame terraces and washboard moraines, amon g
other landforms, are present in the Drift Prairie in Stutsman County.
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Five morphostratigraphic units may be recognized within the Drift Prairi e
in the county . A morphostratigraphic unit may consist of an end moraine an d
the ground moraine on its proximal margin that was exposed as the ice margi n
retreated from a position marked by the end moraine . Other landforms that ma y
be associated with a morphostratigraphic unit include outwash plains, wash-
board moraines, kames, eskers, and other features formed in association with th e
same phase of glacial activity . The five morphostratigraphic units are related to
the following end moraines : (1) Millarton, (2) Eldridge, (3) Buchanan, (4) Grace
City, and (5) Kensal (pl . 1) .

MILLARTON MORAIN E

The Millarton moraine, located at the foot of the Missouri Escarpment, trend s
north in Severn Township (T. 137 N ., R. 64 W.) and terminates in sec . 26 in Len -
ton Township (T . 138 N ., R . 65 W.) . The moraine, averaging less than 1 mile in
width, consists of a belt of low, rolling hills that rise from 30 to 50 feet above th e
ground moraine located on its proximal margin . The distal side of the morain e
is well marked by Minneapolis Flats, which served as a melt-water channel an d
contains significant amounts of glacial outwash. The moraine may represent part
of the "outer" member of the Antelope moraine recognized by Hard (1929, p .
28-29) in LaMoure County to the south . The moraine has not been traced south -
ward in LaMoure County, however, and any definite correlation is tenuous . In view
of this, the low belt of hills is herein named the Millarton moraine after a settle-
ment located just east of it in sec. 24, T . 137 N ., R. 65 W.

The Millarton moraine is the smallest and most poorly defined end morain e
in the Drift Prairie in Stutsman County. It lacks a well-defined crest and con-
sists of a linear group of hills and depressions aligned in a north-south direction .
The maximum altitude of the moraine (NEI sec . 35, T . 138 N ., R . 65 W.) is 1,590
to 1,600 feet above sea level, but its average altitude is about 1,550 to 1,560 fee t
above sea level . Both the ground moraine to the east and Minneapolis Flats to th e
west have an altitude of 1,500 to 1,520 feet above sea level, 30 to 60 feet lower tha n
the average altitude of the moraine .

Lineations, apparent on aerial photographs and interpreted as washboar d
moraines, strike N30°W within the north-south trending moraine . Similiar linear
patterns, with centers in secs . 18 and 19, T. 137 N ., R . 64 W., are found in associatio n
with an area of ground moraine just west of the distal margin of the moraine .
These lineations, also interpreted as washboard moraines, trend N66°W and ar e
not conformable to the trend of the washboard moraines that are located within
the Millarton moraine . This probably indicates that the ice margin was character-
ized by an interlobate situation or that there was a reorientation of the ice margin
between the time the ground moraine and the end moraine were formed .

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE MILLARTON MORAIN E

Three major landforms are associated with the Millarton moraine : 1) A melt-
water channel located along the distal side of the moraine, 2) a melt-water channe l
trending northeast through the moraine to the distal side of the younger Eldridge
moraine (with its center in sec . 32, T . 138 N ., R . 64 W.), and 3) an extensive are a
of ground moraine located on the proximal side of the end moraine .

MINNEAPOLIS FLATS MELT-WATER CHANNELS . — This drainageway, located on
the distal side of the Millarton moraine, consists of a broad, flat-bottomed, shal-
low valley that is underlain by glaciofluvial sediments . Minneapolis Flats served
as an outlet for glacial melt water that drained from the southwest and wes t
flank of the glacier as its margin receded to the north from the southeast par t
of the county . Some of the sand and gravel underlying the valley bottom probabl y
was deposited from glacial melt water as the ice sheet formed the Millarto n
moraine . The exact relation between Minneapolis Flats and the end moraine, i s
not clear, however, because the former continued to be active as a melt-wate r
channel after the ice margin had retreated some distance to the north . Probably
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Minneapolis Flats served as an ice-marginal drainageway, at least in part, not
only during and after the time that the Millarton moraine was formed, but also
during and after the formation of the Eldridge moraine and possibly during th e
time the Buchanan moraine was formed .

MELT-WATER CHANNEL NEAR SYDNEY, — A second melt-water channel trends
northeast from Minneapolis Flats to join Beaver Creek valley located along th e
distal margin of the Eldridge moraine . The altitude of the valley bottom is abou t
1,490 to 1,500 feet above sea level where it passes through the Millarton morain e
and decreases to less than 1,480 feet above sea level where it joins Beaver Creek
valley . The valley is not well defined topographically and sand and gravel are
present in places on adjacent uplands (in secs . 29 and 32, T . 138 N ., R. 64 W., pl. 1) .
The glaciofluvial material on the adjacent uplands lacks a distinct topographic
expression and is mapped as undifferentiated outwash (pl . 1) . In addition, two
kames rise above the undifferentiated outwash in sec . 29, T. 138 N ., R . 64 W.

This melt-water channel must have formed after the ice margin retreate d
from a position marked by the Millarton moraine to uncover a lower outlet fo r
melt water than that offered by Minneapolis Flats . Melt water was diverted to
the lower outlet and eventually drained to the James River valley by way o f
Beaver Creek valley . During the time the younger Eldridge moraine was formed,
melt water drained to the James River valley by way of Beaver Creek valley
rather than south to LaMoure County by way of Minneapolis Flats . Thus, the
melt-water channel must have been formed after the construction of the Millarton
moraine but before the formation of the Eldridge moraine . A similiar divergenc e
of drainage from Minneapolis Flats to the James River valley is found in tw o
other places in the county. As the ice margin retreated north from the east part
of the county, apparently lower land was uncovered to the east, and the ice -
marginal streams draining the west and southwest flank of the glacier reoriente d
themselves to the James River drainage system .

GROUND MORAINE ON THE PROXIMAL MARGIN OF THE MILLARTON MORAINE. —

An extensive area of ground moraine is located on the proximal side of th e
Millarton moraine . The ground moraine is bounded on the west by the Millarton
moraine and Minneapolis Flats and on the northeast by the Eldridge moraine an d
Beaver Creek valley . It extends south an unknown distance into LaMoure County.
The east boundary of the ground moraine is not definitely known, however, be -
cause the Eldridge moraine does not extend all the way to the southeast corner
of the county . A change in the character of the glacial drift is not apparent
to the east although a different morphostratigraphic unit is probably present .
Because of this, the east boundary of the ground moraine is arbitrarily defined a s
a line marked by the parts of Beaver Creek valley and the James River valley
located southeast of the Eldridge moraine.

The altitude of the ground moraine averages from 1,480 to 1,500 feet abov e
sea level, but isolated hills rise above this level . The topography is gently rolling
and the local relief averages 20 feet per square mile . Steep slopes are common
only along the flanks of several stream valleys that locally dissect the groun d
moraine. Linear trends, apparent on aerial photographs and representing the
strike of washboard moraines, are common in the vicinity of Millarton . These
reveal an arcuate pattern that is convex to the southwest . The trends of the
washboard moraines are conformable to similiar linear trends in the Millarton
moraine and indicate that the ground moraine was probably exposed as the ic e
margin retreated in an orderly fashion from the end moraine .

CHARACTER OF THE DRIFT . — The Millarton moraine and the ground moraine
on its proximal margin consist mainly of till. The till appears similiar to othe r
tills in the county, and field observations reveal no apparent distinguishin g
characteristic. Deposits in the melt-water channels consist largely of sand and
fine gravel .

THICKNESS OF THE DRIFT . — The thickness of the glacial drift under-lyin g
this morphostratigraphic unit varies from more than 200 feet to less than 50 feet .
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The greatest thicknesses of drift tend to underlie the west part of the unit, and the
drift tends to decrease in thickness to the northeast . Bedrock crops out at some
places along the walls of Beaver Creek valley, which marks the northeast borde r
of the unit .

INTERPRETATION. — The Millarton moraine and related landforms wer e
developed in association with the southwest flank of a lobe of ice that was
characterized by a margin that retreated north from the James River lowland . No
evidence was found to indicate that the Millarton moraine was formed by a
major readvance of the ice sheet . The moraine was probably formed during a
slow-down, halt, or minor readvance of the ice margin, which may have been
characterized by an interlobate situation . During the time the moraine was being
formed, sand and gravel were probably deposited in Minneapolis Flats by melt
water from the ice sheet .

After construction of the moraine, the ice margin retreated in a northeast
direction and uncovered ground moraine and some washboard moraines . During
the retreat a drainage outlet was formed that trended northeast from Minneapoli s
Flats, and melt water eventually followed this outlet to drain to the James Rive r
valley by way of Beaver Creek valley .

ELDRIDGE MORAIN E

An end moraine, ranging from 1 to 5 miles in width but averaging 2 to 3
miles in width, extends north-northwest from the northwest corner of Mont-
pellier Township (T . 137 N., R . 63 W.) for a distance of about 25 miles to a point
where it is joined by the younger Buchanan moraine . Chamberlin (1883, p . 393-
400), Todd (1896, p . 45-47, Willard (1909, p . 3) and Kresl (1956) describe moraina l
tracts in this general area, and with the exception of Chamberlin, refer to the m
as either the "Antelope" or "Third" moraine, or both . However, some lack of
agreement exists regarding the areal extent and location of the morainal tracts ,
and none of the descriptions agree completely with the findings in this study .
Furthermore, the genetic implications related to the terms "Antelope" and "Third "
moraine, as described by Chamberlin and Todd, are no longer appropriate because
concepts have changed regarding the age relationships of late Wisconsin moraines .
To avoid confusion and misrepresentation, the writer proposed the name "Eldridge "
be assigned to the moraine described below .'''

The character of the Eldridge moraine is varied in nature . The distal margin
of the feature is fairly well defined topographically as far north as Lippert Town -
ship (T. 139 N ., R. 65 W.) . North of the approximate latitude of Interstate High -
way 94 for a distance of about 10 miles, however, the distal margin tends to b e
transitional with ground moraine and hummocky stagnation moraine. The distal
margin is again fairly well defined from sec . 15, T . 141 N., R. 66 W., north to sec .
14, T. 142 N ., R. 66 W. This part of the end moraine is bordered on the west b y
hummocky stagnation moraine and lacustrine sediments, both located at highe r
altitudes than the moraine itself .

In general, the proximal margin of the end moraine has a significant topo-
graphic expression. Near its southeast end, however, the moraine becomes les s
and less distinct and eventually all topographic expression disappears ; also near
its north end, where it is joined by the Buchanan moraine, the Eldridge morain e
has little topographic expression . North of the point where the two moraine s
join, only one morainal ridge may be recognized . The proximal margin of the
Eldridge moraine is generally about 20 to 50 feet higher than the adjacent landscap e
to the east, and this increase in altitude is present over a distance of a few hundred
feet to a mile .

The Eldridge moraine lacks a distinct crest for much of its length . Instead
a group of unconnected topographic highs are located within a belt of moraina l
topography that is characterized by numerous closed depressions and hillocks .
20 Eldridge is a community located on the proximal side of the moraine in sec . 35, T . 140 N ., R .

65 W .
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The unconnected topographic highs may rise more than 50 feet above the surround-
ing morainal topography, which has local relief ranging from 20 to 40 feet pe r
square mile . Examples of the higher hills in the morainal belt are found in secs .
16, 17, and 23, T . 138 N ., R. 64 W.

Several kames are associated with this end moraine. The largest is in the
SWi sec. 17, T . 138 N ., R. 64 W., and other kames are located in sec. 34, T. 139 N.,
R . 64 W., secs. 23 and 26, T . 140 N ., R. 66 W., and secs. 16 and 19, T. 140 N ., R. 65 W.
Numerous gravel-capped morainal hills are found also in secs. 1, 12, and 13, T. 141
N., R. 66 W.

An interlobate pattern is associated with the moraine in the vicinity o f
Kloze . Linear trends, apparent on aerial photographs and interpreted as wash -
board moraines, strike northwest just east and south of Kloze . Immediately to
the northwest of the community, however, similiar linear patterns strike east an d
northeast. In the vicinity of Kloze, morainal topography is well developed and an
appendage of the moraine extends east through sec . 35 into sec . 36, T . 136 N., R.
64 W. The rugged topography in this part of the moraine may be, at least in part ,
the result of an interlobate development .

Two areas in the moraine are characterized by subdued morainal topo-
graphy, where in contrast to the landforms generally associated with th'e end
moraine, the local relief may be less than 20 feet per square mile . Because o f
their location these areas (with centers in sec . 28, T. 139 N., R. 65 W. and sec . 33, T.
140 N., R. 65 W.) are known to be genetically related to the moraine and ar e
mapped as subdued end moraine (pl . 1) .

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ELDRIDGE MORAINE

Major landforms associated with the Eldridge moraine include : 1) Melt -
water channels and a perched lacustrine plain in the distal margin of the feature ;
2) ground moraine, various outwash forms, and a lacustrine plain on the proxima l
side of the end moraine; and 3) a melt-water channel that bisects the moraine .
The Eldridge moraine and these genetically related landforms comprise a morpho-
stratigraphic unit.

MINNEAPOLIS FLATS AND BEAVER CREEK MELT-WATER CHANNELS . — Minneapolis
Flats is a former glacial melt-water channel that trends south from sec . 5, T . 140 N . ,
R. 65 W. and passes through the end moraine in Eldridge Township (T . 140 N., R .
65 W.) . Farther south the channel is located on the distal side of the moraine i n
Lippert Township (T. 139 N ., R . 65 W.) . Minneapolis Flats, as has been previously
stated, served as an outlet for melt water during the formation of the Millarton
moraine . The, part of Minneapolis Flats north of sec . 4, T. 138 N., R. 65 W. probably
continued to serve as a drainageway for melt water during and after the time the
ice formed the Eldridge moraine. South of sec . 4, however, the melt water was
probably diverted from Minneapolis Flats to a lower outlet, Beaver Creek valley ,
located along the distal margin of the Eldridge moraine . Glaciofluvial materia l
was deposited in both valleys during the time that they served as melt-wate r
channels.

A small outwash plain, located in sec . 21, 22, 27, and 28, T. 138 N., R. 63 W . ,
extends southwest from the distal side of the Eldridge moraine . Beaver Creek valle y
is intrenched into this outwash plain and divides it into north and south sections .
Probably the outwash was deposited from melt water when the ice sheet was
forming the Eldridge moraine . If this interpretation is correct, significant down-
cutting occurred in Beaver Creek valley after the outwash plain was formed .

PERCHED LACUSTRINE PLAIN WEST OF BUCHANAN. — A perched lacustrine plai n
is located along the distal side of the Eldridge moraine 9 miles west of Buchana n
in secs . 2, 3, 10, and 11, T. 141 N., R . 66 W. (pl . 1) . It is bounded on the west by
hummocky stagnation moraine. Numerous exposures along the sectidll=line roads
reveal that clay and silt are the most common sediments of the feature . Several
exposures, the most notable along a stream bank in the NW} sec . 11, T . 141 N. ,
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R. 66 W., reveal till underlying horizontally bedded clay and silt . The altitude o f
the lacustrine sediments ranges from 1,700 to 1,800 feet above sea level . The
highest part of the Eldridge moraine to the east is about 1,700 feet above sea Ievel .
The east boundary of the perched lacustrine plain is transitional with the morainal
topography of the Eldridge moraine . In no place was till observed overlying the
lacustrine sediments ; perhaps, therefore, the perched lacustrine plain existed alon g
the margin of the ice sheet at the time that the end moraine was formed . This
interpretation, if correct, may also indicate that stagnant glacial ice still existed
in the Coteau du Missouri when this part of the Eldridge moraine was formed
because closed depressions within hummocky stagnation moraine to the west ar e
found at lower altitudes than the sediments of the perched lacustrine plain . The
closed depressions are not filled with clay and silt, which indicates that ice mus t
have existed in the area and restricted the extent of the deposits of the lacustrin e
plain .

GROUND MORAINE ON THE PROXIMAL MARGIN OF THE ELDRIDGE MORAINE. —

Ground moraine is the most extensive landform on the proximal side of the Eld-
ridge moraine . The ground moraine is bounded on the north by the Buchana n
moraine and on the east, in part, by drift associated with the Kensal moraine . In
the southeast part of the county the ground moraine probably extends into Barne s
and possibly LaMoure Counties (see discussion of Ground moraine on the proxima l
margin of the Millarton moraine), but the boundaries are not definitely known .

Generally the altitude of the ground moraine ranges from 1,480 to 1,530 feet
above sea level . The average altitude is about 1,500 feet above sea level, and th e
local relief is usually less than 25 feet per square mile . Shallow closed depressions
are common but seldom exceed 10 feet in depth . Numerous washboard moraines
and small kames are located in some areas of the ground moraine . These are de-
scribed in detail below .

WASHBOARD MORAINES ASSOCIATED WITH THE GROUND MORAINE ON THE PROXIMAL
MARGIN OF THE ELDRIDGE 1VIORAINE . — Though washboard moraines are found i n
many areas in the east part of the county, they are especially numerous im-
mediately east, south, and west of Jamestown . The strike of their axes reveals an
interlobate pattern in secs . 24 and 25, T . 139 N., R. 64 W., just northeast of Kloze.
Between Kloze and Eldridge the strike of the washboard moraines forms an
arcuate pattern convex to the southwest . Between Kloze and the James Rive r
valley to the east, the strike of the washboard moraines shows a lobate pattern
convex to the south . Several miles east of the James River valley the washboard
moraines are sharply truncated by deposits of younger glacial drift associate d
with the Kensal moraine . The long axes of all the washboard moraines are roughly
conformable to similiar lineations associated with the Eldridge moraine. The
number of washboard moraines decreases to the north and they disappear com-
pletely immediately south of the Buchanan moraine .

In the vicinity of Eldridge the washboard moraines are numerous an d
exceptionally well developed (fig . 5) . In this area the topography, which distinctl y
reflects the linear trends of the features, consists of low hills and intervening
elongate shallow depressions parallel to the strike of the washboard moraines .
This is also true to a much lesser degree in secs. 16, 17, 20 and 21, T. 139 N., R . 62 W.
Kresl (1956) mapped the elongate low hills as recessional moraines in the Eld-
ridge area .

In the south half of Homer Township (T . 139 N ., R. 63 W.) the washboard
moraines are also numerous but are not as distinct topographically. As a resul t
the low hills and shallow depressions do not noticeably reflect the strike of the
washboard moraines . In the vicinity of the Jamestown Airport (sec . 19, T . 140 N . ,
R . 63 W.) washboard moraines are absent, and the local relief is less than that o f
the areas described above .

In conclusion, washboard moraines probably increase the local relief wher e
they are present in association with ground moraine. Where they are wel l
developed and numerous, the topography may directly reflect their trend an d
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arrangement . In areas where they are poorly dveloped, there may be low hill s
that possibly mark the areal extent of a group of the washboard moraines bu t
do not necessarily reflect their trend .

ESKERS AND KAMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE GROUND MORAINE ON THE PROXIMA L
MARGIN OF THE ELDRIDGE MORINE . — A large number of kames and one esker ar e
located in the part of the ground moraine south of the latitude of Jamestow n
(pl. 1) . The karnes rise from 5 to 25 feet above the ground moraine and most are
associated with topographic highs that consist of till . The glaciofluvial sediments
in the kames range from a few feet to more than 20 feet in thickness . Generall y
the slopes of the kames are in sharp contrast to the slopes of the surrounding
ground moraine .

A well-defined esker trends south through secs . 23 and 25, T. 139 N ., R. 64 W.
(pl . 1) . The crest of the esker is 15 to 20 feet higher than the adjacent groun d
moraine . The esker is not continuous but consists of six elongate ridges rangin g
from 500 to 2,000 feet in length. A topographic low parallels the esker in sec . 23
but is absent in sec. 25 .

A notable relation exists between the landforms described above and the
washboard moraines . The esker is in the area where washboard moraines reflec t
an interlobate pattern. In many places the kames are along the strike of the
washboard moraines. Elson (1957b, p. 1721) states that kames are commonly re-
lated to washboard moraines ; the presence of the kames suggests that active ice
was in contact with stagnant ice at the margin of the glacier. He further states
that eskers are likely to be found where washboard moraines exhibit an inter -
lobate pattern. Elson's concepts regarding the possible relation between wash -
board morains and kames and eskers are substantiated in this area .

The preservation and interrelation of the washboard moraines, the smal l
kames, and the esker suggest that all of them formed in association with a retreatin g
ice margin rather than with an advancing ice margin or a glacier that was char-
acterized by extensive stagnation. An advancing ice sheet would probably hav e
obliterated these features, and a glacier characterized by extensive stagnatio n
could not have produced the washboard moraines.

Numerous kames and one esker, the latter in set . 32, T . 141 N ., R. 65 W., are
in the part of the ground moraine north of the latitude of Jamestown . The largest
kames are in a group in secs. 14, 23, and 26, T . 141 N ., R . 63 W . and are not associ-
ated with this morphostratigraphic unit . These kames were formed at the edge o f
an ice sheet that readvanced to form the Kensal moraine after the ground morain e
had been formed (see discussion of ICE-MARGINAL KAMES ASSOCIATED WITH TH E
KENSAL MORAINE) .

JAMES-PIPESTEM MELTWATER CHANNELS . — The ground moraine in the proxi -
mal margin of the Eldrige moraine has been partly dissected by several glacia l
melt-water channels. The largest of these, now known as the James River valle y
and Pipestem Creek valley, are characterized by relatively wide flat bottoms an d
steep valley walls. Large amounts of glaciofluvial material are found in terrace s
along the valley walls and beneath the valley bottoms in Pipestem Creek valle y
and the part of the James River valley located south of Jamestown . Pipestem
Creek valley ranges generally from a quarter of a mile to half a mile in width ,
and the valley bottom is 50 to 75 feet below the average altitude of the groun d
moraine . The James River valley ranges generally from half a mile to 1 ; mile s
wide and the valley bottom is from 80 to 120 feet lower than the adjacent groun d
moraine. Both valleys presently contain underfit streams . The size of the valleys
and the large amount of glaciofluvial sediments are primarily the result of erosion
and deposition by glacial melt water.

These valleys are not known to have existed previous to the time the are a
was last glaciated . As the ice margin retreated north from the James River lowland ,
however, large amounts of glacial melt water must have drained south by wa y
of the James River valley. This major drainageway was joined by several tribu -
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tary melt-water channels including Bone Hill Creek valley to the south in La-
Moure County, and Beaver Creek valley in the south part of Stutsman County .
Continued retreat of the ice margin to the north resulted in the northward length-
ening of the drainage system. At the time the ice margin retreated north from th e
Eldridge moraine to the Buchanan moraine, the part of the James River valle y
north of Jamestown and the lower portion of Sevenmile Coulee probably did no t
exist or, if they did exist, they bore little resemblance to the present valleys . Bot h
drainageways probably were formed largely as a result of later glacial events . At
the time of the northward retreat of the ice margin, most likely only one majo r
melt-water channel existed in the area — Pipestem Creek valley and its south -
ward continuation, the part of the James River valley located south of James -
town (see Drainage History) .

SEVENMILE COULEE MELT-WATER CHANNEL . — Sevenmile Coulee, located abou t
2 miles west of Spiritwood, also acted as a glacial melt-water channel . The valley
is flat bottomed, varies from about a quarter of a mile to 1 mile in width, and i s
from 50 to 80 feet deep. Striking variations in the character of the coulee ar e
apparent and it may be divided into three sections : 1) The upper section, which
extends from sec . 1 to sec. 25 in Fried Township (T. 141 N., R. 63 W.) and is nar-
row and irregular ; 2) the middle section, which extends south from sec . 30 in Fried
Township (T . 141 N., R . 63 W.) to sec . 19 in Spiritwood Township (T . 140 N ., R . 62
W.) and averages about a quarter of a mile in width ; and 3) the lower section,
which exceeds half a mile in width and trends south-southwest to join the Jame s
River valley (pl. 1) . Glaciofluvial sediments and terraces are present in all sec-
tions of the coulee.

The middle section of Sevenmile Coulee probably served as an outlet fo r
glacial melt water as the ice margin retreated north from the Eldridge moraine .
Later glacial events, however, resulted in major changes in the character of the
coulee. These changes, which account for both the upper and the lower section s
of Sevenmile Coulee, are described in the discussion of the drainage history of th e
area .

LACUSTRINE PLAIN AND MELT-WATER CHANNEL NEAR KLOZE. — The proxima l
slope of the Eldridge moraine is separated from the ground moraine to the north -
east by a small lacustrine plain and a glacial melt-water channel in Sydney (T .
138N ., R . 64 W.) and Corwin (T . 138 N ., R . 63 W.) Townships (pl . 1) . Significant
amounts of glaciofluvial sediments are associated with the melt-water channel .
The sand and gravel deposits are generally poorly sorted and coarse to the sout h
and grade into well-sorted, finer material to the north. The thickness of the san d
and gravel is not known .

In sec . 2, T. 138 N., R. 64 W., the glaciofluvial materials grade into lacu-
strine sediments to the north . At the periphery of the lacustrine plain, the sedi-
ments are underlain by till . The approximate altitude of the lacustrine plain i s
1,480 feet above sea level and the local relief is generally less than 5 feet .

The landforms and sediments described above record the existence of a
small glacial lake and melt-water channel that formed as the ice retreated from
the Eldridge moraine . The melt-water channel probably served as a drainagewa y
for water from the ice and as an outlet to the temporary lake .

STREAMAN COULEE MELT-WATER CHANNEL . — Streaman Coulee, which joins
the James River valley in sec . 30, T . 138 N ., R . 62 W., was also formed as a melt -
water channel . Near the James River valley the coulee averages less than a quarte r
of a mile in width and is intrenched more than 70 feet in the adjacent groun d
moraine . The valley becomes less well defined upstream and eventually merges
with an extensive tract of outwash in secs. 14, 15, 22 and 23, T . 139 N., R . 62 W .
The Coulee may have been active as a melt-water channel when the ice retreate d
north from the James River lowland or it may have been formed as a result of a
later readvance of the ice sheet that deposited the Kensal moraine .

OUTWASH PLAIN IN SOUTHERN HIDDEN TOWNSHIP. — A tract of glacial outwash
covers part of southern Hidden Township (T . 141 N., R . 65 W .) . The outwash i s
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bounded on the north by the Buchanan moraine and grades into Minneapoli s
Flats on the south. On the west and southeast the outwash is bounded by ground
moraine, but the contact is transitional rather than sharp. The altitude of the
outwash decreases from about 1,560 feet above sea level on the west and north -
west to about 1,525 feet above sea level on the east and southeast . In addition ,
closed depressions in the form of pits, or kettles, and dissection by Pipestem Creek
and one of its tributaries account for additional relief . The feature is interprete d
as an outwash plain that probably formed, for the most part, from local depositio n
by glacial melt water along the margin of the ice sheet as it retreated to the north .
This interpretation would account for the variations in altitude, the pFesence o f
the closed depressions, and the lack of a constant slope away from the distal
margin of the Buchanan moraine .

CHARACTER OF THE DRIFT. — The Eldridge moraine and the ground morain e
on its proximal margin consist mainly of till . The till appears similiar to othe r
tills in the county and no significant variation in its physical characteristics was
observed that would permit definite differentiation . Horizontal and cross-bedde d
sand and gravel deposits are present in the glacial melt-water channels. Local
deposits of glaciofluvial sediments, which vary greatly in character, are found i n
the kames and eskers .

THICKNESS, OF THE DRIFT. — The thickness of the glacial drift underlying this
morphostratigraphic unit ranges from less than 10 feet to more than 500 feet . The
variation in thickness is primarily the result of relief on the bedrock surface rathe r
than differences in altitude of the present-day topography . The thickness of the
drift generally tends to increase toward the east and to be thickest along the east
boundary of the county. Local variations in this overall pattern are probably the
result of bedrock valleys that have been filled with glacial drift . The amount of
glacial drift deposited by the last glacial advance and retreat in this part of the
county is not definitely known.

INTERPRETATION . — The Eldridge moraine and associated landforms wer e
formed at the edge of an interlobate ice margin that was receding to the north .
The moraine was probably formed on the southwest flank of the lobe of ice tha t
had previously deposited the Millarton moraine . Thus, the moraine may be a reces-
sional feature and probably does not mark the terminal position of a significan t
readvance of the ice sheet . Evidence for this interpretation is as follows: 1) Linear
patterns in the end moraine are conformable to the trends of washboard moraine s
on both the proximal and distal sides, 2) no significant variation exists between the
character of the glacial drift associated with the moraine and that of the drift pre-
viously deposited on the proximal margin, and 3) no evidence that the morain e
was formed by a significant readvance of the ice sheet was found.

During the formation of the Eldridge moraine, Minneapolis Flats, Beaver
Creek valley, and the James River valley served in part, at least, as melt-water
channels. Retreat of the ice margin in an orderly manner resulted in the forma-
tion of a melt-water channel and a temporary lake along the proximal margin of
the moraine near Kloze. Continued retreat of the ice margin uncovered an ex-
tensive tract of ground moraine characterized in places by washboard moraines ,
which are recessional features . As the ice margin retreated to the north, the part
of the James River valley south of Jamestown and Pipestem Creek valley served
as the major drainageways for melt water while Beaver Creek valley and Minnea-
polis Flats eventually ceased to be important as melt-water channels . The middle
portion of Sevenmile Coulee may also have served as an outlet for melt water a s
the ice receded. Finally, when the ice margin was at the position marked by the
Buchanan moraine, an outwash plain was formed in southern Hidden Townshi p
(T . 141 N., R . 65 W.) .

BUCHANAN MORAIN E

A moraine, herein named after the settlement of Buchanan, which is locate d
on its proximal margin, extends in an arcuate manner from the approximate loca-
tion of Blue Lake, located in Ashland Township (T . 142 N ., R . 63 W.), to sec . 6, T .
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141 N., R . 65 W. On the west it merges with the Eldridge moraine, and on the eas t
it is truncated by the younger Kensal moraine . The moraine is about 15 miles long
and ranges generally from 1 to 5 miles in width (pl . 1) .

In general, the distal margin of the Buchanan moraine is well defined topo-
graphically . This is especially true in Fried Township (T . 141 N ., R . 63 W.) (fig.
19) . The proximal margin, however, is not distinct, but is transitional 'with groun d

FIGURE 1 9

Distal slope of the Buchana n

moraine as viewed lookin g

north from the NW T/4 sec . 3 ,

T . 141 N ., R . 63 W .

moraine in most places . The east part of the moraine is characterized by a promi-
nent southwest-trending crest that is located closest to the distal margin . A
continuous crest is lacking in the central and west parts of the moraine, althoug h
isolated hills rising above morainal topography are common . Local relief is greatest
in the east part of the moraine and may exceed 100 feet per square mile, but the
average relief per square mile in this area is about 50 to 75 feet . In the central an d
west parts of the moraine, local relief averages 30 to 40 feet per square mile i n
areas where melt-water channels are absent . Lineations, parallel to the strike of
the moraine, are apparent on aerial photographs of the east part of the moraine
but do not show up in the west part .

Several melt-water channels trend south through the moraine. The major
ones are the James River valley and Pipestem Creek valley . Others include a small
valley trending southeast through Buchanan Township (T . 141 N ., R . 64 W .) and a
complex system of valleys located just east of the James River valley . All the
melt-water channels serve to increase the local relief markedly .

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE BUCHANAN MORAIN E

Major liandforms associated with the Buchanan moraine include : 1) An ex-
tensive area of ground moraine on the proximal margin of the feature, 2) an out -
wash plain located on the proximal margin of the moraine, and 3) several melt -
water channels that trend south through the end moraine and the ground morain e
located on its proximal margin (pl . 1) . The Buchanan moraine and these relate d
landforms constitute a morphostratigraphic unit .
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GROUND MORAINE ON THE PROXIMAL SIDE OF THE BUCHANAN MORAINE. — An
extensive tract of ground moraine is located north of the Buchanan moraine . The
ground moraine is bounded on the west by landforms associated with the Missour i
Escarpment, on the north by the younger Grace City moraine, and on the east by
subdued morainal topography formed by the ice sheet that deposited the Kensa l
moraine.

East of Pipestem Creek valley the ground moraine has an average altitude o f
about 1,550 feet above sea level. The local relief averages about 20 feet per squar e
mile and seldom exceeds 30 feet per square mile. West of Pipestem Creek valley
the ground moraine increases in altitude from about 1,550 to 1,625 feet above se a
level along the! foot of the Missouri Escarpment. The local relief is more rugged
than that east of Pipestem Creek valley because of the effect of the Missour i
Escarpment and because of greater amounts of stream dissection on the east -
sloping surface .

Local relief is greatest in the immediate vicinity of the major melt-wate r
channels located in the ground moraine . In these areas erosion by running wate r
has dissected the ground moraine, making the topography rugged. The greates t
amount of dissection exists along the west side of Pipestem Creek valley.

Kames have not been found to occur in the ground moraine, but an esker i s
located in secs. 4 and 9, T . 142 N., R . 65 W. The esker, which is not conspicuous ,
trends north-south and seldom exceeds 10 feet in height .

OUTWASH PLAIN NORTH OF BUCHANAN. — An outwash plain covers less than
10 square miles northeast of Buchanan. It is bounded on the south by the Buch-
anan moraine and on all other sides by ground moraine . In many places, however ,
the boundary between the outwash plain and the adjacent ground moraine or en d
moraine is difficult to locate because it is transitional in nature . The averag e
altitude of the outwash plain is 1,530 to 1,540 feet above sea level, but numerous
low hills rise above this surface . Local relief averages from 10 to 20 feet per
square mile. The glaciofluvial sediments may have been deposited on a gentl y
rolling till surface; at places till is observed beneath the deposit of outwash . This
is clearly shown in a road cut along the west side of the SWt sec . 28, T . 142 N ., R .
64 W., where a sharp contact separates several feet of water-deposited sand an d
gravel from an underlying oxidized calcareous till. Some of the local relief associ-
ated with the outwash plain may be the result of till knobs that rise above and ar e
surrounded by glacial outwash . The glaciofluvial sediments were probably de-
posited outward from the ice margin that retreated north from the Buchanan
moraine .

PIPESTEM AND JAMES MELT-WATER CHANNELS . — Two major melt-water chan -
nels, Pipestem Creek valley and the James River valley, trend south through th e
Buchanan moraine and the ground moraine described above . Pipestem Creek
valley ranges generally from a quarter of a mile to half a mile in width where i t
passes through the moraine . To the north, however, the valley widens until, nea r
the distal margin of the Grace City moraine, it may exceed 1 mile in width . The
valley contains large amounts of glacial outwash, some of which is in terraces alon g
the valley walls . The James River valley averages about a third of a mile in width.
It is, in part, intrenched in bedrock . Glaciofluvial materials in the valley are no t
as extensive as those in Pipestem Creek valley, and only one terrace is north of
the latitude of Jamestown. Both melt-water channels are joined by numerous
smaller tributary valleys, some of which served as local melt-water channels.

Pipestem Creek valley, served as a melt-water channel while the ice re -
treated north from the Eldridge moraine . The valley continued to act as a drain-
ageway as the margin of the ice retreated north from the Buchanan moraine .
The part of the James River valley located north of Jamestown, however, probabl y
was developed largely as a result of later glacial events, and, if a valley did exist
at the time the ice margin retreated north from the Buchanan moraine, it probably
bore little resemblance to the present valley and was not as important a melt -
water channel as Pipestem Creek valley (see Drainage History) .
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CHARACTER OF THE DRIFT. — The Buchanan moraine and the ground moraine
on its proximal margin are underlain mainly by till . No characteristics were ob-
served that would serve to distinguish this till from other surficial tills in th e
county . The sediments comprising the outwash plain northeast of Buchanan consis t
primarily of stratified sand and fine gravel interbedded with some clay and slit .
Cobbles and boulders are rare in these deposits . The glaciofluvial sediments in th e
melt-water channels also consist mainly of sand and gravel although cobbles an d
boulders are not uncommon . Shale is more abundant in the outwash in the Jame s
River valley than in that of the Pipestem Creek valley .

THICKNESS OF THE DRIFT. — The average thickness of the glacial drift in thi s
morphostratigraphic unit is probably less than 100 feet. In west-central ,Jim Rive r
Valley Township (T . 142 N ., R. 65 W.) the average thickness of the drift is prob-
ably less than 50 feet . In certain areas where valleys cut the bedrock surface, the
glacial drift may exceed 100, or possibly even 200, feet in thickness . This is probably
true in central Plainview (T. 142 N., R. 65 W.) and Pingree (T. 143 N., R. 65 W . )
Townships and in southeast Pipestem Valley Township (T . 143 N., R . 65 W.) . The
amount of glacial drift deposited prior to the last glaciation of the area is no t
definitely known .

INTERPRETATION. — The landforms of this morphostratigraphic unit were
formed by a lobe of ice characterized by a margin that retreated north in an orderly
manner from the Buchanan moraine . The Buchanan moraine probably does no t
mark the terminal position of a significant readvance of the ice sheet . Thus, the
moraine is probably a recessional feature formed at the margin of a shrinking ic e
sheet that had previously formed the Eldridge and Millarton moraines. Evidence
for this interpretation includes the following : 1) The pattern of washboard mor-
aines on the ground moraine located south of the Buchanan moraine are roughly
conformable to the trend of the moraine ; 2) the Buchanan moraine merges wit h
the Eldridge moraine on the west in a transitional manner and cross-cutting re =
lationships between the two moraines are not known to exist ; and 3) a significan t
difference between the drift of this morphostratigraphic unit and the drift pre-
viously deposited on the distal side of the Buchanan moraine is lacking.

After construction of the Buchanan moraine, the ice margin retreated to the
north, uncovering an extensive area of ground moraine and leaving an outwas h
plain northeast of Buchanan . During the retreat Pipestem Creek valley served as
the major melt-water channel in the area.

GRACE CITY MORAINE

An end moraine, referred to by Lemke and Colton (1958, p . 50, fig . 5) as the
Grace City moraine, extends in an arcuate manner from Foster County throug h
sec. 1, T. 144 N., R. 65 W., passes south of Edmunds, and continues west to sec .
25, T . 144 N ., R . 67 W. in the north-central part of the county (pl . 1) . The part of
the moraine in Stutsman County is about 18 miles in length and ranges from less
than 1 mile to about 3 miles in width.

The Grace City moraine in Stutsman County may best be described as a
curvilinear group of low, gently rolling hills that rise above adjacent areas o f
ground moraine . Although the moraine has a linear ridge of glacial drift that wa s
probably deposited primarily at the margin of an ice sheet, it does not exhibi t
well-developed morainal topography . The distal boundary is well defined in
Edmunds Township (T. 143 N ., R . 65 W.) at an altitude of about 1,550 feet abov e
sea level . To the east and west of Edmunds Township, however, where the morain e
is bounded by the James River valley and the Missouri Escarpment respectively ,
the distal edge is somewhat obscure. The proximal margin is everywhere transi-
tional with ground moraine. A fairly well-defined crest, 50 to 75 feet higher tha n
the adjacent ground moraine, is present in secs. 8, 9, 10 and 11, T . 143 N., R. 65 W .
Elsewhere the height of the crest is generally less than 60 feet and is not nearly a s
conspicuous . Local relief is greatest in the central and extreme west parts of the
moraine, but rugged depositional morainal topography is absent throughout much
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of the feature. Kettles are present, although they tend to be shallow and poorly
defined, and boulders, sometimes common in end moraines, are rare. In the parts
of the moraine that parallel the James River valley to the north in Foster County,
however, morainal topography is well developed .

Several kames are located in the part of the moraine that is immediatel y
west of the James River valley in Stutsman County and in Foster County to the
north . Irregular tracts of outwash, lacking distinct topographic expression, ar e
also common in this area. The kames and the outwash may be the result of con-
centrations of large amounts of melt-water in an interlobate area bounded on th e
west by ice that deposited the Grace City moraine and on the east by ice tha t
formed the Kensal moraine . The relation between the Grace City moraine and the
Kensal moraine is discussed later in this report .

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE GRACE CITY MORAIN E

Major landforms associated with the Grace City moraine include: 1) Out -
wash forms on the distal margin of the moraine in Pipestem Valley Townshi p
(T. 143 N., R . 66 W .) ; 2) a large tract of ground moraine that extends into Foster
County ; and 3) two large melt-water channels, now known as Pipestem Creek
valley and the James River valley. The Grace City moraine and these associated
landforms constitute a morphostratigraphic unit (pl . 1) .

OUTWASH FORMS IN PIPESTEM VALLEY TOWNSHIP . — A linear tract of glacial
outwash located on the distal side of the Grace City moraine extends southeas t
from sec . 36, T . 144 N., R. 67 W. to sec . 25, T . 143 N., R. 66 W., where it join s
outwash associated with Pipestem Creek valley . The sediments consist of san d
and some coarse gravel; they are poorly sorted in the northwest part of the deposit .
The topography of the outwash deposits suggests that they were laid down partl y
in an outwash plain and partly in a glacial melt-water channel . In the southeast
corner of Glacier Township (T . 144N., R. 67 W.) the outwash is at an altitude of
about 1,720 to 1,730 feet above sea level . The surface altitude of the sand an d
gravel decreases to the southeast until, at the junction with Pipestem Creek valley ,
it is about 1,525 to 1,550 feet above sea level . At some places in secs . 7, 8, 17 an d
18, T . 143 N., R . 66 W., the outwash is on both the distal side of the Grace City
moraine sloping to the southwest and on the lower part of the Missouri Escarpment
sloping to the east . This may indicate that the glaciofluvial sediments were de -
posited by melt-water draining east from the Coteau du Missouri and southwest
from the glacier that constucted the Grace City moraine . It is not known that
these glaciofluv :ial sediments were deposited contemporaneously .

In secs . 21, 22, and 26, T . 143 N ., R. 66 W., the linear outwash plain ranges
considerably in width and consists of a relatively flat surface interrupted by a
shallow, meandering valley, which contains an intermittent stream . The shallow
stream valley was probably formed by erosion after the glacier retreated from
the Grace City moraine .

GROUND MORAINE IN THE VICINITY OF EDMUNDS . — Ground moraine, interrupted
by one major melt-water channel, extends north from the proximal margin of th e
Grace City moraine into Foster County . East of the longitude of Edmunds th e
ground moraine has an average altitude of about 1,540 feet above sea level and
the local relief is 10 to 20 feet per square mile where stream dissection is absent .
Some of the local relief results from shallow, closed depressions that are especiall y
numerous in the north half of Edmunds Township (T. 144 N., R. 65 W.) . Linear
trends, apparent on aerial photographs and interpreted as washboard moraines,
strike northeast in secs . 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9, T . 144 N ., R. 65 W., and are conformable
to the part of the Grace City moraine that parallels the James River valley . This
indicates that the ice margin receded to the northwest across this part of th e
ground moraine .

West from the longitude of Edmunds the average altitude of the groun d
moraine gradually increases and exceeds 1,600 feet above sea level before it merges
with either the Grace City moraine or with hummocky stagnation moraine . In
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addition, the local relief tends to increase to the west and commonly exceeds 3 0
feet per square mile immediately west of Pipestem Creek valley . Although there
is a notable variation in the topography to the west, boundaries between different
types of major landforms are difficult to establish, because the change is transi-
tional and the Grace City moraine cannot be traced north of sec . 25, T . 144 N. ,
R. 67 . W .

Two small kames are located in secs . 9 and 16, T . 144 N ., R . 66 W., and small,
irregular deposits of outwash are common in many places in the ground moraine.
Lacustrine sediments are present locally in many of the shallow, closed depressions .
The most extensive deposits of lacustrine sediments has its center in sec . 33, T.
144 N., R . 65 W., two miles east of Edmunds .

PIPESTEM CREEK MELT-WATER CHANNEL. — This valley, which served as a glacial
melt-water channel, trends southeast across the west part of the ground morain e
described above, passes through the Grace City moraine southwest of Edmunds ,
and continues south-southeast toward the Buchanan moraine . North of the Grac e
City moraine the valley ranges generally from about half a mile to three-quarters
of a mile in width and becomes less distinct topographically to the northwest . The
valley narrows abruptly to about a third of a mile in width where it passe s
through the Grace City moraine . In this area the valley is well defined and Pipe -
stem Creek is about 75 feet lower in altitude than the high parts of the moraine .
South of the moraine the valley widens to about 1 mile, but it gradually become s
narrower again farther to the south .

Large amounts of sand and gravel are preesnt in the valley and are especiall y
abundant both north and south of the Grace City moraine . North of the moraine
the glaciofluvial sediments underlie the broad, flat valley bottom and well-define d
terraces of glaciofluvial material are not preesnt. South of the moraine sand an d
gravel are found: 1) beneath the broad, flat valley floor, 2) in terraces along bot h
valley walls, and 3) in association with an outwash plain that is located on th e
east side of Pipestem Creek valley and that extends south from the distal side o f
the Grace City moraine .

Pipestem Creek valley served as a melt-water channel after the ice margin
retreated from the Eldridge moraine and during and after the construction of the
Buchanan moraine. Apparently glacial melt water continued to drain south by wa y
of this channel during the time that the Grace City moraine was formed, becaus e
landforms consisting of sand and gravel extend outward from the distal side of
the moraine and are associated with the melt-water channel . As the ice margin
retreated north from the moraine, the channel probably increased its length north -
ward by headward erosion and continued to serve as an outlet for melt water .

JAMES RIVER VALLEY MELT-WATER CHANNEL . — This flat-bottomed, steep -
walled valley enters the county in sec . 6, T . 144 N ., R . 64 W., and trends south alon g
the distal margin of the Grace City moraine for a distance of about 8 miles . The
valley ranges from half a mile to three-quarters of a mile in width and presentl y
contains large man-made bodies of water, Arrowwood Lake and Jim Lake, with
surface altitudes of 1,435 to 1,440 feet above sea level . The bottom of the valley i s
more than 60 feet lower than the adjacent uplands, and the terraces are located a t
some places along the valley walls . Large amounts of sand and gravel are associate d
with a terrace that has its center in secs. 18 and 20, T. 143 N., R . 64 W. The amoun t
of glaciofluvial material beneath the valley floor is not known .

It is not definitely known that the James River valley served as a majo r
outlet for glacial melt water during the time that the Grace City moraine wa s
formed. If the Grace City moraine was formed contemporaneously with or som e
time after the formation of the Kensal moraine to the east, the valley undoubtedl y
served as an outlet for melt water from ice that constructed the Grace City moraine .
If, however, the Grace City moraine pre-dates the Kensal moraine and the latte r
was formed by a later readvance of the ice sheet, melt water may have draine d
southeast from the Grace City moraine by way of one or more channels whic h
were later obstructed by or filled with drift from the ice that formed the Kensa l
moraine . This problem is discussed in greater detail later in this report.
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CHARACTER OF THE DRIFT. — The Grace City moraine and the ground moraine
on its proximal margin consist mainly of till . Size analyses of samples suggest that
the till is similiar to other tills in the county . It should be noted, however, that
masses of silt and clay are unusually abundunt in the till in many exposures that
were examined. It is not known that this is a distinctive characteristic of all till
associated with the end moraine and ground moraine outside Stutsman County .
Glaciofluvial sediments associated with melt-water channels and outwash plains
consist mainly of horizontally bedded and cross-bedded sand and fine gravel .

THICKNESS OF THE DRIFT. — In the west part of this morphostratigraphic unit ,
in Glacier Township (T . 144 N ., R . 67 W.), southwest Walters Township (T . 144 N . ,
R. 66 W.) and northwest Pipestem Valley Township (T . 143 N ., R . 66 W.), the thick-
ness of the glacial drift probably averages less than 150 feet . In east-central Pipe-
stem Valley Township (T . 143 N., R. 66 W.) and north-central Pingree Townshi p
(T. 143 N ., R. 65 W.) the average thickness may exceed this figure, if this was the
location of the ancestral Cannonball River (pl . 2, arrow B) . The thickness of the
drift north of Edmunds is questionable but available data indicate that it is prob-
ably more than 50 feet thick at most places . The amount of drift deposited by the
ice sheet that formed the Grace City moraine and its related landforms is no t
definitely known.

INTERPRETATION . — The Grace City moraine may be associated with an ice
margin that retreated from the Buchanan moraine, or it may mark the termina l
position of a significant readvance of the ice sheet after its margin had retreated
an unknown distance to the north. The trend of the moraine is roughly conformable
to that of the Buchanan moraine to the south, which suggests that the Grace Cit y
moraine may be a recessional feature . On the east, however, the moraine is bounded
by drift deposited by ice that formed the Kensal moraine . The Kensal moraine i s
known to have been constructed by a readvance of the ice, but cross-cuttin g
relations between the two moraines do not exist in the county . Lemke and Colton
(1958, p. 50) suggest that the Grace City moraine and the Kensal moraine wer e
formed by sublobes of ice that readvanced contemporaneously from the northeast
and northwest . It is also possible that the Grace City moraine formed as a reces-
sional feature during the same approximate time that the Kensal moraine wa s
formed by a readvance of a separate lobe of ice to the east . Although no conclusiv e
evidence that solves this problem was observed, the writer agrees with Lemke' s
and Colton's interpretation that the moraines were probably formed centempor-
aneously ; the writer is not thoroughly convinced, however, that both were forme d
as a result of a significant readvance of the ice sheet, though this seems probable .
The major evidence in support of this interpretation is that, as Lemke and Colto n
(1958, p . 50) pointed out, no cross-cutting relations are known to exist between th e
two moraines . In addition, the location of the James River valley and the presenc e
of several kames along the part of the Grace City moraine that parallels the Jame s
River valley, may be more easily accounted for if an interlobate developmen t
existed in this area .

During the time the Grace City moraine was formed, Pipestem Creek valle y
served as an important outlet for glacial melt water from the south and southwest
part of the ice lobe . If the Grace City and Kensal moraines were formed contem-
poraneously, the James River valley was a drainageway for melt water from bot h
lobes of ice . After the formation of the Grace City moraine, the ice margin probabl y
retreated to the north-northwest, uncovered a large tract of ground moraine, an d
locally formed minor recessional washboard moraines . During this retreat, Pipe -
stem Creek valley, and possibly the James River valley, continued to serve as
melt-water channels . After the retreat and disintegration of the lobe of ice tha t
formed the Grace City moraine, Pipestem Creek valley may have ceased to func-
tion as a melt-water channel. According to Lemke and Colton (1958, p . 51), how -
ever, the James River valley later served as a drainageway for glacial melt wate r
during the maximum advance and early deglaciation of the Souris and Leeds ic e
lobes to the north.

KENSAL MORAIN E

The Kensal moraine was formed by a significant readvance of the ice shee t
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from the northeast . The morainal topography varies greatly in character, bu t
two major units may be recognized: 1) The Kensal moraine, which has a rugge d
morainal topography ; and 2) subdued end moraine that is present on both th e
proximal and distal sides of the Kensal moraine . The Kensal moraine and th e
subdued end moraine, however, do not necessarily mark the maximum exten t
of the ice margin during the readvance (pl . 1) . For purposes of clarity, the sub-
dued end moraine will be discussed separately from the Kensal moraine eve n
though it is closely related to it.

This moraine, referred to by Lemke and Colton (1958, p . 50 and fig. 5) as th e
Kensal moraine, enters the county north of Kensal and trends south-southeas t
and leaves the county northeast of Spiritwood . The width of the moraine increases
from about 3 miles near Kensal to more than 5 miles in the vicinity of Blue Lake ,
12 miles to the south . South of the latitude of Blue Lake the proximal margin of
the moraine is located in Barnes County .

North of Spiritwood Lake the distal margin of the Kensal moraine is, in
general, well defined topographically. An obstructed melt-water channel which
parallels the margin of the moraine for much of its length, accentuates th e
boundary of the feature . South and east of Spiritwood Lake, however, the dista l
margin is not continuously well defined and the moraine consists of irregularly
spaced morainal hills that merge with subdued end moraine . The proximal sid e
of the moraine is difficult to locate because numerous washboard moraines i n
adjacent areas of subdued end moraine obscure the boundary . Thus the topo-
graphy along the proximal margin of the moraine is fairly rugged . The average
altitude of the subdued end moraine is about 1,515 to 1,520 feet above sea level —
significantly lower than the highest parts of the Kensal moraine, which range
from 1,550 to more than 1,600 feet above sea level .

The moraine lacks a continuous, well-defined crest and consists of a linea r
belt of morainal hills intermixed with numerous closed depressions . The altitud e
of many hills exceeds 1,575 feet above sea level and at places exceeds 1,600 fee t
above sea level . The highest point, located in the NE sec . 23, T . 142 N ., R . 63 W . ,
has an altitude of 1,645 feet above sea level . The high altitudes associated wit h
the moraine in the vicinity of Blue Lake may be explained in part by the overriding
of the Buchanan moraine by the younger Kensal moraine . Maximum local relief
per square mile exceeds 200 feet, but the average local relief is about 50 to 7 5
feet per square mile . The rugged topography results partly from the presence of
numerous kettles, several stream-eroded valleys, and one obstructed melt-wate r
channel.

South and east of Spiritwood Lake the moraine is not as well defined topo-
graphically as it is to the north . Local relief averages 30 to 40 feet per square mil e
in areas where there are no stream valleys. Subdued end moraine is more extensiv e
than the Kensal moraine in this area .

LANDFORMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE KENSAL MORAINE
Major landforms associated with the Kensal moraine include : 1) Subdue d

end moraine; 2) a group of ice marginal kames ; 3) several glacial melt-water
channels, located mainly on the distal side of the moraine ; and 4) ground morain e
in the northeast corner of the county . The Kensal moraine and these associate d
landforms represent a morphostratigraphic unit (pl . 1) .

SUBDUED END MORAINE. — Subdued end moraine refers to areas that ar e
gentically related to an end moraine, that lack a well-developed morainal topo-
graphy, and that are characterized by greater local relief than that which is pre -
sent in adjacent areas of ground moraine . The local relief averages 25 to 30 fee t
per square mile and is greater where stream valleys cross the areas . Low, isolated
morainal hills are common, and slopes are steeper than those associated with
ground moraine . Small areas of lower altitude and low relief are within the subdue d
end moraine ; these may resemble ground moraine or may be lacustrine plains . In
the northern part of Nogosek Township (T . 144 N., R. 63 W.) is an example of a
lacustrine plain located in the moraine .
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Linear ridges, conformable to the trend of the Kensal moraine, are present

in the subdued end moraine east of Jim Lake on the distal side of the moraine .

These ridges are also common in much of the subdued end moraine on the proxi-
mal margin of the Kensal moraine . The linear ridges are interpreted as washboar d

moraines and contribute significantly to the local relief .

ICE-MARGINAL KAMES . — A notable concentration of kames marks the maxi-

mum position cif the ice sheet that eventually formed the Kensal moraine . One

large kame and three smaller kames are situated on the east side of Arrowwoo d

Lake . In addition there are three small kames and two large karnes just east of

Jim Lake . Grasshopper Hills, in the SE sec . 21, T. 143 N ., R . 64 W., contains the

largest of these and consists of nurnerous boulder-strewn hillocks. The hillocks

cover about a quarter of a square mile and the highest point is about 100 feet

above the average altitude of the surrounding landscape . Some of the hillocks

are characterized by a linear trend that is parallel to the strike of the Kensa l

moraine and that presumably formed at the ice margin . The linear hillocks ar e

similiar to landforms in the two kame complexes in the west part of the county .

Grasshopper Hills consists mainly of sand and gravel, although some masses o f

till are present also . The hillocks are prominent topographically ; Kresl (1956 )
suggests that they may be bedrock composed, at least in part, of Fox Hills Sand -

stone, but this interpretation has been proved to be incorrect .

Just south of Spiritwood Lake six kames are located in sec . 36, T . 142 N . ,

R . 63 W. and secs . 1, 12 and 13, T . 141 N ., R . 63 W. (fig . 20) . Farther to the south

FIGURE 20

Large kame located at the mar-

gin of the drift deposited b y

the glacial advance that form-

ed the Kensal moraine . View i s

west from the east boundar y

of sec . 1, T . 141 N ., R . 63 W .

in secs . 14, 23, and 26, T . 141 N ., R . 63 W., are five kames in a linear arrangement

in an area of ground moraine, and, when viewed as a group, they resemble a

north-south trending esker . These are all part of a closely spaced group of ice -
marginal kames that were formed during a readvance of the ice sheet .

The kames described above were formed at or near the maximum positio n

of an ice sheet that readvanced to form the Kensal moraine . The presence of th e

kames marks, in part, the maximurn extent of this ice advance and such kame s

may be characteristic of this phase of glaciation .

MELT-WATER CHANNELS . — A complex system of glacial melt-water channel s

drains the distal side of the Kensal moraine . Two well-defined melt-water
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channels, obstructed in part by glacial drift, extend southeast from the vicinity
of Arrowwood Lake toward Blue Lake . The valleys, irregular in width, ar e
generally flat bottomed, but closed depressions and depositional mounds of glacia l
debris are present locally within them. The depressions, some of which contai n
lakes, indicate that the melt-water channels were probably deeper at one tim e
than they are today . The pits could have formed by the melting of masses of ic e
that were deposited, along with other glacial debris, in a melt-water channel .
If this is true, the channels must have existed before the ice margin overrod e
their position . The writer believes that the melt-water channel along the dista l
side of the Kensal moraine was overridden by an ice margin that advanced fro m
the northeast . This event forced the cutting of a second melt-water channel 1 o r
2 miles to the west. Continued advance of the ice margin later blocked this
second drainageway and glacial melt water was diverted farther west to a posi-
tion marked by the James River valley . As the ice margin later retreated to the
northeast, the overridden channels could not serve as major outlets for melt wate r
because they were filled, at least in part, with glacial debris .

Similiar events are believed to have occurred south of Blue Lake in the
drainage system associated with Sevenmile Coulee (fig . 21) . As previously stated,
Sevenmile Coulee may be divided into upper-middle, and lower sections . The
upper section, which extends from sec . 1 to sec . 25 in Fried Township (T . 141 N . ,
R . 63 W.) is narrow and irregular and was formed when the ice margin advance d

FIGURE 21—Aerial photograph of an obstructed channel marked by severa l
lakes in the east part of the county . Blue Lake occupies th e
circular depression shown in the north-central part of the photo -
graph . Photograph by the Corps of Engineers .
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far enough west to disrupt the drainage in this area. The middle section, which
extends from sec . 30 in Fried Township (T . 141 N ., R . 63 W.) to sec . 19 in Spirit -
wood Township (T . 140 N., R. 62 W.), was not markedly affected by the ice advanc e
because the terminal position of the ice margin roughly coincided with the valley .
The lower section, which is much wider than either the upper or middle sections ,
probably did not exist before the readvance of the ice sheet . This part of Seven-
mile Coulee probably formed during the time that the ice margin readvanced to
block drainage of melt water to the south-southeast into Barnes County by wa y
of an obstructed melt-water channel located southwest of Spiritwood (see Drain -
age History) .

All the melt-water channels described above may have served as drainage -
ways, at least for a short period of time, while the ice margin retreated northeas t
from its maximum position . In addition, other channels formed during the advanc e
and retreat of the ice margin . Thus, the complex system of melt-water channels
on the distal side of the Kensal moraine is the result of a significant rearrange-
ment in the drainage system that was brought about by a readvance of the ic e
sheet.

Other melt-water channels that formed during or after the time that th e
ice sheet readvanced to its maximum position include : 1) A narrow gravel-
filled valley that trends southwest through Gray Township (T . 142 N., R. 62 W. )
toward Spiritwood Lake; 2) a melt-water channel that trends west in northern
Rose Township (T. 141 N., R. 62 W.), and 3) a shallow valley that contain s
significant amounts of glaciofluvial material and that trends southeast from th e
east border of the county through secs . 25 and 36, T. 140 N., R. 62 W. and secs.
1 and :tl, T. 139 N., R . .62 W. to join a large tract of undifferentiated outwash. All
these valleys served as outlets for melt water while the ice margin retreated to
the northeast and all contain significant amounts of glaciofluvial material .

GROUND MORAINE IN THE NORTHEAST PART OF THE COUNTY . — A tract of ground
moraine covers about 25 square miles on the proximal side of subdued end morain e
in the northeast part of the county. The altitude of the ground moraine ranges, i n
general, from 1,500 to 1,525 feet above sea level . The surface is gently rolling excep t
for one large, isolated morainal hill along the east border of the county in secs .
11 and 12, T . 144 N ., R . 62 W. Sand and gravel deposits are associated with one
kame in the NWI sec. 16 and with an esker in secs. 10 and 11 in Corinne Town-
ship (T. 144 N ., R . 62 W.) . Sand and gravel are also associated with a lacustrin e
plain that has its center in sec. 1, T. 144 N., R. 63 W., and extends north into
Foster County.

CHARACTER OF THE DRIFT . — The Kensal moraine and the subdued end morain e
and ground moraine associated with it are composed mainly of till. No major
physical characteristic was observed in exposures that definitely distinguishes th e
till of the Kensal moraine from other surficial tills in the county . Size analyses
of till samples, however, suggest that the till contains more sand and less silt and
clay than do other tills in Stutsman County ; this variation is not great and is not
apparent in the exposures that were examined .

Glaciofluvial materials associated with melt-water channels generally consis t
of horizontally- and cross-bedded sand and gravel . The lacustrine sediments con-
sist primarily of silt and clay and may be interbedded with some sand .

THICKNESS OF THE DRIFT . — The thickness of the glacial drift probably ranges
from 100 to 300 feet in much of the area covered by this morphostratigraphic unit .
The only known major exceptions to this are the following : 1) In the west-
central part of this unit, bedrock crops out at several places along the walls o f
melt-water channels in the southeast part of Lyon Township (T . 143 N ., R. 64 W.) ,
showing that the drift is not very thick in this area ; 2) along the east border of the
county a deep bedrock valley, filled with glacial drift, trends north-south (Pl . 2 )
and the glacial drift may exceed 500 feet in thickness along the strike of this
buried valley. Probably most of the glacial drift was deposited before the ic e
advanced to form the Kensal moraine . This is indicated by two exposures in the
vicinity of Spiritwood Lake and one south of Spiritwood in which the drift de -
posited by the last advance of the ice is less than 50 feet thick .
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INTERPRETATION. — The Kensal moraine was deposited by a significant re -
advance of the ice sheet and possibly formed contemporaneously with the Grac e
City moraine because cross-cutting relations do not exist between the tw o
moraines . Evidence indicating that the Kensal moraine was formed by a signifi-
cant readvance of the ice sheet includes the following:

1. The Buchanan moraine, formed by an ice margin that retreated to the north ,
is truncated in Ashland Township (T . 142 N ., R . 63 W.) by the Kensal moraine,
which was formed by an ice margin that retreated to the northeast.

2. Northeast-trending washboard moraines within the ground moraine in the
distal side of the Kensal moraine just west of the middle section and east o f
the lower section of Sevenmile Coulee are also truncated by low ridges o f
glacial drift . The trend of the ridges is roughly parallel to the strike of th e
Kensal moraine .

3.

	

A group of ice-marginal kames marks, at least in part, the maximum positio n
of the ice sheet during the readvance .

4.

	

Obstructed melt-water channels are found only in the east and northeas t
parts of the county and are best explained by a readvance of the ice.

5. Two exposures along the south side of Spiritwood Lake in sec . 31, T . 142 N . ,
R . 62 W. and one along the east boundary of sec . 11, T . 139 N ., R . 62 W. on the
north side of a melt-water channel, reveal till overlying water-deposited sedi-
ments that in turn overlie an older till . The upper till may have been de -
posited during the last ice advance, which formed the Kensal moraine. In
the two exposures near Spiritwood Lake, the water-deposited sediments hav e
been severely disturbed and masses of the overlying till have been thrus t
into fluvial and lacustrine sediments, which indicates that the upper till wa s
deposited by a readvance of the ice sheet (figs . 22 and 23) .

Because the maximum position of the ice sheet was west of the Kensal moraine ,
giacial drift was deposited in the form of ice-marginal kames and subdued en d
moraine on the distal side . In addition, the ice margin overrode at least two glacial
melt-water channels and forced a reorganization of the drainage of the area . Majo r
changes in drainage probably included the establishment of the James River valle y

FIGURE 22

Lacustrine and fluvial materia l

overlying till . Contortions i n

the water-deposited sediment s

were formed by the readvanc e

of the glacier that deposited

the Kensal Moraine . The til l

was deposited prior to the re-

advance. Exposure is in a man -

made cut along the south shor e

of Spiritwood Lake in the 5W ¼

sec . 31, T . 142 N ., R . 62 W .
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FIGURE 23

Close view of the contorte d
lacustrine sediments shown i n
figure 22 . The face of this
exposure strikes northeast an d

is roughly perpendicular to th e
long axes of the contortions .

as a major outlet for melt water in the northeast part of the county and th e
development of the lower section of Sevenmile Coulee .

After the construction of the Kensal moraine, the ice margin eventuall y
retreated to the east and northeast . Subdued morainal topography formed along
the proximal margin of the Kensal moraine and several melt-water channels
carried melt water away from the ice margin as it retreated. Further retreat o f
the ice margin uncovered the ground moraine that is located in the extreme
northeast part of the county . This retreat marked the final recession of the ice
sheet from Stutsman County.

AGE OF THE

SURFICIAL DRIFT AND ASSOCIATED LANDFORM S

The discussion of the age of the surficial drift and associated landforms i n
the county was purposely separated from the previous descriptions of sedimen t
characteristics and topographic forms because of the following factors, which may
influence the continuing development of a glacial chronology for North Dakota :
1) Inves' :igations of Pleistocene stratigraphy in North Dakota are in an initia l
stage, 2) regional correlations with drift sheets recognized by various workers i n
other areas within or outside the State may be tenuous because the glacial geolog y
of the intervening areas may not be understood, 3) a glacial chronology that i s
appropriate in another area may not be applicable to North Dakota, 4) at th e
present time there is some lack of agreement regarding a classification of the
Wisconsin Glaciation for the Midwest. The following discussion deals basically
with the relative and absolute ages, as far as can be determined, of the surficial
sediments and landforms in the county . Possible regional correlations are considered
only insofar as they might relate to the problem under consideration .

AGE OF THE SURFICIAL DRIFT 'WITHIN THE COTEAU DU MISSOUR I
According to Lemke and Colton (1958, p. 49 and fig . 3), the Streeter morain e

correlates with the B-1 drift border in South Dakota, shown by Flint (1955, fig . 31) .
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Flint (1955, p. 118) states that the B-1 drift was deposited during a significant re -
advance of the glacier that occurred after a shrinkage of unkown magnitude in Man-
kato time. Rau (1962, p . 35) states that in Kidder County, North Dakota, the drif t
associated with the Streeter moraine apparently overlies Burnstad Drift of Clayto n
(1961) and that the former is very nearly time equivalent with the latter — that is ,
the moraine of the Streeter Drift was deposited very shortly after the Burnsta d
Drift . Lemke and Colton (1958, fig . 3) have tentatively correlated Burnstad Drift i n
North Dakota with the A-1 advance in South Dakota, which Flint interprets as th e
maximum position of the ice during Mankato time (Flint, 1955, p . 118, fig . 31) . Rau
(1962, p . 28) accepts this general correlation by Lemke and Colton but points ou t
that the actual border of the Burnstad Drift in Kidder County may be somewha t
different from that interpreted by Lemke and Colton (Rau, 1962, p . 23) .

Moir (1958, p . 108-114) and supplement) describes fossil wood within sand
and silt that overlie till in Kidder County. A radiocarbon age determination o f
samples of the wood by the Geochronology Laboratory of the U .S. Geological
Survey indicates an age of 11,480±300 years (sample W-542), which correlates
closely with an average of dates for the Two Creeks Interstade of Wisconsin time .
According to Rau (1962, p . 28), the wood overlies till of Burnstad age. Thus ,
Burnstad . Drift was probably deposited before 11,480±300 years ago, and if Rau
(1962, p . 35) is correct, the Streeter moraine was formed a short time after the
Burnstad . Drift was deposited .

In Stutsman County in a gravel pit in the SWi sec . 17, T. 139 N., R . 67 W . ,
thin and. finely ribbed pelecypod shells and shell fragments lie in stagnation
outwash deposits. The sediments consist of sand and gravel that were deposited
by melt water some time after the formation of the Streeter moraine . Numerou s
shell fragments are found mainly in the coarser sediments but in certain bed s
of sand, :intact clam shells, ranging from very small to about 4 inches in length, are
oriented with their long axes roughly parallel to the bedding — some with bot h
valves attached in a closed position. The fragile nature of the shells, their mode of
occurrence, and the numerous shell fragments in the coarser sediments indicat e
that the pelecypods could not have been transported very far and that they may b e
in place. Thus, the pelecypods must be proglacial and must have been burie d
in glacial drift as the ice stagnated in the west part of the county .

A radiocarbon age determination of samples of the shells made by the
Geochronology Laboratory of the U.S. Geological Survey show that the shell s
are 11,070±300 years old (sample W-956) . This suggests that the Streeter morain e
was formed prior to 11,070±300 years ago and that stagnant glacial ice existe d
in at least parts of the Coteau du Missouri at the approximate time of the Tw o
Creeks Interstade, which is associated with the Michigan Lobe of the ice sheet .

Fragile, but intact and closed pelecypod shells are present also in the upper
24 inches of a dark soil zone containing pebbles and cobbles in the SE1SEi sec . 29,
T . 137 N., R. 69 W., immediately east of the proximal margin of the Streeter
moraine . The soil zone overlies till that probably was deposited by the ice whic h
formed the Streeter moraine. The life forms must have existed either during th e
time of glacial stagnation or in ponded water that existed some time after th e
area was free of ice. A radiocarbon age determination by the Geochronology
Laboratory of the U.S. Geological Survey shows that the shells are 9,870±290
years old (sample W-954) . This date indicates that the Streeter moraine was
formed prior to 9,870±290 years ago and further substantiates the radiocarbon dat e
described above and the subsequent interpretation ."

If the radiocarbon dates described above are correct, apparently stagnan t
glacial ice existed in the west part of the county during at least part of Tw o
Creeks time and the Streeter moraine was formed before 11,070±300 years ago .
Furthermore, the nature of the landforms in the west part of the county indicate s

21 Two other samples of carbonaceous material obtained from drift in North Dakota which hav e
been dated by the U. U.S . Geological Survey are found to be similar in age (samples W-993, 9,900 ±
400 ; W-1005, 10,050±300) to the pelecypod shells . Both of the radiocarbon age determination s
were obtained from wood fragments collected from sediments of glacial Lake Agassiz in th e
extreme eastern part of the state .
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that no readvance of the glacier reached this part of the county after the Streeter
moraine was formed. The time of the last glacial advance that overrode the west
part of the county is not known . Possibly the last advance predates the final
disintegration of the ice by a long period of time . Perhaps the margin of th e
glacier fluctuated within the Coteau du Missouri for several thousand years, o r
more, before the ice finally disintegrated, and possibly the rate of ablation wa s
relatively slow in an environment characterized by stagnant ice .

AGE OF THE SURFICIAL DRIFT WITHIN THE DRIFT PRAIRI E

The Millarton, Eldridge, and Buchanan moraines are all interpreted a s
recessional moraines which were formed while the ice margin retreated from th e
east part of the county. The Kensal moraine and possibly the Grace City moraine
were formed by a significant readvance that post dates the formation of th e
Buchanan moraine . Topographic and stratigraphic evidence that supports thi s
interpretation has already been described, but the duration of the ice-free period
that preceded the readvance is not known . No evidence was discovered to indicat e
that the ice-free period was long, but the lack of such evidence does not preclud e
this possibility .

Lemke and Colton (1958, p. 50 and fig. 3) indicate that all the surficial drift
in the county is of Mankato age . However, they also point out that Leighton
(1957b) interprets the Big Stone moraine in Minnesota to be of Valders age .
If the Big Stone moraine correlates with the Kensal moraine, the Two Creek s
Interstade should, according to Lemke and Colton, separate the drift that was
deposited by the ice sheet when it advanced to form the Kensal moraine fro m
the older drift associated with the Streeter advance. The exact age of the drift o f
the Kensal moraine was not learned during the course of this study . It is know n
to post date the age of the Buchanan moraine, and in all probability it predate s
the age of wood fragments with ages of 10,050±300 (sample W-1005) and 9,900 ±
400 (sample W-993) collected from sediments of glacial Lake Agassiz . The age of
the drift associated with the Millarton, Eldridge, and Buchanan moraines pos t
dates the age of the Streeter moraine, which exceeds 11,070±300 years, and
predates the age of the Kensal moraine .

DRAINAGE HISTORY
AND RESULTANT TERRACES

It is not possible to determine the exact nature of the drainage condition s
that existed prior to the final deglaciation of the county because these have bee n
largely obscured by the deposition of glacial drift . Apparently, however, stream
systems that predate the present drainage conditions existed in preglacial an d
glacial times . Some record of these drainage conditions is revealed in the nature
of the bedrock topography and in the character of the sediments that were
penetrated by drilling in the county.

Major stream valleys that probably existed in preglacial times and that ma y
have served as drainageways during and between earlier phases of glacial activit y
include the ancestral Cannonball River valley and the Spiritwood valley. The
ancestral Cannonball River valley probably followed one of the three course s
shown on plate 2 . Spiritwood valley trends north-south along the east borde r
of the county and may be : 1) A northward continuation of the prediversionary
Cheyenne River valley noted by Flint (1955, p . 148 and pl. 7), 2) a part of the
ancestral Cannonball drainage system, or 3) a part of a valley system that has not
been previously recognized .

Little is known of the drainage conditions in the county between the tim e
the area was first glaciated and a time prior to the final disintegration of th e
glacier. It is reasonable to assume, however, that pre-existing drainageways were
diverted, obstructed, and buried as a result of glaciation and that new or modifie d
drainage systems were established . Some of the sand and gravel deposits in the
subsurface are undoubtedly glaciofluvial sediments that were deposited in valley s
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during Pleistocene time . Available data, however, are not adequate to permi t
recognition of pre-existing drainage systems and patterns . Extensive drainag e
systems probably did exist, however, during Pleistocene time prior to the fina l
deglaciation of the county and at least parts of these systems are recorded by linea r
deposits of sand and gravel that exist below the land surface in the county .

LATE DRAINAGE HISTORY OF THE COTEAU DU MISSOUR I

After the glacier formed the Streeter moraine, part of which is located i n
the extreme southwest part of the county, extensive stagnation of the ice shee t
occurred in the area known as the Coteau du Missouri . The ice ablated in place
and the melt water probably followed drainageways in and on the surface of the
glacier ; melt water accumulated in depressions on the surface of the stagnant ic e
or in low areas on the emerging subglacial surface . In the present topography in
the west part of the county, there is a notable absence of either an integrate d
drainage system or large valleys formed by glacial melt water . This indicates tha t
during the final phases of ice disintegration large amounts of melt water were no t
available to erode the drift and that much of the melt water that did exist eithe r
evaporated or was absorbed by the drift . Furthermore, valley cutting has been
negligible since the disappearance of the glacier in this area . As a result, through-
out the west part of the county much of the runoff drains to the numerous close d
depressions, or potholes, and seeps into the drift or evaporates (fig . 7) . Thus, the
nature of the landforms combined with a subhumid climate has retarded develop-
ment of an integrated drainage system in the west part of the county .

LATE DRAINAGE HISTORY IN THE DRIFT PRAIRI E
PRIOR TO THE FORMATION OF THE KENSAL MORAIN E

While the Millarton moraine was forming, glacial melt water drained sout h
along the flank of the ice sheet by way of Minneapolis Flats (fig . 24, part A) . As
the ice margin retreated to the north and northeast, the James River valley als o
served as a major south-trending drainageway in the southeast part of the
county (fig . 24, part B) . Beaver Creek valley, a tributary to the James Rive r
valley, probably formed at about the time that the ice sheet constructed the
southern part of the Eldridge moraine (fig . 24, part B) . Beaver Creek valley als o
captured the drainage of Minneapolis Flats at about the same time, and thi s
resulted in a major diversion of drainage in the county (fig . 24, part B) .

As the ice margin retreated to the north from the Eldridge moraine, an un-
named melt-water channel formed on the proximal margin of the moraine, some
of the melt water from the west flank of the ice sheet drained south by way o f
Minneapolis Flats and Beaver Creek valley, and the James River valley wa s
lengthened by headward erosion . Streaman Coulee, in the southeast part of th e
county, may have formed also at this time, although this is not definitely know n
(fig. 24, part C) . Continued retreat of the ice margin toward Buchanan morain e
probably resulted in the abandonment of Minneapolis Flats and Beaver Creek
valley as glacial melt-water channels . Most of the water probably drained south
by way of Pipestem Creek valley and the part of the James River valley sout h
of Jamestown. The segment of the James River valley north of Jamestown
probably did not exist at this time, or, if a valley did exist, it was probably a mino r
tributary valley that bore little resemblance to the present drainageway (fig . 24,
part D) .

A second melt-water channel located to the east of the lower James -
Pipestem system may have formed during this phase of glacial activity . This
drainageway, part of which is occupied by Sevenmile Coulee, extends south -
southeast through the northeast part of the county and enters Barnes County sout h
of Spiritwood (fig . 24, part D) . The character and course of most of the valle y
have been largely obscured by glacial events that postdate its formation, but th e
middle part of Sevenmile Coulee is for the most part an unaltered segment of th e
melt-water channel (fig . 24, part FL" Topographic evidence of the former course

22 A previous discussion of Sevenmile Coulee is included in the section on Glacial landforms an d
their history .
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of the channel, which was overridden by the glacier and obstructed by drift, exist s
both north and south of the middle section of Sevenmile Coulee . A part of the
obstructed channel is especially apparent in Ashland Township (T. 142 N., R . 63
W.), where a group of lakes are present in a linear lowland that trends north -
west (fig . 21, pl . 1) .

After the :Buchanan moraine formed, the ice margin retreated an unknow n
distance to the north . During this retreat Pipestem Creek valley and the north -
ward continuation of the middle section of Sevenmile Coulee were lengthened
by headward erosion, and both probably continued to be active as melt-water
channels (fig. 24, part E) .

DRAINAGE HISTORY DURING AND AFTER
THE FORMATION OF THE KENSAL MORAINE

A significant readvance of the ice sheet occurred some time after the ic e
margin retreated from the Buchanan moraine . This readvance resulted in several
drainage diversions that affected Sevenmile Coulee . One of these diversion s
resulted in the formation of the lower part of Sevenmile Coulee. Before the ic e
readvanced to form the Kensal moraine, Sevenmile Coulee extended south -
southeast, entering Barnes County south of Spiritwood ; it did not join the James
River valley as it does today (fig. 24, part E) . The readvance of the ice from the
northeast eventually blocked Sevenmile Coulee somewhere east of Stutsman
County. Melt-water must have been ponded in the valley and then spilled over
the relatively narrow interfluve to enter the James River valley about 6 miles east -
southeast of Jamestown. Some of the melt water may also have drained to the
south by way of Streaman Coulee at the same time, but this is not definitel y
known. Thus, the readvance and subsequent diversion resulted in the establishmen t
of the lower section of Sevenmile Coulee located, in part, in secs . 29, 30 and 31 ,
T . 140 N ., R . 62 W. (pl . 1 ; fig . 24, part F) .

The sequence of events described above helps to explain major variation s
in the form and width of Sevenmile Coulee and a significant drainage anomal y
in that valley. The writer believes that the middle section of Sevenmile Coule e
was not markedly affected by the readvance of ice which formed the Kensa l
moraine because the terminal position of the glacier coincided approximately wit h
the location of the valley . However, the upper section of the coulee was over -
ridden by this ice advance, and the irregular and narrow character of this par t
of the valley may have resulted from blockage and subsequent diversion of mel t
water by the glacier. Some of the melt water that eroded the upper section o f
Sevenmile Coulee undoubtedly flowed directly from the ice because the valley
ends abruptly in secs. 1 and 2, T . 141 N., R . 63 W. Furthermore, this diversion als o
may account . for the existence of the group of lakes (Sevenmile and Spiritwoo d
Lakes, among others) that occupies low areas in the overridden valley . It is als o
note-worthy that the lower section of Sevenmile Coulee widens abruptly to twice th e
width of the middle section. As there is no noticeable change in the gradient of
the valley or in the character of the material into which the valley has bee n
eroded, the variation in width is probably related to an abrupt increase in th e
amount of melt water that drained south in this part of Sevenmile Coulee . The
sources of the melt water were : 1) Water draining south by way of the uppe r
and middle sections of the coulee, 2) water draining north-northwest in the forme r
south-southeast-trending drainageway that was blocked by the glacier, and 3 )
water draining southwest by way of a stream valley that presently drains Rush
Island Lake in sec . 9, T . 140 N., R. 62 W. (pl . 1) . This glacial melt water may
also have served to widen the James River valley south of the point where it i s
joined by Sevenmile Coulee.

After the readvance, the margin of the glacier retreated to the northeast but
glacial melt water continued to drain to the James River by way of the newly
established lower part of Sevenmile Coulee . The unnamed melt-water channel
located in secs . 20, 28, and 33, T . 140 N., R . 62 W., which formerly served as the
lower part of Sevenmile Coulee in the county, was obstructed by glacial drift ,
and the drainage in the valley was permanently reversed . As a result, the inter -
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mittent stream occupying this valley drains north-northwest in an opposite directio n
to the regional drainage, thus forming a barbed drainage pattern in Spiritwood
Township (T . 140 N ., R . 62 W .) .

Another drainage diversion, believed to postdate the formation of lowe r
Sevenmile Coulee, occurred in the northeast part of the county as the ice tha t
formed the Kensal moraine reached its terminal position . The glacier advance d
and overrode the northwest-trending extension of Sevenmile Coulee ; it then
diverted the melt water to a new drainageway that extended south to join th e
Pipestem-lower James system at the site of Jamestown . The drainage diversio n
probably took place in at least two stages . First, the pre-existing southeast -
trending valley was blocked by the advancing ice and a new channel, nearl y
parallel to the overridden valley, was established 1 to 2 miles to the west (pl. 1) .
Then, further advance of the glacier also blocked this newly established drain-
ageway and the melt water was again diverted ; it then eroded the part of th e
James River north of Jamestown (fig . 24, part F) . By coincidence the newl y
established course of the upper James River trended south across a large bedrock
high but one with little or no topographic expression (pls . 1 and 2) . Down -
cutting in the valley has resulted in the removal of overlying drift and in the
partial intrenchment of the valley into the underlying Pierre Shale .

When the melt water formed the segment of the James River valley nort h
of Jamestown, a significant amount of water was diverted away from Sevenmil e
Coulee . The melt water that drained south in the upper James River valley
joined the water in Pipestem Creek valley and probably widened the James River
between the site of Jamestown and Sevenmile Coulee. The James River valle y
was not widened abruptly south of the point where it is joined by Sevenmil e
Coulee because the role of Sevenmile Coulee as a melt-water channel had greatl y
diminished at this time .

As the ice that formed the Kensal moraine retreated northeast, all the over -
ridden drainageways were freed of ice, but their channels were obstructed, a t
least in part, by glacial drift . As a result, the newly established lower section o f
Sevenmile Coulee and upper James River valley continued to serve as melt-wate r
channels even though the latter was established across a bedrock high that Pipe -
stem and Sevenmile Coulee had largely avoided (fig . 24, part F) .

During the final retreat of the ice margin from the county, three west -
trending tributaries carried melt water to Sevenmile Coulee (fig . 24, part G) .
These tributaries drain to the coulee by way of Rush Island Lake, Sevenmil e
Lake, and Spiritwood Lake . The latter may have existed in some form before, o r
contemporaneously with, the ice advance that resulted in the formation of th e
Kensal moraine because till overlies glaciofluvial sediments along the south side
of the valley in the NW4 sec . 14, T . 142 N., R . 62 W. The other two tributary valley s
were probably formed with the final retreat of the ice margin .

Both the James River valley and Pipestem Creek valley continued to serv e
as outlets for melt water as the ice margin retreated an unknown distance fro m
Stutsman County. According to Lemke and Colton (1958, p . 51-52, fig . 4), a
significant readvance of the glacier occurred after the formation of the Kensal
and Grace City moraines and this readvance resulted in the construction of th e
Martin, Heimdal, Cooperstown, and Wahpeton moraines . Pipestem Creek was
probably inactive as a melt-water channel during this readvance, but the Jame s
River valley again served as a melt-water channel for a short period of time .
The James River valley not only served as an outlet for melt water from the
readvancing glacier, but also as a temporary outlet for glacial Lake Souris (Lemk e
and Colton, 1958, p . 51) . As the ice margin once again retreated, the Sheyenn e
River temporarily captured the drainage of glacial Lake Souris and the James
River valley became inactive as a melt-water channel (Lemke and Colton ,
1958, p . 51-52) .

TERRACES ASSOCIATED WITH GLACIAL MELT-WATER CHANNEL S
Terraces are common in the James River valley south of Jamestown, Pipe -

stem Creek valley south of the Grace City moraine, Beaver Creek valley, Streama n
Coulee, and Sevenmile Coulee (pl . 1) . The terraces are present at various altitudes
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and consist of glaciofluvial sediments, till, or a combination of both . With the
exception of terraces in the middle and upper sections of Sevenmile Coulee, the
landforms resulted from erosion by running water. The terrace forms in the
middle and upper sections of Sevenmile Coulee are interpreted as kame terrace s
and thus are depositional rather than erosional features.

Because of the significant drainage diversions that occurred in the county
and because of the lack of information regarding specific glacial events that too k
place after the ice margin retreated, interpretation and correlation of the terrac e
forms are difficult. In some places, such as in the lower James River valley, tw o
or more groups of terraces are present at different altitudes in a single valley .
In other valleys, such as Beaver Creek valley, it was not possible to definitely
differentiate separate groups of terraces . The following is a description of th e
terraces that were observed in Stutsman County and, where possible, a discussio n
of the relation of the terraces to the drainage development.

TERRACES ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOWER JAMES RIVER VALLEY AND PIPESTEM CREE K

VALLEY. — Scattered remnants of a high terrace, about 75 feet above the floodplain o f
the James River, are found in the east-trending part of the valley in sec . 2, 4, 11, 13,
and 14, T . 140 N., R. 63 W. (pl . 1) . The terraces, composed of glaciofluvial sedi-
ments, may be remnants of an early phase of valley development associated with th e
lower James-Pipestem system, which is believed to have been established as the ic e
margin retreated north from the Eldridge moraine . However, because the terraces
are few in number and widely spaced, they reveal little of former drainage condi-
tions.

Glaciofluvial material exposed in two gravel pits (one in the NE} sec. 14,
T. 139 N., R. 63 W., and the other in the SE1 sec . 2, T . 139 N., R. 63 W.) range s
widely in grain size and pebble types. In the gravel pit in sec. 14 at least 22 feet
of fine gravel is characterized by cut-and-fill structures. Analysis of samples fro m
this site indicates that about 16 per cent of the material is granules and pebbles
and 84 per cent is sand (table 4, column A) . Furthermore, shale and other sedi-
mentary rock types represent 39 and 48 per cent respectively of all pebbles in
the sample (table 5, column A) ." However, in the gravel pit located in sec . 2, very
coarse gravel, in which cobbles are abundant, is most common . Analysis of sample s
from this deposit reveals that 68 per cent of the sample was larger than coars e
sand (table 4, column B) . In addition, sedimentary rock types, excluding shale ,

TABLE 4. — Grain sizes in samples of glaciofluvial materia l
SAMPLE S

U . S. SIEVE SERIES
Percentage by weight (rounded

off to nearest per cent )

Number Size (mm .) A' B' C2 D 2

	

E 2 Fa Gs H*
2 8 3 43 24 16

	

35 7 37 27
5 4 6 14 20 14

	

11 7 22 17
10 2 7 11 27 17

	

12 14 17 19
18 1 12 11 14 22

	

15 27 13 1 8
35 1/2 38 12 7 18

	

17 29 9 1 2
60 1/4 34 5 3 9

	

7 14 2 4
120 1/8 t 2 2 3

	

2 2 t 1
230 1/16 t 1 1 t

	

t t t 1
Pan t 1 1 t

	

1 t t 1
t (trace) equals less than one-half of one per cent .

Source of Samples: *
i Samples from high terraces within the James valley
Samples from low terraces within the James and Pipestem valley s

8 Samples from terraces within upper and middle Sevenmile Coulee
4 Sample from low terrace within lower Sevenmile Coulee

• For exact location of sample sites see supplement to tables 4 and 5 .

sa Size and pebble analysis of samples of glaciofluvial material from all terraces was compute d
on the basis of weight .
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TABLE 5. — Pebble types in samples of glaciofluvial materia l

PEBBLE TYPES
Percentage by Weigh t

(to nearest per cent)

Al Bi C2 D2 E2 F 3 G" H'

Shale 39 5 11 19 11 22 69 4 5
Other sedimentary

(mainly carbonates) 48 54 45 38 60 52 16 3 9

Igneous and metamorphic 13 41 44 43 29 26 15 16

Source of Samples : *
Samples from high terraces within the James valley

2 Samples from low terraces within the James and Pipestem valley s
a Samples from terraces within upper and middle Sevenmile Coule e
4 Sample from low terrace within lower Sevenmile Coule e

* For exact location of sample sites see supplement to tables 4 and 5, below :

* Locations of glaciofluvial samples.
A. NE4 sec . 14, T . 139 N ., R . 63 W .

	

E. NW corner sec . 7, T . 138 N., R . 62 W .
B. SEl sec . 2, T. 139 N ., R . 63 W .

	

F . SEl sec . 13, T . 141 N ., R. 63 W .
C. SW ; sec . 26, T . 140 N ., R . 64 W .

	

G. SE ; sec . 31, T. 141 N ., R. 62 W .
D. SW ; sec . 5, T . 139 N ., R . 63 W .

	

H. SEi sec . 19, T. 140 N., R. 62 W .

and igeneous and metamorphic stones constitute 54 and 41 per cent, respectively ,
of the pebble sample and shale is relatively uncommon (table 5, column B) .

Low terrace forms, which average 20 to 30 feet higher than the adjacen t
floodplain, are common in the James River valley south of Jamestown and i n
Pipestem Creek valley south of the Grace City moraine (pl . 1) . These low ter -
races are not present either in Pipestem Creek valley north of the Grace Cit y
moraine or in the James River valley north of Jamestown. 2 ' Most of the low ter-
races consist of glaciofluvial material and they are interpreted as remnants of a
dissected valley train . The terraces are present on both sides of the valleys and
are especially common along the inner side of a curving stream course .

No exposures reveal till overlying glaciofluvial sediments in the low terraces .
This indicates that the sand and gravel were deposited during or after the retrea t
of the ice margin from the Eldridge moraine . Logically, the low terraces wer e
formed some time after the high terraces described previously . In addition, the
valley train from which the terraces were formed must have been deposited som e
time previous to the retreat of the ice margin from the Grace City moraine, be -
cause the terraces can be traced only as far north as the distal margin of tha t
moraine . Pits, formed by the melting of buried blocks of ice, are found on thos e
terraces that are located in the immediate vicinity of the distal margin of th e
Grace City moraine . This indicates that probably the valley train was formed, a t
least in part, at the time of the Grace City moraine . The absence of low terrac e
forms north of the Grace City moraine and in the part of the James River valle y
north of Jamestown suggests that the deposition of the valley train predates the
formation of the part of Pipestem Creek north of the Grace City moraine an d
predates the drainage diversion that resulted in the establishment of the uppe r
James River valley north of Jamestown . Thus, there is abundant evidence that
the valley train from which the terraces were later formed was deposited afte r
the ice retreated from the Eldridge moraine, prior to the retreat of the ice margi n
from the Grace City moraine, and probably before the drainage diversion tha t
resulted in the formation of the upper James River valley north of Jamestown.
The time at which the valley train was dissected to form the low terraces is mor e
difficult to determine. Obviously the terraces post date the formation of the valle y

21 Landforms below the water level of the Jamestown Reservoir north of the Jamestown Da m
were mapped on the basis of aerial photographs and topographic maps that predate the forma-
tion of the reservoir .
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train and they are known to have been formed before the final abandonment of
Pipestem Creek valley as a glacial melt-water channel because valley development
since that time has been negligible . 25

Most of the terrace forms in Pipestem Creek valley and the James Rive r
valley south of Jamestown consist of poorly sorted glaciofluvial sediments . Analysi s
of samples from three locations indicates an average of 40 per cent sand, 59 pe r
cent granules and pebbles, and the remander silt and clay (table 4, columns C, D ,
and E) . Carbonates and other sedimentary rock types, excluding shale, are mos t
abundant among the pebbles, followed by igneous and metamorphic stones. Shale
constitutes about :L4 per cent of the pebble samples . Cobbles and boulders are rare
in these deposits .

TERRACE ASSOCIATED WITH THE UPPER PART OF THE JAMES RIVER VALLEY. — North
of the latitude of Jamestown, the James River valley narrows abruptly and for
much of its extent is intrenched into bedrock . Only one terrace with its center in
secs . 18, 19, and 20, T. 143 N., R. 64 W., is located in this part of the valley . The
terrace surface, underlain by glaciofluvial material, averages 45 feet higher tha n
the adjacent valley bottom . The exact origin of the single terrace and the thick-
ness of the sand and gravel are not known . The terrace probably records an early
stage of valley development associated with the drainage diversion that formed
the valley. One explanation for the absence of numerous terraces in the upper
James River valley is that the drainageway formed some time after the deposition
of a valley train in the lower James River valley .

TERRACES ASSOCIATED WITH BEAVER CREEK VALLEY AND STREAMAN COULEE. — The
terraces in both Beaver Creek valley and Streaman Coulee have an average altitud e
that ranges from 20 to 50 feet higher than the valley bottoms and most of th e
terraces are probably composed of glaciofluvial sediments . The origin of the ter -
races is not definitely known, but the form and characteristics of the sediment s
indicate that they are erosional remnants of an early period of valley developmen t
that occurred during or after the retreat of the ice margin from the area .

TERRACES ASSOCIATED WITH SEVENMILE COULEE . — Sevenmile Coulee may b e
divided into upper, middle and lower sections on the basis of variations in valle y
characteristics." Terraces are present in all three sections, but there are significan t
variations between the character of the terraces in the upper and middle section s
of the coulee and the character of those in the lower section .

The terraces in both the upper and middle sections of Sevenmile Coulee ar e
composed of sand and gravel and range from 10 to 20 feet higher than the adjacen t
valley bottom . They are found on both sides of the valley but do not oppose on e
another . The sediments associated with the terraces in both the middle and uppe r
sections of the coulee were probably deposited by glacial melt water from th e
ice that constructed the Kensal moraine ; this is suggested because terraces ar e
present in the upper section of Sevenmile Coulee, which was formed as a resul t
of a drainage diversion during the time of this ice advance, and because till is no t
known on or within the terraces as would be expected if they had existed previou s
to this ice advance .

The terraces may be either remnants of an extensive deposit of sand an d
gravel that has been partially dissected or kame terraces. If the former is true ,
sand and gravel must have been deposited by melt water from the ice that forme d
the Kensal moraine and then must have been dissected at a later date . Inasmuch
as Sevenmile Coulee last functioned as a glacial melt-water channel during th e
retreat of the ice from the Kensal moraine, dissection of the sand and gravel in th e
valley would have to have occurred either during the retreat of the ice margin or

25 Factors indicating that the valley development has been negligible since it served as a glacia l
melt-water channel include, among others, the underfit character of the stream occupying th e
valley, the youthful character of drainage in areas adjacent to the valley, the absence of signifi-
cant stream intrenchment in the valley, the subhumid climate that prevails in the area, an d
especially the absence of terrace forms within Pipestem Creek valley north of the Grace City
moraine .

25 For discussion see Glacial Landforms and Their History and previous comments in this section
on Drainage History .
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after the time the valley ceased to serve as a melt-water channel . Both possibilitie s
are unlikely because valley development appears to have been negligible afte r
drainageways in the county ceased to serve as melt-water channels and becaus e
Sevenmile Coulee ends abruptly in secs . 1 and 2, T . 141 N., R . 63 W., which indicate s
that this part of the valley could only have been formed by melt water running
directly off glacial ice . In this area, however, terrace forms are not present an d
this negates the possibility that the sand and gravel were dissected as the ic e
margin retreated to the northeast (pl. 1) .

If the glaciofluvial terraces in upper and middle Sevenmile Coulee are no t
erosional remnants of a more extensive deposit that has been dissected, they ar e
probably kame terraces . Evidence to support this interpretation follows :
1. The maximum position of the ice advance that formed the Kensal morain e

coincides roughly with the location of the upper and middle sections of th e
coulee (pl . 1) . This situation is favorable for the formation of kame terraces .

2.

	

Steep, well-defined slopes, generally mark the face of the terraces.
3. There is a significant variation in the grain size of the sediments which com-

prise the terraces, and cobbles and boulders are common in some of th e
deposits.

4.

	

The location of all the terraces may be satisfactorily explained if they ar e
interpreted as kame terraces.

Samples of glaciofluvial sediments from the terraces were collected at tw o
sites, one in the upper section and the other in the middle section of the coulee .
The sample from the upper part of the coulee consisted of 72 per cent sand and 2 8
per cent granules and pebbles (table 4, column F) . Sedimentary rock types, ex-
cluding shale, constituted more than 50 per cent of the pebbles in the sampl e
(table 5, column F) . The sample from the middle part of the coulee consisted o f
24 per cent sand and 76 per cent granules and pebbles (table 4, column G) . Further-
more, 69 per cent of the pebbles consisted of shale (table 5, column G) . Observatio n
of several exposures and the samples described above indicate a high degree of
variability in grain size and rock types in the sediments that underlie the terrace s
in the middle and upper sections of Sevenmile Coulee .

Terraces in the lower section of Sevenmile Coulee are composed of till ,
glaciofluvial sediments, or sand and gravel that overlie till . Two terraces are
underlain by till . One is in secs . 19 and 30, T. 140 N., R. 62 W., and the second
extends south from sec . 7, T . 139 N ., R . 62 W. into part of the James River valley .
Both terraces are about 50 feet higher than the adjacent valley bottoms and de -
crease in altitude from north to south, as does the altitude of the adjacent valle y
floodplain. Both terraces are interpreted as erosional features ; they were probably
formed during the time of the drainage diversion that formed the lower sectio n
of Sevenmile Coulee .

A second group of terraces, lower than those described above, have a n
average altitude that is about 30 feet higher than the stream in Sevenmile Coulee .
The terraces are on both sides of the coulee and are underlain, at least in part, b y
sand and gravel . At several locations along the stream in sec. 31, T . 140 N ., R. 62 W . ,
till underlies the glaciofluvial sediments, and the present stream is slightly in -
trenched into the till .

Sample analysis of glaciofluvial material from a gravel pit located in th e
SE,1 sec . 19, T . 140 N., R . 62 W. shows that 36 per cent of the material is sand an d
63 per cent is granules and pebbles (table 4, column H) . Shale cobbles are abundant
in this exposure and five large carbonate boulders have been uncovered . Forty-
five per cent of the pebbles in the sample consists of shale (table 5, column H) .

The sediments of the low terraces in the lower part of Sevenmile Coule e
were probably deposited during and (or) shortly after the drainage diversion tha t
formed this valley . Intrenchment of the stream in the valley probably occurre d
as a result of lowering of the local base level, the James River. To the north, i n
the middle and upper sections of the coulee, the stream is not intrenched to th e
same extent . This stage of valley cutting probably occurred as the ice margin re -
treated to the northeast .
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